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Recommendations and Next Steps
A Chilean Scaled-up Crediting Mechanism (SCM) refers to one or more greenhouse gas (GHG)
crediting mechanisms that move beyond the traditional project-based approach by targeting a
sector, a sub-sector, or an aggregated number of emission sources. The set of recommendations
and next steps provided below is based on the assumptions that an SCM in Chile would be
developed bottom-up and be administered by the Government of Chile.

Section A: Options for a Scaled-up Crediting
Mechanism
Recommendations on overall design and crediting mechanisms
Make use of SCM windows for builtbuilt-in flexibility:
flexibility Whatever final design is adopted by the
Government for an SCM, it would be paramount that such design is flexible enough to
accommodate a number of variables. One possible way to achieve this would be to make use of
an umbrella SCM institutional design, comprised of different SCM windows, each responsible for
the operation a specific type of crediting mechanism. The following benefits are envisaged under
this approach:
-

Creation
Creati on of options for achieving net emission reductions at home:
home Under an SCM
umbrella design, a specific SCM window could govern a crediting mechanism that targets
the most cost-effective opportunities for greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions. This
crediting mechanism could ensure that resulting credits supply a future Chilean domestic
emissions trading scheme (ETS) (hence, contributing to Chile’s own mitigation efforts).

-

Adapting crediting mechanisms to Chile’s policy objectives:
objectives Making use of different
SCM windows would allow Chile to phase-in and phase-out crediting mechanisms in
accordance with the Government’s policy objectives. For instance, an SCM window
covering the electricity sector could be implemented as a transitional mechanism that
would in future be subsumed under a domestic Chilean ETS. In addition, as different SCM
windows could cover different sectors, sub-sectors, or groups of point sources, the
Government could start out with sectors where baseline setting and MRV are expected to
be less complex and gradually move on to other segments of the economy.

-

Increased
Increas ed chances for marketing and selling SCM credits abroad: The use of SCM
windows covering different types of mechanisms in different sectors (or sub-sectors, or
group of point sources of emissions) could increase the options for linking with outside
regimes as chances of meeting varying eligibility requirements would be enhanced.
Hence the multiple windows approach facilitates different windows being linked to (or
being eligible under) different international demand sources.
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When choosing sectors for inclusion in the SCM it is recommended that sectors be
evaluated against the following list of criteria:
- Emission reduction or sequestration potential of the sector
- MRV-ability
- Sensitivity of actors to carbon price
- International demand restrictions for credits from the sector
- International interest in the sector
- Availability of financing
- Potential co-benefits
Depending on the priorities of the Government and the targeted routes for credit offtake
(national versus international) these criteria may be further divided into primary and secondary
criteria or multiplied by different weights,
In application of the selection criteria, the power sector, a globally competitive industry and the
housing sector are used as examples to illustrate how the SCM could work. These illustrations also
represent the two scenarios of an SCM serving as a precursor to an ETS (first example) or as a
stand-alone mechanism (second and third example). Each illustration represents a different
crediting mechanism potentially governed and operated under a specific SCM window:
-

Illustration 1- Converting non-conventional renewable energy (NCRE) obligations of the
power sector into carbon credit obligations (SCM window 1). This option is suitable for the
scenario where an SCM serves as a stepping stone towards an ETS covering the electricity
sector and building upon the existing NCRE law as basis for the scheme. It translates the
NCRE targets into emission reduction targets. The renewable energy certificates could be
converted into SCM credits by calculating the tons of carbon saved using the carbon factor
of the grid for conversion.

-

Illustration 2: Performance benchmark with binding minimum targets for a leakage-exposed
industry sector (SCM window 2). Under this window of the SCM credits are issued to
installations which exceed the performance benchmark measured in tons of carbon
emissions per unit of output. This illustration is proposed for sectors that are unlikely to
become regulated under an ETS or for all sectors in case the Government discards the
instrument of an ETS altogether. The example is predominantly proposed for sectors with a
high degree of global competition and mobility (e.g. steel, cement) where production may
shift abroad as a result of political intervention.

-

Illustration 3: Performance based Crediting in the Housing Sector (SCM window 3). A
performance based approach is proposed for the housing sector as a potential stand alone
SCM window. The housing sector is proposed for an SCM window given its strategic priority
to the government and large mitigation potential. In addition, given the scattered nature of
emissions and low MRV-ability is unlikely to be covered by an ETS. A standard consumption
serving as performance benchmark could be calculated for different types of houses against
which energy efficiency enhancements could be credited.
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SCM window 1

Suggested Next Steps

Converting NCRE
obligations of the
power sector into
carbon credit
obligations

Identify legal amendments to NCRE law
that would be required to implement this
window. Consider if these could be
integrated within legal provisions to
provide for SCM.
Establish
Business-as-Usual
(BAU)
baseline for electricity sector, detailed and
updated analysis of abatement cost curve
Establish conversion factor for NCRE
credits to SCM credits
Decide on level of ambition of carbon
obligations
Consider whether to allow for obligations
to be met by credits from other than
NCRE investments in the power sector

SCM window 2

Performance
benchmark with
binding minimum
targets for a
leakageleakage-exposed
industry sector

Suggested Next Steps
Identify appropriate sector. Factors to
consider include:
- Exposure to leakage
- Abatement potential
- Small number of emitters
Develop intensity-based baseline for
sector
Develop crediting benchmark for sector
Conduct consultations with
participants
Identify legal measures required

SCM window 3

Performance
based Crediting
in the Housing
Sector.

sector

Suggested Next Steps
Determination of the BAU energy
consumption for different type of houses,
locations, and socio-economic conditions.
Detailed analysis of the abatement cost
curve for the housing sector, including
updated costs and technologies
Definition of the institutional setup for the
implementation of an SCM within the
Housing Ministry.
Study of potential new instruments that
can contribute to the mitigation objective,

Timeframe and expected
resources
Legal analysis of NCRE law and
legal
amendment
processes;
approx. 1 month

Update of existing studies; approx.
4 months
Simple technical conversion, 1
week
Political process, approx. 6 months
Political process, interrelated with
decision on level of ambition above

Timeframe
and
expected
resources
Requires cross-government
discussion and stakeholder
consultations; approx. 6 months

Approx. 3 months
Requires consultations; approx. 3
months
Approx. 3 months
Legal analysis; approx. 1 month
Timeframe
and
expected
resources
Study, approx. 6 months

Study, approx. 6 months

Consultations, approx. 6 months

Study, approx. 6 months
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certification,

green

Recommendations on institutional arrangements
Ensure transparency on decision
decision--making and creating clear channels of communication:
communication:
Procedures established for making key decisions on the design and implementation of an SCM
should incorporate from the start a wide range of stakeholders, including governmental
representatives, academics, business, industry, and environmental Non-Government
Organisations (NGOs). The importance of participatory decision-making is reflected by the
controversy and massive protests that have accompanied the assignment of individual fishing
transferable quotas in Chile.
Make sure policypolicy-related decisions are coordinated among the various relevant ministries so
as to minimize risks of overlapping or contradictory policies and incentives: Allocating the
task of overall supervision and coordination of an SCM to a steering committee comprised of a
number of relevant ministries could reduce risks of conflicting decision-making. The Sustainability
Council of Ministries (Consejo de Ministros para la Sustentabilidad), a multi-sectoral body leaded
by the Ministry of the Environment and integrated by the ministries of Agriculture, Finance,
Health, Economics, Energy, Public Works, Housing and Urbanism, Transport and
Telecommunications, Mining and Planning, could potentially house such overall supervisory and
policy-making function.
Establish sectoral regulatory bodies to supervise the daily operation of the different
crediting types (under different SCM windows): Where different SCM windows are used to
govern and operate different types of crediting mechanisms in different sectors, it could be
appropriate to nominate relevant sectoral regulatory bodies to carry-out regulatory functions for
each SCM window.
Endow the relevant regulatory body with the mandate and enough independence to make
design adjustments throughout the life of the SCM:
SCM Ensuring that the relevant SCM regulatory
body has delegated powers to initiate procedures for adjustments in the design of the SCM would
be beneficial. A mandate containing clear objectives and competencies could allow an SCM
regulatory body to more quickly respond to the different needs for adjustments and fine-tuning.
Build upon existing institutional capacities and experience:
experience Where national capacity and
relevant experience exist, avoiding the proliferation of new institutions can reduce considerably
the costs of implementing an SCM. Chile has a number of institutions which could house a
number of important functions and/or provide relevant experience, including the Ministry of
Health on reporting requirements, the emissions registry used in the Santiago cap-and-trade
system and the the Emission and Contaminant Transfers Registry (Registro de Emisiones y
Transferencias de Contaminantes), on database recording, storing, and management.

Options for a Scaled-up Crediting Mechanism in Chile
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Institutional SetSetUp

Suggested Next Steps
Initiate public consultations with all relevant
stakeholders at the inception and create
formal
and
informal
channels
of
communication
Initiate capacity need assessments to
evaluate capacity of existing entities to
undertake additional functions required
under an SCM
Compile and assess relevant experiences and
systems which could provide relevant
experience on data gathering, recording, and
management on potential SCM sectors
Consider and being legislative procedures to
endow existing institutions with the mandate
and powers to carry-out SCM functions (or
create new specialised bodies)
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Timeframe and expected
resources
Resource-intensive. Approx. 6
months.

Average complexity. Around 3 to
6 months.

Average complexity. Around 3 to
6 months.

Depending on national legal
regime, procedures, and political
will, may be resource-intensive.
Approx. 6 to 12 months

Recommendations on linking
Take advantage of a shared regulatory framework with a domestic ETS: Where the
Government decides to implement a domestic ETS, both the SCM and the ETS could be designed
to share much of the same regulatory framework as well as to exploit numerous synergies. The
likelihood of an ETS being adopted has a significant effect on SCM design.
Make use of generally accepted principles, standards, and guidelines: Pending greater
certainty on what these requirements will entail, designing the SCM in line with international best
practice assures a higher likelihood that the SCM will meet any forthcoming criteria, while
similarly increasing the chances that SCM credits will be accepted by a foreign ETS. These could
be based, for instance, on eligibility requirements for participating in the Joint Implementation
mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol, update IPCC guidelines, measurement, reporting and
verification (MRV) principles used under the European Union Emission Trading Scheme (EU-ETS),
and/or voluntary protocols and standards for safeguarding environmental integrity.
Reduce reliance on a single foreign market:
market Pursuing several linking possibilities can be
desirable as it would minimize the risk of over-reliance on a single international or foreign
recipient regime is lessened and demand predictability increased. On the other hand, selecting
carefully which market to link to is necessary to reduce transaction costs (given the package of
eligibility requirements that would likely need to be met by an SCM to obtain foreign
recognition).

Options for a Scaled-up Crediting Mechanism in Chile
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Seek endorsement or approval at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC)
UNFCCC level: Obtaining endorsement or approval under a framework for various
approaches within the UNFCCC can entail a number of benefits. Existing and emerging ETSs may
opt to require recognition under the UNFCCC as a precondition for allowing credits to be used in
their systems. Similarly, other emerging non-UNFCCC markets may require such recognition, or
may offer easier access for recognised credits. These and other factors may also lead to
recognised credits gaining higher prices on international markets than credits that are not
recognised.
Closely follow
follow developments abroad:
abroad Closely following international developments, including
with respect to emerging foreign ETSs and linking between other regimes is crucial. An SCM is
likely to compete with other offsetting schemes and over-supplied regimes are unlikely to openup for new sources of supply. New mechanisms under the UNFCCC may still take a long time to
be operationalized (although the New Market Mechanism may be implemented sooner than the
Framework for Various Approaches).
Provide kickkick-start funding:
funding Many of the linking options may only be achievable in the medium
term rather than the near term. In order to facilitate operationalizing an SCM in the near term,
therefore, the Government may consider establishing one or more “kick-start” funding
mechanisms.

The graph below illustrates possible linking options between different potential SCM windows
and carbon markets:

Participation in SCM

Bilateral Agreements

Transition to ETS

FVA
Foreign ETS
Chile ETS

Window Window
C
B

Window
A

Kick-Start Finance

Start of SCM

ETS

Start of ETS

Operationalization of NMM and FVA
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Suggested Next Steps

Timeframe and expected
resources

Engage in early consultations and talks with
foreign regimes so as to explore political
willingness to link and to create common
platforms of linking discussions or
participating in existing ones

Should start as soon as the
Government has decided to move
on with the creation of an SCM.
Expected to be resource-intensive.

Consider at very early stages eligibility
requirements from prospective foreign
regimes and reflect these in the design of
the SCM

Multiple and different
requirements may apply by
different regimes. Adjustments will
be required also after
implementation of the SCM.
Resource-intensive.
Dependent on political willingness
and availability of public resources.
Likely to be resource-intensive.

Set-up incentive mechanisms to create
and sustain demand for an SCM in the
initial phase of the scheme
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Section B: Stable Investment Incentives
The choice of suitable investment incentives is inextricably linked to the decision on the
introduction of an SCM or ETS in Chile. Recommendations on investment incentives will vary
depending on which mechanism will be chosen and which sectors will be covered by it. In
principle the investment incentives can:
-

Function as an alternative to either an SCM or an ETS

-

Independently coco-exist with an SCM or an ETS and apply to sectors that are not
targeted by these mechanisms

-

Complement and support the workings of an SCM or an ETS

Decision on the function and design of the stable investment incentives are secondary to Chile’s
overall SCM or ETS roadmap. While the roadmap is still under consideration, progress can already
be made by further narrowing down the politically viable options from the list above and detailing
their application under different scenarios.
One issue that deserves particular attention is the co-existence of Chile’s existing NCRE law with
either of the two mechanisms under different scenarios. As Chile’s flagship climate mitigation
instrument that is operating successfully it is paramount not to endanger the political consensus
around it and compromise its workings. For this, models need to be developed how the NCRE law
can effectively leverage the SCM and vice versa or gradually transition into an ETS.
Stable Investment
Incentives

Stable Investment
Incentives

Suggested Steps
Prioritize choice of investment
incentives
1. Narrow down relevant sectors
and incentives
2. Undertake scenario analysis
for 4-5 incentives
3. Decide on SCM/ETS Roadmap
4. Final decision

Develop suitable models of coexistence of NCRE law with ETS and
SCM

Timeframe and expected resources

1.

Three months

2.

Three months

3.
4.

Unknown
Unknown. Requires
moderated political
process

Six months

Options for a Scaled-up Crediting Mechanism in Chile
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Section C: Options on Price Containment Measures
Keep in mind parameters that are most likely to influence price:
price In choosing price
containment measures, regulators should keep in mind the parameters that are most likely to
influence prices in Chile and try to assess the consequent respective likelihood of different types
of price oscillations. Important questions include whether price spikes or falls are more likely, and
whether these are likely to be temporary or more long-term. These considerations will influence
the type of measures chosen. For example, short term fluctuations may be best addressed by
banking and borrowing, while longer term fluctuations would be better addressed by a Carbon
Market Board (CMB, also sometimes referred to as a “Carbon Bank” or “Carbon Market Efficiency
Board”).
Consider interaction between various price containment measures:
measures It is important to consider
the interaction between various price containment measures, as well as their interaction with
other ETS design features, in choosing which to employ. Banking, for example may incentivize
early investments in low-carbon technologies where free allocation is combined with auctioning
and caps are set to quickly increase; however, if combined with free allocation and generous
offset provisions banking may encourage postponing compliance for long periods. Similarly,
permitting offsetting may be an important means of limiting the risk of sudden fluctuations in an
otherwise stand-alone market; however, where the ETS is linked to other systems the role off
offsets in this regard is less pronounced.
Making use of
of banking
banking can provide clear advantages, whereas borrowing may entail
substantial risks:
risks Banking can offer valuable flexibility and encourage early investments in low
carbon technology. Most systems allow banking without any limitation, and there are strong
arguments for Chile adopting a similar approach. This depends, however, on other ETS design
features. Where banking is combined with free allocation in early years and generous offset
provisions, placing quantitative or temporal limits on banking can decrease the risk that
investments in low carbon technology will be deferred for extended periods. Borrowing, in turn,
entails substantial risks that may outweigh its benefits, and as such has been subject to much
controversy. If borrowing is pursued, it should be accompanied by strict measures to limit
potential negative effects, such as clear limits and payback times, interest rates and collateral
requirements.
Consider risks of overover-interference with the market:
market A CMB may offer the most
comprehensive and dynamic method to ensure price containment in the long term. However, this
mechanism comes with several risks, including that over-interference, capture by special interests
and difficulties in predicting the effects of measures. If this option is pursued, clear and
transparent rules should be adopted to guide its operation and minimize risks, while its
independence must be guaranteed. Careful consideration should be given to which measures it
may take, under what conditions they may be taken, and subject to what parameters, while
keeping its objectives limited can prevent it from needing to make complex and political
judgment calls. In addition, the cost of paying salaries to high-level experts to serve on the board
should be weighed against its benefits.
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As the Kyoto Protocol’s first commitment period nears its end the international community is
increasingly looking towards new ways to scale-up emission reductions and stimulate financial
flows in the near and longer term. Under the World Bank’s Partnership for Market Readiness
(PMR) a range of emerging economies are taking a leading role in developing and piloting
innovative emission reduction mechanisms that serve to build capacities, reduce emissions at
scale and refine GHG abatement strategies.
Chile was amongst the first countries to join the PMR, and is pursuing an ambitious program and
timeframe that aims to see its Market Readiness Proposal (MRP) completed by October 2012,
allowing it to quickly move into the PMR’s implementation phase. Chile’s MRP will present a
proposal for both an ETS and a SCM, together with complementary instruments to achieve
further emission reductions. This will be accompanied by proposals on a pilot MRV system,
registry and institutional framework and complementary information on the Chilean national
situation.
The overall objective of this report is to support the Government of Chile (the Government) in the
preparation of its MRP through suggesting an SCM design that could serve alternative policy
objectives in Chile (i.e. a gradual move from an SCM to a domestic ETS, the co-existence of the
two mechanisms, or the implementation of a stand-alone SCM) and evaluating complementary
policy tools that can help ensure economic efficiency and the environmental integrity of the
entire package of potential mitigation measures.

1.2

Report structure
This report is organized in three main sections:
-

Section A informs the Government on options for designing and developing an SCM,
and presents possible applications of these options in the Chilean context. To this end,
sub section (i) assesses the benefits and drawbacks of the various models for designing a
bottom-up SCM (based on the most commonly discussed and suggested models for
crediting mechanisms), and (ii) frames this discussion into the Chilean national context
by applying the SCM models to illustrative sectors.

-

Section B presents options for stable low-carbon investment incentives and evaluates
their applicability in Chile. This section focuses on incentives which have a direct and
measurable impact on private sector investments in low carbon technologies in Chile,
while at the same time serving as complementary policy tools to a Chilean ETS or an
SCM.

Options for a Scaled-up Crediting Mechanism in Chile
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Section C presents and evaluates options for price containment mechanisms that can be
used in a Chilean domestic ETS. It discusses advantages and disadvantages of a number
of mechanisms to prevent excessive price oscilation and the internal and external factors
affecting pricing under the ETS.

Each section contains a specific set of recommendations that can be directly drawn by the
Government for the formulation of its MRP.

1.3

Approach and methodology
This report is intended to directly support the Government in the preparation of its MRP. It seeks
to provide the Government with the necessary material to determine the most appropriate
options for both crediting and non-crediting mechanisms in Chile based on evolving international
and national circumstances.
The assessment and recommendations contained in this report are based on theoretical analysis
and the practical experience of the consultants involved. Given that the specific objectives of this
report are connected, but not dependent on each other, we divide this report in three separate
‘blocks’ of analysis: (i) design options for an SCM; (ii) options to secure a stable investment
climate for investments in low-carbon technologies; and (iii) design options for specific ETS
price-contaiment measures. Each block contains a separate set of recommendations and next
steps for Chile.

1.4

Assumptions
Many of the concepts and mechanisms discussed in this report are still very much under
development in the international discussions. In most instances, this report intends to stay as
close as possible to definitions and understandings prevailing in international negotiations and
leading literature at the time of writing.
For the purposes of this report, a Chilean SCM refers to a GHG mitigation mechanism that moves
beyond the traditional project-based approach by targeting a sector, a sub-sector, or an
aggregated number of emission sources. In particular, this analysis is premised on the following
assumptions and limitations of scope, meaning that a Chilean SCM would:
-

Be developed bottom-up, in accordance with Chilean national circumstances and
objectives, and administered by Chile. Nonetheless, relevant principles and guidance
already established under the UNFCCC regarding a New Market-based Mechanism and a
FVA are taken into account as general parameters for the design of a Chilean SCM. These
include:




The creation of tradable and fungible offset units while, at the same time,
ensuring a net decrease in GHG emissions, thus moving past a pure offsetting
system;
The application of an SCM to broad segments of the economy by focusing on
approaches that move beyond the traditional project-per-project assessment,
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whilst being able to co-exist with traditional (and successful) project-based
models in Chile, like the CDM;
The ability to safeguard environmental integrity by relying on robust MRV in
order to produce real, permanent, additional and verified mitigation outcomes,
and to avoid double-counting; and
The ability to operate the mechanism via a robust institutional setting and
following good governance procedures.

-

Be based on one or more market-based instruments where incentives to the various local
actors come in the form of crediting. Credits would be issued nationally (by a national
registry) , private sector participation would be promoted via direct crediting by the
Government, and credits could be made available nationally and internationally;

-

Be able to operate as a standalone mechanism, but design options are also considered to
allow the SCM to operate in conjunction with a domestic ETS or to serve as a transitory
system to a future Chilean ETS;

-

Build on existing and functional regulations and frameworks already in place in Chile,
avoiding unnecessary proliferation of new institutions.

Limitations of scope
This report focuses on the national implementation aspects of a Chilean SCM. It discusses
possible design features of an SCM at the domestic level and considers a Chilean SCM as one
possible measure to implement a voluntary target or non-binding national or sectoral reduction
commitment made by Chile at the international level (complementary to other potential domestic
measures, such as command-and-control regulations, carbon taxes and/or a domestic ETS).
Whether and how a Chilean non-binding national or sectoral pledge/target would be submitted,
negotiated, agreed, and reviewed at the international UNFCCC level, as well as a potential
crediting of the Government for the successful implementation of a non-binding national or
sectoral target under the UNFCCC, while relevant, are beyond the scope of this analysis.

2

Background

2.1

International context
At the Cancun climate change conference in December 2010, Parties to the UNFCCC decided to
consider at their next session the establishment of one or more market-based mechanisms,
together with one or more non-market-based mechanisms.1 At the following conference in
Durban in December 2011 Parties “defined” a (single) new market-based mechanism operating

1

UNFCCC, Decision 1/CP.16, paragraphs 80 & 84
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under the UNFCCC,2 while at the same time agreeing to elaborate an overall framework for decentralized (market and non-market-based) mitigation actions – the so-called “FVA’s”.3
Together with the ongoing reform of the CDM under the Kyoto Protocol, which seeks to
streamline procedures and standardize its approach to baseline setting and MRV, the FVA and
the NMM correspond to key notions around enhanced crediting mechanisms being currently
discussed at the international level. A fourth concept, crediting of Nationally Appropriate
Mitigation Actions (NAMAs), may also be mentioned, although it remains unclear whether, in
essence, this would be any different from other concepts being put forward.
The scaling-up of the CDM is taking place mostly via the development of programmatic
approaches and standardized baselines. Through Programmes of Activities (PoAs), an unlimited
number of discrete CDM activities may be developed under the same sanctioned programme
umbrella, facilitating the implementation of policies or measures leading to emissions reductions.
Standardized baselines, in turn, are being used as an alternative to project-based baseline setting,
hence focusing on defining emissions trajectories at greater scale (e.g. ‘sector’ or ‘sub-sector’
level).
The FVA is being mostly understood as a UNFCCC-based framework that sets common standards
and criteria (e.g. MRV criteria) for mitigation actions by Parties that do not take place within the
UNFCCC framework proper (as do, for example, CDM projects). Many envisage that a UNFCCC
body would exist to review compatibility of approaches with this framework. Such a framework is
yet to be elaborated, however, and key aspects, such as whether credits generated by
mechanisms recognised under the framework should be accepted for compliance with
international obligations, remain the subject of debate.
Several proposals have been made by UNFCCC Parties on the design of a NMM. Perhaps the
most common proposal is that on sectoral crediting and sectoral trading. Broadly speaking, a
sectoral crediting approach would generate credits ex ante for emission reductions below a
baseline in a given sector (“no-lose” targets), while sectoral trading would involve setting a cap
for emissions in a sector and issuing emission units ex post which could then be traded. Many
perceive that the host country would play a key role in the implementation of the mechanism,
and would be the entity to receive credits. A NAMA crediting approach has also been proposed
under which certain policies could be credited on the basis of success indicators and proxies other
than those that are GHG-related (such as the percentage of use of energy efficient appliances).4
Overall, the following principles have been agreed at the international level with respect to
market-based mechanisms, which should:

2

-

Ensure voluntary participation of countries;

-

Complement other means of support for NAMAs;

UNFCCC, Decision 2/CP.17, paragraph 83.
Ibid, paragraphs 79-80.
4
See submission from Republic of Korea to the UNFCCC, available at
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2011/awglca14/eng/misc02.pdf
3
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-

Stimulate mitigation across broad segments of the economy;

-

Safeguard environmental integrity;

-

Ensure a net decrease and/or avoidance of GHG emissions;

-

Assisting developed countries to achieve part of their mitigation targets;

-

Ensuring good governance and robust market functioning and regulation.5
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This report builds on these agreed international principles and proposals for enhanced crediting
mechanisms from the perspective of Chile and national implementation through domestic actions.
In that sense, considerations of how a Chilean non-binding sectoral or national target/pledge is
submitted, negotiated, agreed, and revised at the international level are not dealt with in this
report. Similarly, issues related to how the Government may be credited or incentivized at the
UNFCCC level, while important, are beyond the scope of this study.

2.2

Local context
Chile is an economy in transition with a target of reaching economic indicators of a developed
country within the next decade. In its path to economic development, Chile joined the OECD in
2010, and is adopting a series of policy recommendations issued by that organization.
One challenge that is linked to its economic growth is the rise in emissions of GHG.
Unfortunately, both indicators are fully coupled; as policies aiming to decoupling them have
proven non-effective at the magnitude required.
Under the Copenhagen Accord, Chile pledged to “achieve a 20% deviation below the BAU
emissions growth trajectory by 2020, as projected from year 2007. To accomplish this objective
Chile has stated that it will need a relevant level of international support. Energy efficiency,
renewable energy, and land use change and forestry measures will be the main focus of Chile’s
nationally appropriate mitigations actions”.6
Chile was a pioneer country in the CDM process and has been particularly active in the UNFCCC
negotiations on establishing a climate framework to succeed the Kyoto Protocol’s first
commitment period. For the post-Kyoto phase, Chile has indicated a preference for market
mechanisms that will provide the price signals to GHG emissions, so the technology changes can
occur duly incentivized avoiding economic distortions of non-economic policy tools.
For the long-run Chile is considering an ETS that will contribute to achieve socially optimal
emissions levels according to the country targets. An ETS will provide credible, certain, and
relatively predictable carbon prices to emitters, which by responding to the cap and price signal,
should react by improving efficiency first and then investing in less emission intense technologies.
Given the time necessary to implement an ETS, the Government of Chile faces a double
challenge. On the one hand it needs to maintain the interest of the private sector in investing in

5
6

See Decision 1/CP.16, para 80.
Letter from the Chilean Government to the UNFCCC Secretariat, dated August 23, 2010
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clean technologies, especially in the energy generation sector. Investments in renewable energy
have increased in attractiveness from the mid 2000s, inter alia due to additional revenues from
the sale of carbon credits to international markets. The second challenge is to reduce the
accelerated growth of emissions before the entry into force of the ETS, so that the overall cost to
the economy is reduced compared to a sudden implementation of the ETS.
Among the options to tackle the above-described challenges is the implementation of a SCM with
its different ways of operation and purposes. One of them is to serve as a precursor to the ETS
itself, by introducing caps or targets, MRV, and a crediting process. A second purpose may be to
feed credits or offsets into the (future) regulated sectors, so that the emission reduction potential
of non-regulated sectors of the economy can also be optimally exploited through an ETS.
Among the policies currently being implemented that could serve as precursors for new market
mechanisms is the Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS), in force since 2010. This RPS aims to
achieve a 10% market share of NCRE in the power market by 2024. The current quota is only 3%,
given that only new Power Purchase Agreements are affected. There is also political consensus to
increase the 10% to at least 15%, and possibly to 20% and advance the schedule for reaching
that target to 2020, instead of 2024.
For the purpose of designing an SCM for the power sector, the experience of the RPS is valuable,
as its legal framework allows for the use of tradable Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs) for
meeting the target and penalties for underperformance.

Section A: Options
for a Scaled-up
Crediting Mechanism
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Up-front considerations

3.1

Models and types of crediting baselines
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An SCM for Chile could be based on one or more models of sectoral approaches and enhanced
crediting mechanisms. A survey of the existing proposals by countries and experts reveals that
enhanced crediting mechanisms and sectoral approaches can largely be clustered in the following
generic categories (Table 1):
-

Standardized baseline crediting;

-

Sectoral (or aggregated) crediting; and

-

Policy (or NAMA) crediting.7

The SCM models and approaches differ essentially on factors such as level of aggregation
(sectoral or multi-project), establishment of baseline or reference levels for crediting (either BAU
or below BAU), strictness of MRV (based purely on GHG quantification, or considering also
qualitative factors), and degree of host country government involvement. Below a brief
description of each is provided.
Standardized baseline crediting refers to a model where multiple GHG mitigation activities are
assessed against a common crediting baseline. This model is built on a reformed CDM and also
commonly referred as ‘sectoral CDM’. It can be formulated as a performance benchmark
measured in GHG emissions per unit of output in the sector (e.g. tons CO2 e per MWh electricity
or ton of steel or ton of cement produced). It can also reflect the amount of GHG emissions
typically associated with meeting household demand (e.g. firewood collection from nonrenewable sources for cooking on conventional stoves). While it stills relies on a project-based
assessment and accounting of emissions and emission reductions, it is capable of achieving GHG
reductions at a larger scale by making use of a standardize baseline and MRV methodology. The
crediting baseline can be set at the BAU level (if based on the CDM) or even beyond BAU.
Credits are issued ex post to GHG abatement activities that are successful in reducing emissions
below the crediting baseline. The crediting of successful GHG abatement activities is not
dependent on the performance of other entities participating in this SCM model.
Sectoral (or aggregated) crediting refers to a model where a sectoral baseline is agreed
between the government and a selected sector of the economy. This model is also referred to as
aggregated crediting since accounting of emissions and emission reductions is no longer assessed
on a project-by-project basis but made at a higher, aggregated level. As more commonly
proposed, under this model the sectoral baseline is set below BAU, hence ensuring that net

7

We note that there is no uniformity in the terminology used in the proposals submitted by countries and analysis from
experts for these categories or models of crediting mechanisms. Often very similar crediting models will be given
different names. For the purposes of report, we will adopt the most commonly identified terms: (i) standardized
baseline crediting; (ii) sectoral crediting; (iii) policy-based crediting; and (iv) sectoral trading.
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emission reductions are achieved. Credits are issued ex post to GHG abatement activities that are
successful in reducing emissions below the sectoral baseline. However, under this approach, the
crediting of successful GHG abatement activities is dependent on the successful performance of
the entire sector.
Policy (or NAMA) crediting refers to the crediting of mitigation policies and/or NAMAs in a
context where accounting of the actual GHG impacts would be too complex or costly to be
implemented. In these cases, a proposal has been put forward to allow crediting of NAMAs based
on indicators indirectly connected to their GHG outcome. MRV would hence target success
indicators or effective proxies, such as percentage of energy-efficient appliances or average
carbon intensity of the national/regional vehicle fleet. A proxy conversion system would likely be
needed to convert these indicators into fungible credits.8

Table 1- Enhanced crediting models

8

SCM
Model

Baseline

MRV

Level of
Aggregation

Crediting

Issuance
Conditions

Standardized

Common to
several
activities

GHGrelated and
strict

At the project
level

Could be
direct to
project
entities

Ex-post, after
successful
performance
of the project
(crediting does
not depend on
the
performance
of others)

Sectoral

Established
for an entire
sector

GHGrelated and
strict

At the sector
level

Could be
direct to
project
entities

Ex-post, after
successful
performance
of the project
(crediting is
conditioned
on the
successful
performance
of the entire
sector)

Policy

Based on
diverse public
policies

Not
necessarily
GHGrelated, less
strict

Can vary
(project,
sector,
regional,
national)

May be
retained by
the
government
where the

Ex-post, after
successful
performance
of the publicly
led policy or

See submission of Republic of Korea on NAMA crediting based on success indicators, available at
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2011/awglca14/eng/misc02.pdf
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policy or
measure is
publicly led
and financed

measure

Under the crediting models the crediting baseline could be set either on absolute or intensity
terms (Table 2). An absolute baseline consists of a fixed target measured in tons of CO2 e and has
the key advantages of allowing all mitigation measures within the sector to be calculated in
relation to the absolute target9 (and thus credited) and providing more certainty on the
environmental outcome.10 In turn, absolute baselines are deemed more complex to set (and to a
certain extent less credible) given the number of predictions and sector trends upon which it is
based. They may also be seen as less suitable to sectors experiencing strong economic growth.11
An intensity crediting baseline (also known as an indexed baseline), on the other hand, is
established by reference to an index or metric, such as GDP or MWh. Its main advantage lies in
the ability to consider changes in the index applied to establish the baseline throughout the
crediting period, hence removing to some extent ambiguities and improving accuracy of the
baseline. In contrast to absolute crediting baselines, intensity-based baselines may be more
desirable to sectors undergoing rapid economic growth. 12
Table 2 - Absolute vs intensityintensity-based crediting baselines
baseli nes

9

Absolute baseline crediting

Intensity baseline crediting

Complexity

High, based on a variety of
assumptions (growth, technology
penetration, future policies)

Less complex as it relies less on
assumptions and futures trends, but
requires determination of a suitable
metric

Environmental
outcome

Certain

Uncertain

Changes in
proxies or
emissions drivers

Cannot be factored in

Can be factored in

Suitability

Sectors with stable or slow growth

Sectors with unpredictable or rapid
growth

For a detailed analysis of the pros and cons of absolute and relative crediting baselines see “A framework for a
sectoral crediting mechanism in a post-2012 climate regime”, L. Schneider and M. Cames, Oko-Institut e.V., May 2009
10
See “New Market Mechanisms: Prerequisites for Implementation”, W. Sterk and F. Mersmann, Wuppertal Institute,
JIKO Policy Paper 1/2012, April 2012.
11
For a detail analysis of the pros and cons of absolute and relative crediting baselines see “A framework for a sectoral
crediting mechanism in a post-2012 climate regime”, L. Schneider and M. Cames, Oko-Institut e.V., May 2009
12
Ibid.
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Responsibility for the issuance of credits
Under the crediting models discussed above the issuance of credits for successful GHG mitigation
measures could take place either at the national or at the international level, depending on the
applicable legal regime, international guidance, and the capacity of the host government to
accurately MRV emissions and emission reductions at broader scales.
Given Chile’s position as an emerging developing country with a solid set of institutions and well
functioning governance framework, its past experience with emissions trading, and its desire to
potentially also implement a GHG cap-and-trade system in the near future, we assume for the
purposes of this report that crediting under a Chilean SCM would take place domestically. This
means that we assume a Chilean SCM would issue credits to SCM participants through a national
registry.
It is worth noting that at the UNFCCC level, crediting at the domestic level under baseline-andcrediting approaches is currently allowed in the context of Joint Implementation (JI). Annex-1
countries that are able to demonstrate that they have in place the institutional, legal, and
procedural arrangements for estimating emissions, reporting and archiving the information, as
well as a national registry to issue and track units (JI Track I), can verify and approve GHG
abatement activities at the national level. Those Annex I countries which do not have such
systems and processes in place, in turn, need then to undergo an international review process
before they can issue credits to their GHG abatement activities (JI Track II).
An analogous scenario could potentially exist in Chile, where GHG abatement activities qualifying
under a Chilean SCM would be able to receive credits directly by the Government. In turn, those
activities pursuing approval under the CDM would still be MRVed through the established Kyoto
process and have credits issued by the CDM registry at the international level.
In a Chilean SCM, both under the standardized crediting, as well as the sectoral crediting models,
the project entities could receive credits from the Government. That would mean that the carbon
price signal would be passed directly to private and public entities implementing the relevant
GHG mitigation activity, which would then be able to negotiate and sell these in the relevant
carbon markets. In a policy-based model where the Government implements and finance (mostly
or partly) a GHG abatement policy or measure, the Government could issue and keep the credits
resulting from verified emission reductions and subsequently sell or auction them.

3.3

Participation of the host country
Regardless of the crediting model (or combination of crediting models) chosen, the host country
will have an enhanced role to play under an SCM. While some crediting models will require more
from the host government’s institutions and regulations than others, they will all demand more
governmental participation than the one-stop project approval process performed by Designated
National Authorities under the CDM.
This increased participation may come in the form of defining and establishing baselines and
crediting baselines, a system to MRV emissions and emission reductions at broader scales,
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agreements (or regulations) with the sectors selected SCM sectors, the capacity to operate,
maintain, and manage a national registry system, enforcement capability where participation by
entities in an SCM is defined as compulsory by the host country, depending on the crediting
model chosen.
Experts and countries also commonly mention that host countries may also need to incorporate
additional capacity to understand the intricacies of the carbon market, as they may be the
entities receiving credits from an international (UNFCCC) body for their NAMAs or market-based
mechanisms and responsible for negotiating and selling these in the international carbon market.
This could potentially be the case, for instance, in a policy-base crediting model where the
government establishes and finances a certain policy and measure and retains credits issued
against verified emission reductions.

3.4

Linking with other schemes
Ensuring recognition of a Chilean SCM to one or more regimes is necessary to ensure a market for
the credits originated under a Chilean SCM. Without having other systems recognizing and
accepting SCM credits, there would be little incentive for the use of domestic crediting
mechanisms. Demand predictability is hence central to spur and sustain investments under a
Chilean SCM. Advanced and extensive political negotiations between the Government and the
overseas recipient regime, followed by the establishment of some sort of legal framework (treaty,
memorandum of understanding, or statutory legislation) is likely to be needed to secure such
predictability.
Demand for SCM credits could come from a domestic Chilean ETS, an international UNFCCCsanctioned regime, or from foreign jurisdictions with ETSs. Linking with a greater number of
regimes would entail a number of benefits, such as creating multiple markets to the SCM credits,
ensuring sustained demand, and contributing to the development of a more globalized and liquid
carbon market.
It remains uncertain whether the international carbon market will develop centred around some
form of (more or less) centralized UNFCCC coordination, or in a fragmented manner, based on
bilateral and regional international agreements. Hence, built-in flexibility would be desired in the
design of the Chilean SCM so as to allow the mechanism to fit or adjust to the domestic, foreign
or international emerging and evolving eligibility criteria.
It is also worth noting that demand for SCM credits could also come in an initial phase via
purchases made by the government in order to stimulate GHG mitigation activities on the ground
(which is not technically a linking alternative). Many of the linking options may only be
achievable in the medium term rather than the near term. In order to facilitate operationalizing
the SCM in the near term, therefore, the Government may consider establishing one or more
“kick-start” funding mechanisms. These could include:
-

Fund for the forward-purchase of SCM credits. The Government could consider establishing a
fund that enters into forward-purchase contracts for SCM credits with participants to enable
emission reduction activities to be funded early on. Potential fund participants could include
the Government, entities likely to be regulated under a forthcoming Chile ETS (particularly
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where the Government makes clear the intention to link the two schemes) or international
investors.
-

Government funding mechanism. The Government could provide finance directly to SCM
participants in its formative years. This finance could be load or grant-based, and cofinancing may be sought from international donors in the context of pilot market initiatives
or international climate finance. Credits generated could be allocated to the Government,
which may decide to cancel them and use the emission reductions towards Chile’s
international target.

4

Choice of sectors

4.1

Selection Criteria
This chapter proposes and justifies a set of criteria that would make a sector a suitable target for
an SCM within the Chilean economy. Note that the criteria that predispose a sector for an SCM
would in many cases also qualify it for being covered by an ETS. As an example, the higher the
emission reduction potential of the sector, the more suited the sector would be for both
mechanisms. The following is a set of criteria for defining suitable sectors to be covered by an
SCM in Chile.

4.1.1. Emission reduction or sequestration potential of the sector
This first criterion is a natural candidate as it correlates directly with the potential amount of
emission reductions or sequestration that can be credibly achieved and transacted under the
SCM. The emission reduction or sequestration potential however is not a straightforward
parameter but needs to be estimated or modelled. This can be determined top-down based on
long-term emission trajectories of sectors or bottom up, considering available technologies and
investment cycles. The emission reduction potential always is a function of the time period
considered and permissible costs. Working Group III of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4)
estimates the emission reduction potential of various sectors globally until 2030, categorizing
them as low, medium and high-cost opportunities with costs up to USD 20, USD 50 and USD 100
per ton of CO2e respectively.
The emission reduction potential of a sector is determined on the one hand by the overall
emissions of the sector and on the other hand by the technical options and costs to reduce
emissions. While these may be correlated – the greater the emissions of the sector the more likely
it is to identify low-cost abatement opportunities – there are also situations where sectors with
large amounts of emissions have only few inexpensive options to reduce them (e.g. cement
production) or vice versa, a sector may not contribute much to the emissions of the country in
absolute terms but could reduce emissions very cheaply.
A first approximation of how high a sector scores on this criterion is given by the sector’s share in
the country’s overall GHG emissions. As shown in Figure 1, the greatest quantity of emissions in
Chile is evident in the energy sector (73% of Chile’s GHG emissions in 2006). Emissions from the
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energy sector can be mainly attributed to the energy industry (36%, of which 80% is electricity
generation), the transport sector (26%) and the manufacturing, construction and mining sector
(23%), a large portion of which being attributed to non-electricity energy use in the copper
mining industry.

Waste, 3%

Agriculture,
17%
Industrial
processes, 7%
Energy , 73%

Fugitive
emissiones,
2%
Commercial,
public and
residential,
7%
Manufacturi
ng,
contruction
and mining,
23%

Firewood
and biogas,
2%

Fishing, 1%

Energy
industry,
36%

Transport,
30%

Figure 1: Chile’s GHG emissions by sector in 2006 (left chart) and disaggregation of the GHG emissions in
the energy sector (right chart)13

Next to the absolute amount of emission reduction, the costs of abatement are important to
complete the estimation of the emission reduction potential. However, marginal abatement cost
curves typically only show the abatement costs of individual technologies and not of sectors as a
whole. What results is patchwork information on various opportunities for emission reduction
measures in the country and the most low-hanging fruit. Below are two sources of information
detailing the abatement costs of different technologies and their availability for Chile. To
determine the emission reduction potential of each sector one would have to define the
abatement cost ceiling (e.g. USD 20, USD 50 or USD 100) and timeframe in which measures
should be carried out.

Table 3 - Mitigation measures for different sectors in Chile and associated marginal
costs (in USD/tonne CO214
CO2 14)
14)
Sector

Subsector

Measure

Abatement costs
(US$/tCO 2e)

13
Republic
of
Chile
(2011)
National
Communication
to
the
UNFCCC,
available
at:
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/natc/snc_chile_spanish.pdf.
14
Program for Environmental, Economics and Management (PROGEA), Department of Industrial Engineering,
University of Chile (2010) - Energy consumption, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Mitigation Options for Chile, 20072030
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Residential
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Misc. Industry
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Iron and Steel
CPR
Residential

Wind power
Biomass
Mini hydro
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Fleet renovation/reduction
Fleet management and driving efficiency
More efficient vehicles and motors
Light hybrid trucks
Light plug-In hybrid trucks
Roadway tariffs
Making parking more expensive
Hybrid vehicles
Plug-In hybrid vehicles
Aerodynamic improvements and efficient
driving
Increase diesel vehicles
Aerodynamic improvements and efficient
driving
Projects like Transantiago, without bus
renovation
Biofuels
Promote public transportation (Transantiago
a cars)
Replacement engines for industrial and
mining use
Process modifications

-136
-237
8
16
-89
400
-451
13
13
-5
-63
-33
-44
-26
-61
-357
-143

Efficient cogeneration systems
Waste heat utilization
Heat recovery technologies
Promotion of energy efficiency
Thermally efficient housing retrofits
Incentives for efficient refrigerator purchase
Energy efficient Labelling
Wind power
Biomass
Mini hydro
Solar PV
Hydroelectric
Nuclear
Carbon Capture and Storage

-411
-382
-424
-502
-17
-115
-158
41
9
30
203
-32
19
65

CCS with retrofit

80

Table 4 – Potential for key sectors through 2030 15
Sector

Subsector

Transport

Energy

15

ibid

Commercial,

Main Measures
potential

with

abatement

Abatement
potential by 2030
(MM tCO2e)

Replacement of engines, promotion of
public transport, hybrid cars

2.1%
of
total
emissions of the
sector.
20%
of
total

Energy efficient appliances
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emissions of the
sector

Figure 2 - Abatement cost curve for various mitigation actions in Chile16

4.1.2. MRV-ability
For emission reductions under an SCM to be transacted or receive performance based payments,
they have to be stringently monitored and reported. This is a function of the data that is or can
be collected and the institutional capacity of installations to collect data and auditors to verify it.
Indicators for sectors with good MRV-ability are:

16

-

Large point sources of emissions (e.g. energy intense industry);

-

High concentration of industry / few sophisticated actors;

-

Direct relationship between the measurable proxy and the level of emissions (e.g. energy
consumption and CO2 emissions);

-

Publicly available data on sector emissions (e.g. IPCC Tier 1 methodology used in
national communications, registered CDM projects in the sector);

-

Emitters are following uniform reporting guidelines;

-

Monitoring at the level of the installation already ongoing;

-

No relevant leakage (e.g. energy efficiency measures);

Program for Environmental, Economics and Management (PROGEA), Department of Industrial Engineering,
University of Chile (2010) - Energy consumption, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Mitigation Options for Chile, 20072030,
pg
68,
available
at:
http://www.energycommunity.org/documents/Aplicacion%20de%20LEAP%20en%20Chile,%202010.pdf
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Indicators for sectors with poor MRV-ability are:
-

Scattered emission sources (e.g. SME industries, buildings, transport, forestry,
agriculture);

-

Large number of emitters;

-

Variable relationship between the measurable proxy and the level of emissions (e.g. N2O
emissions from fertilizer application, methane emissions from waste);

-

No publicly available data on sector emissions (e.g. IPCC Tier 3 methodology used in
national communications, no registered CDM projects in the sector);

-

No uniform reporting guidelines available;

-

No ongoing monitoring of emissions;

-

High potential for leakage (e.g. use of biomass).

Even sectors with poor MRV-ability could participate in an SCM if either a lesser degree of
accuracy of the reported emission reductions is deemed acceptable or if sampling techniques are
employed. While some indicators for poor MRV-ability are inherent to the nature of the sector or
GHG targeted, others can be remedied (e.g. emissions have not been reported in the past) but
this will incur extra costs.

4.1.3. Sensitivity of actors to carbon price
This criterion is relevant to determine whether the actors would react to a carbon price and
implement measures or interventions in order to switch technologies or practices that could
capture the potential benefit of a carbon credit revenue. In some sectors, like Energy-CPR users
are less likely to react to savings or additional revenues, unless a scheme is put in place to provide
the upfront financing.

4.1.4. International demand restrictions for credits from the sector
This criterion is relevant if an SCM is linked to a foreign ETS or other international mechanisms
such as foreign ETS, the NMM, and various approaches under the UNFCCC. To date, various
foreign ETS have put some restrictions on the import of carbon credits from certain technology or
project types or positively include only credits from certain sectors. Chapter 7 provides further
details on these linking options and their particular requirements.

4.1.5. International interest in the sector
The international interest in a sector is proposed as a criterion because in many cases the linking
of an SCM will involve direct negotiations with foreign parties and thereby depend on the level of
commitment a foreign party has to a particular country and sector. As Chile competes with other
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countries for the allocation of resources under an SCM, the more heavily invested a donor
country already is in a certain sector, the greater the likelihood for support of a carbon credit
transaction under an SCM. Indicators for international interest in the sector could include:
-

Level of technical cooperation with foreign development agencies or international
organizations (budget and number of projects);

-

Foreign Direct Investments (FDI);

-

Mobility of the sector: highly mobile industries (e.g. cement) are interesting targets for
an SCM as countries with GHG emission restrictions on these sectors want to curb
leakage effects if industries simply relocate to jurisdictions without GHG targets.

4.1.6. Availability of financing
In order to implement targeted emission reduction measures in the sector, sufficient financing
has to be available either in the form of loans, through equity investments, or up-fronting SCM
revenues to finance the measure or interventions. Revenues under an SCM are likely to accrue as
revenues only after an investment has been made. They may also not be sufficient to make the
measure fully profitable under commercial terms and further subsidy elements may be required.
The ability of the sector to finance upfront investments therefore is key. Indicators are:
-

Investments would be undertaken by participants that are financially strong and have
easy access to capital

-

Investment agencies (e.g. CORFO) or development banks are invested in the sector and
can provide loans mixed with concessional finance.

4.1.7. Potential Co-benefits
A final criterion is the ancillary benefits to the host country by covering a sector or subsector
under an SCM, i.e. improvements achieved locally from the addition of a secure source of revenue
from carbon. Among those benefits are reductions in pollution, improved sanitary conditions of
landfills or water treatment plants, poverty alleviation, among others. Indicators for co-benefits
are:

4.2

-

Relevance of SCM revenues to finance improvements that could create benefits;

-

Relevance of co-benefits achieved by the improvements.

Tentative list of sectors
Based on the above-described criteria, the following is a tentative list of potential sectors to be
covered by an SCM, providing a justification and discussing the suitable SCM framework that best
suit such sector or subsector:
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Table 5 – List of potential sectors to covered under an SCM
Subsector

Energy Transformation

Potential
Abatement
/
Total
Emissions
(MtCO2)
by 203017
37/110

Energy –
Commercial
Public
Residential
(CPR) (non
electricity)

2 / 10,7

Energy – CPR
electricity

14/110*

Energy –
Industry
Demand
NonNon-electricity

15 / 37,5

Energy –
Industry
Demand
electricity

17

17/110

Justification

SCM framework
suitable

Measures,
Interventions

Large potential of reduction
at affordable cost
Easy to MRV
Some restriction to specific
technologies
International interest in
sector, especially in NCRE
Given the quality of the
underlying asset (energy),
sufficient financing availability
Mid potential of reductions at
affordable cost
Interest from international
markets through NAMAs
Financing available through
Green Mortgages
Large number of installations
Strong co-benefits (reduced
energy consumption , impact
on poverty alleviation)
Large potential of reductions
at affordable cost
Interest from international
markets
Not much financing available
unless subsidies or deem
savings
Strong co-benefits (reduced
energy consumption , impact
on poverty alleviation)
Large potential of reduction
at affordable cost
Easy to MRV
International interest in
sector, especially in NCRE
Given the quality of the
underlying asset (energy),
sufficient financing availability
Large potential of reduction
at affordable cost
Easy to MRV
International interest in
sector, especially in NCRE

Absolute sectoral
targets if ETS is
horizon.

Renewables, LNG,
energy efficiency
in generation units

Potential Abatement taken from the Progea Study, Chapter 4

Performance
based if only SCM
is implemented

Policy based
through subsidies
to improve
insulation In
housing

Performance
based to improve
efficiency in sector
and not limit
growth

Co-generation,
waste heat use, EE
in metallurgical
processes

Performance
based to improve
efficiency in sector
and not limit
growth

Co-generation,
waste heat use, EE
in metallurgical
processes
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Waste

n.a./3

Agriculture18

1.5/6

Given the quality of the
underlying asset (energy),
sufficient financing availability
Small potential
Significant co-benefits
Affordable interventions
Financing available through
waste disposal contracts with
municipalities
Easy to MRV as subject to
Environmental Monitoring
Medium interest from
international markets
Small potential but at
affordable cost
Finance through subsidies
Medium interest from
international markets
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Performance
Based

Sanitary landfills,
recycling,
composting

Development of
biodigestors,
change in diet in
animals adding
inofores to reduce
CH4 production
(*) In both Energy-CPR and Energy-Industry the potential is split in measures that reduce non-electricity
energy use and electricity use.

5

Overall SCM design

5.1

Potential use of SCM windows

Policy based

A Chilean SCM would not need to rely solely on one model/mechanism and type of crediting
baseline, but could be designed as an umbrella SCM framework which would govern the
operation of different ‘SCM windows’. Each SCM window could, for instance, be responsible for
the operation of a type of crediting mechanism deemed most suitable for a given sector. This
umbrella approach could provide the basis for the built-in flexibility in the design of a Chilean
SCM. The following benefits are envisaged
- A specific SCM window could target the most cost-effective opportunities for GHG
reductions and ensure that resulting credits supply a domestic market only (hence,
contributing to Chile’s own mitigation efforts);
- SCM windows could be phased-in and phase-out in accordance with the Government’s
policy objectives and future decision-making. For instance, an SCM window covering
the electricity sector could be implemented as a transitional mechanism that would in
the future be subsumed under a domestic ETS;

18

Análisis de opciones futuras de mitigación de GEI para Chile asociadas a programas de fomento en sector
silvoagropecuario, Centro Cambio Global UC, Enero 2011. Informe preparado para Ministerio de Medio Ambiente, P57
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- As different SCM windows would cover different sectors or groups of point sources,
the Government could start out with sectors where baseline setting and MRV are
expect to be less complex and gradually move to other segments of the economy; and
- Specific SCM windows could be marketed and linked to different international regimes
and ETSs to increase potential demand.
In respect to the latter envisaged benefit, the use of SCM windows covering different types of
mechanisms in different sectors (or sub-sectors, or group of point sources of emissions), could
increase the options for linking with outside regimes as chances of meeting varying eligibility
requirements would be enhanced. For instance, some foreign ETS may be more inclined to accept
sectoral-based credits, whereas others may still see value in project-based mechanisms for less
supported sectors and technologies; some may favour specific sectors like forestry and REDD+,
while others may feel suspicious of the environmental integrity of credits stemming from
biological processes; some may require an absolute baseline crediting, while others may accept
intensity-based crediting baselines. Also, under the UNFCCC, different new market mechanisms
are likely to target different crediting approaches, have different approval or endorsement
processes, and be operationalized at different paces.
Hence the multiple windows approach could facilitate different windows being linked to (or
eligible under) different demand sources. Linking the same SCM window with several linking
options may also be possible in certain circumstances (chapter 7 describes these linking options
in more detail).
Below we provide some illustrations of possible crediting mechanisms which could be governed
and operated under different SCM windows. They have been chosen in application of the
selection criteria outlined above as reasonable choices for an SCM window and considering the
two scenarios under which an SCM might operate: As precursor to an ETS or as a stand-alone
mechanism.

5.2

Converting NCRE obligations of the power sector into carbon credit
obligations
This option is suitable for the scenario where an SCM serves as a stepping stone towards an ETS
covering the electricity sector and building upon the existing NCRE law as basis for the scheme.
The power sector is chosen because of its large emission reduction potential and overall high
score on the selection criteria outlined in section 4.
Under the NCRE law, power companies are currently obliged to surrender renewable energy
certificates corresponding to their obligation to source a certain percentage of electricity sold to
end consumers from non-conventional renewable energy. As a transitory step towards an ETS,
the renewable energy certificates (NCRE credits) can be converted into SCM credits by
calculating the tons of carbon saved using the carbon factor of the grid for conversion.
Translating the power sectors’ NCRE targets into emission reduction targets lays the foundation
for GHG targets under an ETS and embeds GHG accounting frameworks in the sector. NCRE
projects that used to earn NCRE credits would receive SCM credits instead and power companies
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currently obliged to surrender NCRE credits would instead be obliged to surrender credits
generated under this window of the SCM, creating a minimum demand for NCRE credits.
When credits are achieved beyond the minimum level, the window can be linked to external
markets to create demand for such credits. It also allows for Chile to distinguish between
domestic action, which can be equated to the minimum level of crediting required to meet
obligations (blue triangle in figure below), and action that can result in international credits
(yellow triangle in figure below). Chile’s pledge to the international community to deviate
emissions by 20% by 2020 from BAU can be broken up into a nationally financed portion
(reduction below BAU covered by the NCRE Law) and further reductions that are supported
internationally through the sale of credits.

The simple conversion of NCRE credits into SCM credits leaves the level of ambition untouched.
However, the linking to external markets incentivizes investments even beyond the national
NCRE targets. Furthermore, the level of ambition can be reconsidered in the process of
conversion as well as the eligibility of carbon credits stemming from other than NCRE
investments. In the power sector, refurbishment of power plants, fuel switch from coal to gas,
conventional renewable energy and energy efficiency measures all hold significant abatement
potential which is not part of the NCRE but could play an important role in a future ETS.
When the SCM is transitioned into an ETS its crediting baseline becomes the ETS cap. Then the
option is to continue allowing offsets from independent NCRE project developers into the
scheme or treat those investments as exogenous to the ETS (as is the case in the EU ETS where
renewable energy from independent power producers are not credited but indirectly affect the
system by lowering emissions of the grid.)
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Performance benchmark with binding minimum targets for a leakageexposed industry sector
This example is proposed for sectors that are unlikely to become regulated under an ETS or for all
sectors in case the Government discards the instrument of an ETS altogether. In the latter case
also the power sector could be covered under an SCM based on a performance benchmark.
However, the example is predominantly proposed for sectors with a high degree of global
competition and mobility (e.g. steel, cement) where production may shift abroad as a result of
political intervention. Here, strong environmental policies in one country may result in leakage as
companies move to countries with less environmental regulation. The application of a
performance based benchmark to a leakage-exposed sector is likely to result in greater
attractiveness of credits internationally, as such sectors are considered to be in less of a position
to take on absolute targets, while the mechanism may also stimulate development of improved
technologies that can be applied internationally.
Under this window of the SCM credits are issued to installations which exceed the performance
benchmark measured in tons of carbon emissions per unit of output. To ensure that overall
achievement of the benchmark across the sector is not compromised, at least achieving the
benchmark is made mandatory for every installation, and penalties are applied for failure to meet
this obligation. This penalty should be used to cover excess emissions due to non-performance of
the non-complying installation. However, participants should also be able to trade with each
other in order to avoid a penalty.
The definition of the performance benchmark baseline can be built upon past trends and future
projections of the emission factor for the sector, and then deviated in relation to the
Government’s objectives (e.g. 20% reduction by 2020).
For example, for the cement industry, an emission factor in the form of tons of CO2/ton of
cement is calculated for the whole industry. Then an efficiency trend is calculated for the future.
This trend will serve as the performance benchmark, against which all installations of the sector
will be compared. If emissions per ton of cement are lower than the benchmark, then credits will
be issued to the developer.

5.4

Performance based Crediting in the Housing Sector
Chile’s housing sector is of strategic priority to the government and has a large mitigation
potential but given the scattered nature of emissions and low MRV-ability is unlikely to be
covered by an ETS. Therefore a performance based approach is proposed for the housing sector
as a potential stand alone SCM. This window of the SCM could feed credits into a domestic ETS
as well as into international carbon markets. The housing sector is proposed for an SCM window
for the following reasons:
−

Improving energy efficiency in residential buildings responds to two of the main strategic
priorities of the Chilean Government: the provision of adequate housing for lower income
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strata of Chilean society; and contributing to national energy security through the
reduction of demand for energy.
−

The Chilean Government has been supporting low-income housing since the 1970s.
While programs have been amended, expanded, and modified, the general system of
support, the responsible institutions, and the implementation framework is of remarkable
continuity, which creates a stable implementation framework and increases success for
adding energy efficiency components to existing housing programs.

−

The Chilean Government supports housing with a range of financial instruments. Direct
and single subsidies are the most common means of support, but the Government also
uses mortgage vouchers, guarantees and other fiscal instruments. Reflecting the
sophistication and experience in using and combining financial instruments, as well as
the cooperation with the private sector, means that the access and management of
climate finance and the implementation of monitoring systems will not pose significant
capacity hurdles to the Chilean Ministry of Housing.

−

So far the emphasis of the existing housing programs has been on providing access to
adequate and low-cost housing. However, over the last decade there has been a trend
from quantity to quality of housing. New support lines, including new subsidies for
middle class households, reflect this trend. There currently is one program supporting
insulation of houses. However, there are at this moment no programs explicitly related to
climate change.

A standard consumption serving as performance benchmark can be calculated for different types
of houses against which energy efficiency enhancements can be credited.

6

Institutional set-up
The success of a crediting mechanism that operates at larger segments of the economy is
dependent on the national capacity of the host country to ensure the delivery of emission
reductions at scale in effective, efficient and equitable ways.19 This national capacity is needed at
all stages of the mechanism cycle: design, proposal, implementation, monitoring and evaluation.20
Addressing this capacity need would require institutions that properly integrate a Chilean SCM
into business and government practices. More specifically, it would require the definition of the
responsibilities and capacities of relevant actors and the rules of their interaction.21

19

Charlotte Streck, Luis Gomez-Echeverri, Pablo Gutman, Cyril Loisel and Jacob Werksman. REDD+ Institutional
Options Assessment: Developing an Efficient, Effective, and Equitable Institutional Framework for REDD+ under the
UNFCCC. Meridian Institute. (2009)
20
André Aasrud, Richard Baron and Katia Karousakis. Market Readiness: Building Blocks for Market Approaches.
OECD/IEA. (2010)
21
Nicolas Kreibich, Christof Arens and Wolfgang Sterk. Ready for the Market? Assessing prerequisites for marketbased REDD+ activities. JIKO Policy Paper 3/2012. Wuppertal Institute. (2012)
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As setting up new institutions is time and resource intensive, careful consideration should be
given to utilizing existing institutions, where available.22 While the choice of existing or new
institutions to meet the technical, policy and institutional requirements will depend on national
circumstances, it is crucial that the relevant institutions are founded on a strong legal
framework.23
In order for an SCM to be consistent with the particular needs and priorities of the implementing
country, the assignment of functions to national institutions must take into account domestic
economic and legal systems, policy priorities, existing institutions, and the availability of
resources.24 In general terms these functions can be grouped into three categories: political,
technical and administrative. Political functions include those where decisions with significant
economic impacts occur, such as determining the SCM coverage and applicable baselines. While
these functions still need to be fully supported and underpinned by adequate technical expertise,
there remains a core political component to them.
Technical functions embrace tasks such as determining MRV standards and guidelines, approving
GHG abatement activities, interacting with SCM participants at the domestic level, interacting
with actors at international level, collecting emissions data, supervising the operations of a
national registry, and ensuring appropriate enforcement. These can normally be performed by a
regulatory body entrusted with the powers and mandate to oversee the day-to-day operation of
the mechanism. Lastly, administrative functions include those duties mostly associated with
managing the basic operations of a registry system, such as maintaining the registry, ensuring
appropriate protection against hacking and phishing, recording and storing relevant data,
creating and maintaining a publicly available registry interface and carrying out the key registry
transaction types.
The analysis below reflects some governance aspects that the organizational structure of the
Chilean SCM should consider. This basically consists of an organizational structure based on
diverse levels that perform the three abovementioned functions - political, technical and
administrative – in a coordinated fashion. In addition, the options discussed below are suggested
assuming a Chilean umbrella SCM design, where different SCM windows could govern and
operate different crediting systems in different segments, sectors, or sub-sectors.

6.1

Overall supervision and coordination
Although developing and implementing the SCM requires technical, policy and administrative
capacity, it also requires political will and leadership.25 Thus, overall responsibility and supervision
of an SCM would probably be best assigned at the highest level within the national government,
or alternatively be assigned to a ministry, a task force or commission.26

22

Richard Baron and Jane Ellis. Sectoral Crediting Mechanisms for Greenhouse Gas Mitigation: Institutional and
Operational Issues. OECD/IEA. (2006)
23
Partnership for Market Readiness. Crediting Mechanisms Overview, PMR Technical Note 1. Partnership for Market
Readiness. (2012)
24
See Supra Note 19.
25
See Supra Note 22.
26
See Supra Note 21.
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As in many Latin American countries, the power of the executive in Chile is very high in
institutional terms. This means that the overall responsibility and supervision of a Chilean SCM
would benefit greatly if assigned as close to the President as possible. At the same time,
assuming Chile establishes different SCM windows to govern different mechanisms, overall
supervision might best be assigned to a cross-ministerial task force or committee.
An alternative could be, for instance, to allocate the task of overall supervision to the
Sustainability Council of Ministries (Consejo de Ministros para la Sustentabilidad). This a multisectoral body leaded by the Ministry of the Environment and integrated by the ministries of
Agriculture, Finance, Health, Economics, Energy, Public Works, Housing and Urbanism, Transport
and Telecommunications, Mining and Planning. The Council is in charge of proposing policies for
the sustainable management and use of natural resources and for designing sustainability criteria
to be introduced in the elaboration of planning policies and processes of ministries, among other
tasks.
At the same time, at the operational level, the design, proposal, implementation, monitoring and
evaluation of an SCM would require the involvement of several and diverse institutions and
stakeholders. In this regard, it would be advisable to have an institution fulfilling the role of
coordinating entity of these activities.27 This coordinating entity could be responsible for
supervising the operation of different SCM windows, reducing the risk of overlap between these.
Depending on how the primary policy objective of a Chilean SCM is understood, the coordination
tasks could be housed within different institutions. For instance, if the SCM is understood
primarily as a provider of environmental benefits, the coordination tasks could be based within
the Ministry of the Environment. More specifically, this role might be assigned to its Climate
Change Division. If the SCM is understood as mainly as a producer of financial instruments, the
coordination responsibilities could be assigned to a public body of a more economic character
under the Ministry of Finance (such as the Securities and Insurance Supervisor –
Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros - SVS).

6.2

Political functions
Key decisions of a political nature must be made when designing and implementing an SCM.
These include responding to questions directly related to coverage of the scheme, such as, should
it include the sector’s total GHG inventory or a subset? Which sources should be included? What
should be the threshold for participation? It also involves political considerations in setting an
appropriate crediting baseline for a segment, sector, or sub-sector. As the determination of
baselines have deep consequences in terms of cost efficiency and involve trade-offs between
different interests and objectives28, reaching these agreements is not easy.

27
See Lambert Schneider and Martin Cames. A Framework for a Sectoral Crediting Mechanism in a Post-2012 Climate
Regime, Report for the Global Wind Energy Council. Öko-Institut. (2009)
28
Arild Angelsen, Sandra Brown, Cyril Loisel, Leo Peskett, Charlotte Streck and Daniel Zarin. Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD): An Options Assessment Report Prepared for the Government of
Norway. Meridian Institute. (2009)
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First, it is crucial that the procedures established for making these decisions incorporate from the
start a wide range of stakeholders, including governmental representatives, academics, emitters
and environmental NGOs. Although in Chile there is little experience in reaching agreements of
this kind, the above participatory requirement is reflected by the controversy and massive
protests that have accompanied the closest comparable domestic process: the assignment of
individual fishing transferable quotas in Chile.
Second, in terms of governance, the process for these decisions should involve both a high
ranked institution within the SCM so as to cover the political implications and a sectoral
institution to provide support on related technical and economic-specific matters. In other words,
it should involve a coordinating entity and a sectoral entity specific to the economic sector
affected by the scheme. In addition, the sectoral entity could also perform the role of regulator
overseeing the daily operation of the relevant SCM window.
The following examples/options of regulatory sectoral entities could be envisaged:
- For an SCM window that addresses the Chilean electricity sector, the sectoral
regulatory role could the performed by the Superintendence of Electricity and Fuels
(Superintendencia de Electricidad y Combustibles, SEC) or the National Energy
Commission (Comisión Nacional de Energía, CNE);
- For an SCM window governing the transport sector, the sectoral regulatory role could
be assigned to the Transport Sub-secretariat (Subsecretaría de Transportes);
- For an SCM window targeting the forestry sector, the sectoral regulatory function
could be exercised by the National Forestry Corporation (Corporación Nacional
Forestal, CONAF); and
- In the mining sector, an option for a sectoral regulatory body would be a body closely
linked to the Ministry of Mining, such as the Chilean Copper Commission (Comisión
Chilena del Cobre, COCHILCO).
To summarise, the decision-making process on coverage and baseline of a Chilean SCM should be
of a fully participatory nature, including a wide range of actors - academics, emitters,
environmental NGOs and others, and would be best led by the coordinating entity and
accompanied by the relevant sectoral regulatory entity of the SCM window in question.

6.3

Technical functions
6.3.1. Collecting emissions data
A deep understanding of historical emission trends is important for deriving appropriate
baselines. Thus any specific SCM window proposal needs to collect diverse historical data. First,
this collection must include data on the GHG emissions for the coverage of the sector addressed
by the specific SCM window, comprising the data that is used to estimate these emissions, such
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as fuel quantities, emission factors, models, etc. Then, it must include data on the production and
structure of the sector, such as the sectoral GDP and the productivity and age of the
technologies.29
Although administratively the ideal would be to assign the responsibility of collecting emissions
data to a single institution, country experience and coverage specificities seem to favour
assigning it to various bodies.30 In effect, depending on the economic sector addressed by a
specific SCM window, the responsibility, and maybe the capability, for collecting emissions data
could vary.
In the case of Chile, at least three institutions currently work on matters related to collecting
emissions data. First, as part of its role related to supervising forestry activities, the National
Forestry Corporation (Corporación Nacional Forestal, CONAF) records changes in forested area
across the country. Secondly, the elaboration of the national inventory of GHG emissions is
responsibility of the Ministry of the Environment. Thirdly, the National Energy Commission
(Comisión Nacional de Energía, CNE) of the Ministry of Energy is in charge of running surveys of
energy use and producing the corresponding databases.
Thus, if the specific SCM window addresses the electricity sector, the role of collecting emissions
data could fall on the National Energy Commission (Comisión Nacional de Energía, CNE). If it
targets the forestry sector, then the collection of emissions data could be performed by the
National Forestry Corporation (Corporación Nacional Forestal, CONAF). In case the specific SCM
window aims at lowering GHG emissions in other economic sectors, then the function of
collecting emissions data could be assigned to the Ministry of the Environment with the support
of a specific sectoral entity in order to have as much precision as possible.

6.3.2. Measurement, Report, and Verification (MRV)
A sound and accurate MRV system of emission reductions is a crucial component for ensuring
environmental integrity of any crediting mechanism. In fact, confidence in that emissions are
satisfactorily accounted is a requirement demanded by all actors involved in the mechanism.31
This would require a MRV system that ensures completeness, accuracy and consistency of data.
Given that the precise way emissions would be measured, reported and verified would depend on
the nature of the mechanism itself, it is probable that each SCM window would have unique MRV
requirements. Thus, in principle there would be flexibility regarding the establishment of MRV
systems for a Chilean SCM. Generally, the more specific and limited the coverage of the SCM
window, the simpler it will be to measure and verify performance.32
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See Supra Note 27.
See Supra Note 20.
31
See Supra Note 20.
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Clare Breidenich and Daniel Bodansky. Measurement, Reporting and Verification in a post-2012 Climate Agreement.
Pew Center on Global Climate Change. (2009)
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Bearing in mind the success Chile has had as a supplier of CDM projects and CERs, it seems
reasonable to try to adapt as much as possible the existing corresponding methodologies, rules
and institutions instead of creating new ones, especially, the monitoring and reporting system
elaborated for CDM projects. This is especially the case for verification activities, as it is expected
that industrialised countries will favour the use of entities already recognised by the international
carbon community.
At the same time, as the monitoring and reporting of controlled atmospheric emissions under
different regulations currently in place in Chile is mostly administered by bodies of the Ministry of
Health, the experience of this authority should feed the design of the corresponding SCM
activities. In general, the Ministry of Health relies on similar MR procedures as the CDM. It relies
on self-reporting by regulated sources which have to contract an independent and certified
laboratory to monitor their emissions. It is worth noting that the Ministry of Health imposes
penalties to those sources not complying with the monitoring and reporting requirements.
From the above it seems reasonable that MRV requirements for an SCM in Chile could follow
previous experience and rely on external independent actors for monitoring and reporting the
emissions of entities that participate in specific SCM windows. More generally, the political
responsibility for appropriate MRV should be specific for each SCM window and should fall on
specific sectoral entity. As an example, if an SCM window addresses the electricity sector,
MRVing could be the responsibility of the Superintendence of Electricity and Fuels
(Superintendencia de Electricidad y Combustibles, SEC) or the National Energy Commission
(Comisión Nacional de Energía, CNE). Similar parallels can be made for other specific SCM
windows and the entities responsible for MRVing (see political functions above).

6.3.3. Enforcement
As under any SCM window tradable units would only be issued after performance has been
verified, enforcement is likely to be less of a concern than with respect to an ETS.33 Nevertheless,
as with a domestic ETS, compliance must be ensured with respect to adherence to the established
procedures for quantifying, monitoring and verifying of GHG emission reductions. This could be
applicable particularly in situations of fraud or negligence on the part of project developers or
verifiers reporting GHG emissions.34 Hence, the system must be able to ensure that penalties
and/or corrective actions are in place when this occurs.
Enforcement under SCM schemes is mainly relevant with respect to adherence to the established
procedures for quantifying, monitoring and verifying of credited GHG emission reductions. For
example, when there is over-reporting of GHG reductions “due to fraud, malfeasance, or
negligence on the part of project developers or verifiers”.35 Thus, it is logical that the same
institutions responsible for MRVing under a specific SCM window be assigned the role of assuring

33

However, “if sale of credits is allowed before end of crediting period, or permanence is an issue (e.g. REDD),
compliance becomes relevant”. See Supra Note 20, page 11.
34
See Supra Note 23.
35
See Supra Note 23.
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that the above does not occur and that penalties and/or corrective actions are in place if it
occurs.
There is one current procedure in Chile that might serve as the basis of enforcement for SCM
windows. It corresponds to the enforcement system used under the tradable permit program to
control air pollution in Santiago, where sources have to contract an independent and certified
laboratory to monitor their emissions. Those not complying with the reporting requirements face
penalties determined through an administrative procedure run by the Metropolitan Health
Authority. However, sanctions are not automatically imposed nor clearly specified. They range
from a note of violation to a prohibition to operate, passing through “a wide range of lump-sum
monetary sanctions ranging from US$ 4.50 to $90,000”.36 As such, this enforcement procedure
has been criticised for not being strict enough to encourage full compliance. In order to provide a
robust enforcement system in Chile for the SCM, the above experience should be taken into
account.

6.3.4. Administrative functions
The key administrative functions relate to the basic operations of a registry system. These include
not only carrying-out the specific transactions according to the authorized requests (e.g.
transfers, cancellations, and issuance of units), but also a number of other side administrative
tasks, such as:
- opening and maintaining registry accounts;
- ensuring that all ‘know-your-customer’ procedures are complied with by market
participants;
- storing and maintaining all relevant data;
- protecting the database against hacker attacks; and
- ensuring review checks on transactions carry-out.
Considering Chile’s experience with the CDM and tradable emission permits37 it seems reasonable
to consider taking advantage of its installed capacity in terms of emissions registry and tracing
transactions. With respect to registry functions, it would advisable that the Government explores
synergies with the Emission and Contaminant Transfers Registry (Registro de Emisiones y
Transferencias de Contaminantes), a database run by the Ministry of the Environment.38 At the

36

Jessica Coria and Thomas Sterner, Tradable Permits in Developing Countries: Evidence from Air Pollution in Santiago,
Chile. RFF Discussion Paper 08-51, Resources for the Future (2008)
37
In the early 1990s “Santiago, Chile was one of the first cities outside the OECD to implement a tradable permit
program to control air pollution … This program was intended to reduce emissions of particulate matter coming from
large boilers, which at the time accounted for more than 40 percent of total point sources emissions”. Coria and
Sterner.
38
See <http://www.mma.gob.cl/retc/1279/channel.html>.
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same time, it should build on the experience the Santiago emissions trading scheme has for
tracing the trading of particulate matter emission permits.

7

Linking options
This chapter discusses the main elements, implications and pros and cons of domestic and
international linking options. The term ‘linking’ in the context of an SCM is understood as the
recognition of credits or emission reductions stemming from a Chilean SCM or from its specific
SCM windows by another scheme.
While in principle linking a Chilean SCM to several different regimes would be beneficial, there
are likely to be administrative complexities of dealing with several regimes at the same time, as it
would require regular coordination among regulatory bodies, a clear set of procedures to mitigate
the risk of and deal with double-counting, and in some cases the establishment and
administration of an inter-connected registry system. In addition, a foreign regime would impose
a number of eligibility requirements on a Chilean SCM before accepting and recognizing its
credits.
Choosing the right systems to link to is therefore crucial to incentivising participation in the SCM,
while at the same time reducing transaction costs of linking. While certain linking options may
already exist, current supply and demand dynamics in the international market indicate that the
most favourable options may be those that remain under development. Each option comes with
its own particular set of eligibility requirements and should always be considered in the light of
the changing dynamics of the international system.

7.1

Domestic linking option
7.1.1. Potential advantages of pursuing domestic linking
In the scenario where the SCM exists concurrently with a domestic ETS, linking the two schemes
may be attractive for a number of reasons. In the first place, linking with a domestic ETS would
ensure some level of independence from established or emerging foreign and/or international
systems. The Government would be able to exercise greater control over the demand for its SCM
credits by, for instance, defining eligibility requirements, choosing which sectors are covered by
each mechanism, and deciding on the opportunity and need to apply quantitative or qualitative
limitations to the use of credits.39 Hence, by relying less on demand coming from abroad, the
sustainability of the domestic SCM could be enhanced.40

39

Of course, the degree of control exercised on a day-to-day basis should be limited and regulatory ad-hoc
interventions restricted in order to ensure certainty in the market. Nonetheless, control over the overall design of the
systems itself creates a unique opportunity to achieve synergy across emission reduction policies.
40
Though linking to a domestic ETS could provide valuable opportunities for creating demand, the level of demand for
SCM credits created through linking to a domestic ETS would be dependent on a number of factors. In the first place,
it is dependent on the cap in the ETS relative to cost-effective emission abatement opportunities in ETS-covered
sectors. Secondly, it will be influenced by which and how many types of offsets are permitted in the ETS. Where the
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A second advantage of linking to a domestic ETS is that it creates opportunities for keeping the
most cost-effective emission reductions within Chile. This could be effected, for instance, by
defining that a certain SCM window (governing the operation of activities where GHG abatement
activities can be achieved at lower costs) would be specifically targeted to supply a domestic
Chilean ETS.
A third potential advantage involves the opportunity to create synergies in the design of the ETS
and the SCM to improve their functional interaction. This opportunity is most obvious in the
scenario where the two systems are put in place simultaneously, but also exists where a Chilean
SCM is put in place as a precursor to a domestic ETS (but later expected to co-exist therewith). In
these scenarios setting up the registry, crediting baseline, MRV system, and relevant participation
requirements, could be designed from the beginning in a way that eases interoperability and
facilitates linking. This could also lead to greater confidence in the system amongst participants
as well as regulators and the public.
A fourth is that linking to a domestic ETS is likely to be much more expedient than linking to
external regimes as linking to a foreign regime would require abiding by a package of eligibility
requirements already set by the foreign jurisdiction and in negotiating extensively over the
applicability of these requirements. It is worth noting, however, that domestic linking is not likely
to preclude linking with other foreign and/or international regimes as ensuring predictable
demand would probably require both types of linking.
Finally, linking the SCM to a domestic ETS may lead to lower transaction costs for private sector
ETS participants seeking to directly participate in offset initiatives due to their familiarity with the
commercial and regulatory landscape, commonality of rules and language, as well as the
restricted number of authorities involved in the process (only national ones). It would also boost
the creation of a more standardized and liquid carbon market in Chile.

7.1.2. How to achieve domestic linking
The most direct manner of linking an SCM with a Chilean ETS would be for the latter to authorize
SCM credits to be used by covered entities for ETS compliance purposes. From a regulatory
perspective, this requires a few steps. On the ETS side, it would likely require statutory provisions
to authorize SCM credits as an eligible compliance unit. Such authorization could be for
unrestricted or restricted use of SCM credits. Restrictions could be related to quantity, quality, or
temporal requirements. The actual criteria for use of SCM credits could be defined directly in the
legislation or be delegated to a national authority with powers to regulate SCM credit use. Given
that technical aspects of both the SCM and the domestic ETS would be refined and fine-tuned
over time, delegation of the function to oversee a domestic linking would seem beneficial.

ETS accepts several other offset types, the demand for SCM credits will be directly influenced by the fluctuating supply
and price of such offsets. Demand in this case will further be influenced by whether foreign and domestic offsets are
treated equally or whether SCM credits are, for instance, afforded any type of preferential treatment. Lastly, demand
will be influenced by overall economic conditions and emission trends in Chile.
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On the SCM side, specific provisions authorizing SCM credits to be used in the Chile ETS would
not necessarily be required. However, provisions should be adopted to provide for the opening of
individual registry accounts of SCM participants and transfers of SCM credits between registry
accounts held by SCM participants and ETS participants. In addition to ensure a system for
electronic recording of transactions, common market rules governing transactions of units under
the SCM and the ETS would be highly desirable (such as nature and ownership of the units,
accounting treatment, platforms for trading, applicable market supervision).
In the scenario that a Chile ETS is designed concurrently with the SCM, provisions regarding the
nature of SCM credits, as well as key registry functions, should mirror those in the domestic ETS
legislation.41 In the scenario where the SCM in implemented prior to the ETS (but an ETS is
expected), provisions concerning transfer should nonetheless be included to facilitate later
linking, though it may be wise to allow for minor modifications to ensure compatibility to be
implemented through a simplified procedure after the domestic ETS is established. This approach
is summarised in Table 6.
Table 6 - Recommended measures to support linking to domestic ET
ETS
S

41

Scenario

Regulation

Institutions

CoCo-existence with
an ETS

Provisions on the nature of SCM
credits and key registry operations,
that mirror the domestic ETS
provisions

Common institutions for the operation
of a registry, transaction-log and,
potentially,
overall
mechanism
supervision

Precursor to an
ETS

Include
provisions
providing
mechanisms for domestic transfer
that anticipate ETS provisions
and/or that are flexibly designed to
adapt to an ETS structure

Registry and transaction-log should be
designed to ensure they can be
expanded to serve an ETS. The SCM
regulator may be designed to later
accommodate
ETS
regulations
separate entities may also be
considered.

Independent of an
ETS

This linking option does not arise

-

This approach is consistent with existing international practice. Provisions in the legislation establishing the
Australian Carbon Farming Initiative, for example, define the process through which units generated under the CFI are
transferred to other Australian registry accounts. Provisions governing the right to use these units for ETS compliance,
by contrast, are dealt with in the legislation governing the ETS. It is worth noting, however, that these pieces of
legislation are supported by a third act that regulates the operation of the national registry of emission units, including
the operation of accounts and certain transfers of units. This option could also be considered in Chile, whereby
detailed rules on transfers are left to separate legislation, and legislation governing the SCM only sets out basic
authority to make transfers.
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From an institutional perspective, where a Chilean SCM and the domestic ETS are linked, certain
institutions could perform functions with respect to both. Certainly, a single registry and
transaction log could be used for both mechanisms. Additionally, a common regulator could be
endowed with the mandate to administer both mechanisms,42 which can help to ensure
consistency of regulation across the systems. In the scenario where a Chilean SCM is adopted
before an ETS, this approach may also be considered, though in this case institutions should be
structured in order to allow for the enhancement of functions (e.g., ex-ante allocation of units,
additional registry functionalities, enhanced verification and compliance tools, etc.).
As noted above, linking an SCM to a domestic ETS may create an opportunity for Chile to keep
the most cost effective emission reductions within the country through designating specific
activities to supply the domestic ETS.43 In this case, credits generated under a distinct SCM
window could, for instance, be identified in the registry as for domestic use only. Linking
arrangements for the domestic ETS would then apply only to these credits, while agreements
establishing links with external systems would exclude such credits from their scope.

7.2

International linking option considerations
7.2.1. Advantages of pursuing international linking
UNFCCCUNFCCC -related mechanisms
mechanisms
In Durban the Conference of the Parties (COP) ‘defined’ a New Market Mechanism (NMM) and
set in place a process for elaborating its design. At the same time, the COP set in place a process
to elaborate a framework for various approaches to undertaking cost-effective mitigation actions.
Both of these developments offer potential opportunities for linking with the SCM which should
be explored by Chile. However, at the time of writing discussions on both issues remain widely
open, and there is as yet little certainty on the shape and future operation of the NMM or
framework for various approaches.
A framework for various approaches (FVA) to cost-effective mitigation actions is commonly
understood as a UNFCCC-based framework that sets common standards and criteria (e.g. MRV
criteria) for mitigation actions by Parties that do not take place within the UNFCCC framework
proper (as do, for example, CDM or JI projects). Many envisage that a UNFCCC body would exist
to review compatibility of approaches with this framework. Other key aspects however, such as
whether credits generated by mechanisms recognised under the framework should be accepted
for compliance with international obligations, remain the subject of disagreement.
Whatever the eventual form and status of the FVA, gaining recognition of a Chilean SCM
thereunder is very likely to hold benefits for Chile. Even if, as certain Parties propose, credits
generated under recognized under an FVA are not accepted for compliance with UNFCCC
obligations, existing and emerging ETSs may opt to require recognition under the UNFCCC as a

42

As it is the case for the Australia Carbon Pricing Mechanism and CFI. Both mechanisms are primarily regulated by the
Clean Energy Regulator. See http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/About-us/Pages/default.aspx.
43
Another option would be for the GoG to buy low-cost credits from project entities and sectors involved in the SCM
and immediately retire them.
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precondition for allowing credits to be used in their systems. Similarly, other emerging nonUNFCCC markets may require such recognition, or may offer easier access for recognised credits.
These and other factors may also lead to recognised credits gaining higher prices on international
markets than credits that are not recognised.
In addition, several proposals have been made by Parties on the design of a NMM. Perhaps the
most common proposal is that on sectoral crediting or trading. Broadly speaking, a sectoral
crediting approach would generate credits ex post for emission reductions below a baseline in a
given sector (“no-lose” targets), while sectoral trading would involve setting a cap for emissions
in a sector and issuing emission units ex ante which could then be traded. Many perceive that the
host country would play a key role in implementation of the mechanism, and would be the entity
to receive credits. Other proposals include a credited NAMA approach, where a host country (or
other entity) would receive credits for emission reductions achieved through NAMA
implementation, potentially above a certain threshold.
The clear advantage of linking a Chilean SCM to a NMM in this way would be the potentially
large demand that could exist where NMM credits form a key currency under a new international
agreement (depending on the stringency of mitigations commitments from countries). If private
entities are to be eligible to hold NMM credits, offering these Chilean SCM participants could
then be a powerful incentive to participate in the SCM. In addition, the NMM seems is
developing in what appears to be a faster track (work programme) under the UNFCCC.
However any demand coming from new UNFCCC-related crediting mechanisms remain uncertain,
and is highly contingent on a range of future international developments. In addition, the
complexity and transaction costs of participating in the NMM are as yet highly uncertain, and the
Government would need to carefully assess these once details become clearer.
Foreign ETSs
In the past number of years ETSs have been developed or are beginning to be developed in a
growing number of countries, creating numerous opportunities for linking a Chilean SCM to one
or more foreign regimes. Linking to a foreign ETS carries several potential benefits. It can create
substantial demand and ensure that some demand predictability even if a Chilean ETS does not
come into being or is discontinued. Where more than one system is linked to, opportunities for
creating demand are increased and risks of demand being overly influenced by developments in
one system are reduced. Likewise, it provides the opportunity to attract foreign capital into low
carbon investments in Chile. In addition, it opens the SCM to international scrutiny, which can
help ensure standards are kept high.
With respect to demand, several aspects of the foreign ETS would affect the implications of
linking it with a Chilean SCM. The size and stringency of the system would arguably be key
factors, and these would have a major effect on the level of demand the system could provide.
The level and type of other offsets recognised by the system would have also a major effect on
the demand that can be expected. In current market conditions, for example, a system that
already allows a generous amount of CERs would be unlikely to generate significant demand for
SCM credits, unless favourable provisions existed to encourage the purchase of the latter.
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A second consideration is that, in the scenario that a Chile domestic ETS is adopted, a foreign
ETS regulator may seek mutual direct recognition of that system’s credits under the Chile ETS as
a quid pro quo for (direct or indirect) acceptance of Chile’s SCM credits. Naturally, this would
require careful consideration of the respective benefits and drawbacks of mutual recognition, in
particular considering the respective supply and demand under each system.
Thirdly, it may be expected that foreign ETS regulators would seek some level of inspection and
‘control’ of SCM regulations to ensure that integrity of credits is maintained (though this may be
mitigated by ensuring a high degree of transparency in the SCM). As an illustration, in a couple of
US bills that proposed the implementation of an economy wide cap-and-trade (but which never
made into law), the US regulator would only issue offset credits in respect of project activities
carried out in foreign countries which had comparable requirements to the US domestic offset
provisions. For sector-based activities, the US regulator would first assess the capability of the
candidate country to accurately measure, monitor, report, and verify the performance of sources
across the relevant sector, before issuing sector-based offsets.44
Bilateral offset schemes
In addition to potentially linking with foreign ETSs via a bilateral agreement (as discussed above),
another alternative which could be further explored would be Japan’s Bilateral Offset Crediting
Mechanism (BOCM). Under this approach, Japan proposes to invest in emission reduction
projects and programs in developing countries and gain offset credits. These projects would take
place in countries with which Japan has established bilateral agreements covering mechanism
implementation, procedures etc.
In contrast with existing offset approaches such as the CDM, the BOCM will be subject to
minimum international oversight, and operating procedures will be developed and their
implementation monitored by Japan. The UNFCCC’s role will be limited to providing guidance on
MRV. Japan proposes that it would use credits generated for compliance with its international
targets.
There are potential advantages associated with these types of agreements. Japan expects that
projects and programs under the BOCM will be implemented much more quickly and with lower
transaction costs than those under the CDM due to more efficient and less stringent registration
and issuance requirements. The BOCM is also intended to be flexible as to sectoral scope and go
beyond a project-based approach, and so may include a range of initiatives not eligible under
existing mechanisms.

44

For REDD+ in particular, US bills would require the country intending to export offset credits to demonstrate: (i)
technical capacity to monitor, measure, report and verify forest carbon fluxes for all significant sources with acceptable
levels of uncertainty; (ii) Institutional capacity to include forest governance and other mechanisms that ensure
transparency and third party oversight of offset activities and revenues; and (iii) a national platform or registry for
information relating to REDD policy that includes a mechanism to monitor and report on social and environmental
impacts. These types of provisions were included in the bills known as ‘American Clean Energy and Security Act’
(ACESA) and the ‘Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act’ (CEJAPA).
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Whether these considerations would also apply to bilateral agreements with other countries
remains to be seen, but it can certainly be expected that such agreements could accommodate
significantly greater flexibility than centralized offset mechanisms.
Japan’s BCOM has been associated with the sale of Japanese firms’ technologies to mechanism
participants. This indicates that Japan may have a greater interest in linking with sectors where
Japanese firms’ products are prominent, such as the electricity and steel sectors.

7.2.2. How to achieve international linking
UNFCCCUNFCCC -related mechanisms
As the shape and structure of the NMM and FVA remains uncertain, it is difficult to judge how a
Chilean SCM could be aligned with these frameworks. It is likely that it would require a certain set
of minimum criteria to be met in setting common baseline requirements, standards for
establishing crediting thresholds, MRV systems and other key modalities. In the case of the
NMM, it may also require final approval by a UNFCCC body established for this purpose.
Depending on when the SCM is adopted and progress in defining the framework at UNFCCC
level, the design of the SCM may be able to take into account anticipated recognition criteria.
Where little is known at the time of adoption, ensuring best international practices are followed
with respect to, inter alia, accounting and MRV will maximize the possibilities that a Chilean SCM
will comply with these frameworks once they emerge. In this respect, the Government might
consider looking for already consolidated and available standards and criteria under the Kyoto
Protocol, as these would likely serve as a basis for (or be broaden to fit) NMMs and FVAs. Annex
I country experiences under the Kyoto Protocol Joint Implementation mechanism could be one
such example. Under JI, Annex-I countries which wish to verify and approve GHG abatement
activities at the domestic level need to have in place, among others, a reliable national system
(i.e., institutional, legal and procedural arrangements) for estimating GHG emissions, and a
national registry which meets specific technical standards for data exchange and electronic
format as required by decisions under the Protocol. 45
At the same time, keeping a certain flexibility in SCM design would allow any relevant
modifications to be made when requirements become known. In that respect, ensuring that the
relevant SCM regulatory body has delegated powers to initiate procedures for adjustments in the
design of the SCM would be beneficial. A mandate containing clear objectives and competencies
could allow an SCM regulatory body to more quickly respond to the different needs for
adjustments and fine-tuning.
Foreign ETSs

45

We note that the accounting framework for the second commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol was recently
adjusted under the CMP (with, for instance, the use of most recent IPCC guidelines). Also in the Cancun and Durban
climate conferences, developing countries have agreed to provide biannual update reports, which will undergo
technical review under a process termed ‘international consultations and analysis’. The technical review includes
analysis of the inventory report, of the impact and methodological assumptions of mitigation actions, and MRV. The
first biannual reports by developing countries are due at the end of 2014.
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The most straight-forward form of linking with a foreign ETS would involve the foreign ETS
allowing its covered entities to use SCM credits for compliance purposes. This would likely follow
extensive negotiations and an agreement between the Government and the foreign ETS
regulator/jurisdiction. Depending on the specifics of the ETS and the relevant agreement, SCM
credits may be awarded a similar status to other offsets (e.g. CERs) under the foreign ETS or may
be granted a more or less favourable status (that is, with greater or lesser qualitative or
quantitative restrictions).
Securing the recognition of SCM credits in a foreign ETS would require that SCM credits were
considered internationally credible and environmentally robust. This would require robust and
transparent criteria for, inter alia, for baseline setting and MRV, as well as strong and credible
regulatory systems to ensure that these criteria are met. As further described in Appendix 1 to
this report, each existing and emerging foreign regime have its own set of eligibility requirements
to approve and/or recognize offset credits from another system. These set of requirements are
unlikely to always coincide and a choice for linking with one particular foreign regime may
preclude the possibility of linking with another. In other cases, the choice for one foreign ETS
may also require following eligibility requirements of another foreign ETS with each the former is
already linked.46
As mentioned above, considering already consolidated and generalized standards such as the
ones used for country eligibility under Joint Implementation could ease future linking processes.
Another perhaps useful example are the basic principles underpinning monitoring, reporting, and
verification under the EU-ETS. The EU Commission has listed the following key MRV principles as
a guide for the EU-ETS: completeness, consistency, transparency, accuracy, cost-effectiveness,
materiality, faithfulness, and performance improvement.47 Similar principles apply to review of
Annex I country reports under the UNFCCC (i.e. transparency, consistency, comparability,
completeness, and accuracy).48 Well known and accepted voluntary standards and methodologies
could also be useful in this respect. While not all these standards and principles would have to be
applied with the same intensity and rigour to a Chilean SCM (or specific SCM windows) as they
apply in or to developed countries, these could still be very useful as overarching guidance for
the design of a Chilean SCM.
From a regulatory perspective, similarly to the linking with a domestic ETS, most regulatory
adjustments would likely take place on the side of the foreign ETS, such as provisions governing
the fungibility between SCM credits and the system’s own units. On the SCM side, measures
would be required to authorise and facilitate transfers of SCM credits from a Chilean registry to
international registry accounts.49

46

For instance, a linkage between the EU and the Australian emissions trading system, as recently announced, would
imply that if a Chilean SCM were to link with any of the two schemes, the offset importing requirements of both
schemes would likely apply to the Chilean SCM.
47
See EU Commission Decision of 29 January 2004. See also “New Market Mechanisms: Prerequisites for
Implementation”, W. Sterk and F. Mersmann, Wuppertal Institute, JIKO Policy Paper 1/2012, April 2012
48
See UNFCCC Reporting Guidelines on Annual Inventories and recent reviews made by decision 15/CP.17.
49
Note however that the flow of units from the SCM to a foreign regime may also vary in accordance with the rules of
the latter. For instance, the foreign regime may require SCM credits are cancelled and counterpart offset credits issued
by the regulator of the foreign ETS. In these cases, there would not be a direct transfer of SCM credits from a Chilean
national registry to the foreign regime’s registry.
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From an institutional perspective, foreign linking may not require additional institutions to be
created, though it will require existing institutions to carry out additional functions. In the first
place, an entity should be assigned to liaise with the foreign ETS regulator and address any
technical issues or concerns over integrity of SCM credits that may arise. This function could be
assigned for instance to a Chilean SCM regulatory body. Concerns over integrity are predicted to
be an important factor in securing linking however, Chile may consider the establishment of an
independent entity to monitor the integrity of offsets.50 Secondly, the Chilean registry and
transaction log would have to be equipped to deal with international transfers and keep regular
communication with other registries and transaction logs, as well as the International Transaction
Log and to ensure transactions are adequately effected and monitored. Provisions setting out
communication procedures may be adopted in legislation governing the registry and transaction
log, as is the case in the European Union.51
Appendix 1 to this report contains a more detailed analysis with respect to various options of
linking a Chilean SCM to an overseas regime, including linking to foreign ETSs and linking under
new approaches being discussed under the UNFCCC.
Bilateral offset schemes
As Japan’s BOCM remains under development, the procedures required to participate are not yet
clear. The approach currently proposed under the Japanese BOCM involves the establishment of
a joint committee between the Japanese and partner government that provides guidance and
oversight over BOCM projects. Both governments are involved in methodology approval and
credit issuance, while verification of emission reductions is entrusted to approved third party
verifiers.52 If this approach is taken, linking a Chilean SCM to the BOCM would likely require that
SCM modalities to be adapted to fit this approach. Chile would need to establish or assign an
institution to form part of the joint committee.
Despite potential benefits, such agreements also come with potential drawbacks. In the first
place, the international credibility of such mechanisms has been questioned, and many UNFCCC
Parties and other key international players are highly critical of this approach. Secondly, in the
absence of an international agreement with binding commitments for developed countries,
demand under such agreements would likely be highly vulnerable to domestic political
circumstances. Thirdly, engaging in such agreements would likely entail having to comply with
different modalities with respect to each regime, and these would in turn likely differ from criteria
under a UNFCCC mechanism. This could lead to high transaction costs, and make projects highly
vulnerable to demand in a single country, as projects could not easily be converted from one

50

The Australian Domestic Offsets Integrity Committee is an example of such body.
See the EU Registry Regulation: Commission Regulation (EU) No 1193/2011 of 18 November 2011 establishing a
Union Registry for the trading period commencing on 1 January 2013, and subsequent trading periods, of the Union
emissions trading scheme pursuant to Directive 2003/87/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and
Decision No 280/2004/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and amending Commission Regulations (EC)
No 2216/2004 and (EU) No 920/2010.
52
See Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and Ministry of the Environment of Japan,
“Japan’s initiatives on the Bilateral Offset Credit Mechanism (BOCM) and other activities for developing countries”,
presentation
at
East
Asia
Low
Carbon
Growth
Partnership
Dialogue,
available
at:
http://www.mmechanisms.org/document/BOCMworkshop_20120414.pdf.
51
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mechanism to another. Lastly, the vulnerability to demand in a single country means that the
buyer country may exert significant control over the bilateral relationship.
Some of these risks could be mitigated where a bilateral agreement is designed to be compatible
with a future FVA. In this case, credits may be internationally fungible, and so there would be less
risk for Chile of changing demand in the buyer country, while there would likely exist some
comparability of transaction procedures. However, as discussed above, it remains highly uncertain
whether such a framework will result in international recognition of credits.

7.3

Compatibility among linking options
Linking a Chilean SCM with a domestic ETS could take place in parallel with linking to other
systems, such as a foreign ETS or emerging international mechanisms. Indeed, the potentially
limited demand created by a Chilean ETS and the at present uncertain status of whether a
domestic ETS will in fact be adopted, indicates that linking to multiple systems may be crucial for
ensuring adequate demand.
In the event that a Chilean SCM is adopted as an umbrella framework with different SCM
windows, the different SCM windows could potentially be linked to different markets. In this
instance, credits from different windows should be clearly labelled in the registry in order to
ensure they are distinguishable.
Linking the same SCM window to more than one option may also be possible. In the first place,
linking with both a domestic and a foreign ETS is possible, but entails both opportunities and
risks for Chile. Most notably, it will lead to “indirectly linking” the Chilean ETS with the foreign
ETS. In this case, an increase in demand in the foreign ETS will increase the price of SCM credits,
which will in turn affect prices in the Chilean ETS. The scale of this effect depends, inter alia, on
the share of offsets used by the foreign ETS that SCM credits constitute, the supply of other
offsets eligible under the foreign ETS and whether other offsets are eligible under the Chilean
ETS. Indirect linking in this manner leads to a certain level of price equalization amongst systems.
This can entail greater price stability for the Chilean ETS and allow the SCM to grow with lower
risk of dampening Chilean ETS prices. At the same time, it opens the Chilean ETS to risks of
excessive fluctuations that are beyond national control. Similarly, where the foreign ETS accepts
credits that are not eligible in the Chilean ETS, the Chilean ETS will become exposed to
fluctuations in the price of those credits.
Secondly, linking with a foreign ETS and a framework for various approaches (FVA) is broadly
compatible, as the latter would likely merely constitute a means of recognition of the SCM that
could in fact increase the likelihood of SCM credits being accepted in third systems. Thirdly,
linking to a foreign ETS may be compatible with linking with a NMM. This depends, however, on
the form of the NMM and how it is implemented. Linking with a foreign ETS and bilateral offset
schemes may, however, prove troublesome due to the specific nature of bilateral agreements and
potential exclusivity requirements therein.
It is worth noting that considering multiple linking options for specific SCM windows would
require that credits under different SCM windows were clearly identifiable. Coherent measures
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would also be required to avoid double counting between different windows and ensure the
environmental integrity of the system (as discussed in Chapter 8 below).
Table 7 - Summary of pros and cons of linking options
Linking option
Domestic linking to a
Chilean ETS

International linking to
a foreign ETS

Pros

Cons

- Allows for
an integrated
approach
toward
achieving
emission reductions in Chile
- Lower transaction costs
- Similarity
of
design
and
regulation provides for greater
compatibility
- Politically more expedient to
secure
- Lower risk that admissibility of
credits will be withdrawn
- SCM credits used in Chile ETS
can be counted toward Chilean
emission reduction pledge

- Demand may be limited
- In early years, ETS performance
(and therefore demand) likely to
be unpredictable

-

Depending on system, demand
may be greater and more
reliable than from domestic ETS
only
Allows SCM to grow with less
risk of oversupply in Chile ETS
Attracts foreign investment and
capital
International scrutiny can help
ensure integrity of mechanism

- Demand subject to factors
beyond national control
- Exported SCM credits cannot be
counted toward Chile emission
reduction commitment
- Any oversight sought by foreign
ETS regulator may add to
regulatory burden
- Linking same window to both
domestic and foreign ETS opens
domestic ETS to fluctuations in
third mechanisms

May lead to fungibility of SCM
credits
for
international
compliance
under
new
agreement
May provide greater likelihood
of recognition of SCM credits
under foreign ETSs or other
international schemes
Will
increase
international
credibility of SCM
May lead to higher prices on
international market

- Requirements as yet highly
uncertain
- May involve adjustments to SCM
design
- May require some UNFCCC
oversight
- May not lead to direct creation of
demand

-

Linking
a
with
framework for various
approaches
-

-
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International linking to
a
New
Market
Mechanism under the
UNFCCC

-

Bilateral agreements

-

-
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If NMM part of ambitious
international
agreement,
demand could be significant
NMM credits likely to enjoy high
credibility and thus be widely
fungible
Can attract international finance

-

May offer diverse range of
international finance options
Modalities
may
be
less
cumbersome to comply with
Flexibility of sectoral scope
May be able to negotiate
advance purchase or price
guaranteed
Can bring in foreign investment
and technology transfer

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8

Design of NMM still uncertain
Administration at national and
international level may lead to
high transaction costs
NMM credits sold abroad cannot
count toward Chile emission
reduction commitment
Credibility issues may affect
credit value and/or fungibility
on international markets
Demand may be vulnerable to
political circumstances in buyer
country
Modalities likely to be countryspecific, leading to high
transaction costs where more
than one agreement concluded
Buyer country may seek
substantial influence on SCM
operation
Emission reductions cannot be
counted
toward
Chile
commitment,
while
buyer
country may seek to count
investments
toward
international
finance
commitment
May require purchase of specific
technologies or products

Double counting treatment
The co-existence of a Chilean SCM with the CDM, as well as the potential co-existence of
different Chilean SCM windows would require careful design so as to minimize the risk of double
counting of emission reductions achieved. Double-counting could take place when:
-

A CDM project activity directly or indirectly affects the emissions profile of a sector or activity
covered by the Chilean SCM (or vice-versa);
A GHG abatement activity covered by one SCM window directly or indirectly impacts on the
emissions profile of a mitigation activity covered by another SCM window (in situations
where different SCM windows are operating at the same time in Chile);
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A CDM project activity and/or an SCM abatement activity directly or indirectly interferes with
the emissions profile of an entity covered by a potential Chilean ETS (for instance, by
freeing-up allowances within a Chilean ETS); and
A Chilean SCM or a particular SCM window is linked to an international or foreign regime that
recognizes or accepts SCM credits.

Double counting between a Chilean SCM and the CDM
In order to avoid the double counting of emission reductions and coverage overlap between the
CDM and a Chilean SCM one option could be to restrict new CDM project activities in segments
covered by the SCM or an SCM window. Already implemented CDM projects could continue, but
adequate rules would need to be devised to adjust the relevant SCM crediting baseline (so that
already initiated CDM projects are factored in). Another option would be to allow new CDM
projects in sectors or segments covered by an SCM window by making use of a set-aside or
reserve of SCM credits (from which the new CDM projects could draw from). Rules could also be
established to gradually phase-out CDM projects on SCM covered sectors, e.g. by placing a limit
on the crediting period of existing CDM projects.53
All these rules would have to consider investments already made by CDM project participants and
investors, provide appropriate grace periods for the required adjustments and be established via
clear and transparent procedures. The Government might also take into consideration that the
CDM has been successful in Chile and its continuation should probably be secured in particular
for sectors or technologies where an enhanced crediting approach may be too costly or not
suitable.

8.2

Double counting between a Chilean SCM and a domestic ETS
In the scenario where a Chilean SCM co-exists with a domestic ETS (whether or not an SCM is
linked to a Chile ETS or other systems) it would be necessary to ensure emission reductions are
not counted twice, under both the SCM and the ETS. This is crucial not only to ensuring the
environmental integrity of the systems, but to ensuring international credibility and thus
maximizing linking opportunities.
The most straightforward way to avoid direct double counting would be to prohibit SCM activities
that involve sectors or emissions covered by the ETS. Another option would be to require that
ETS units are cancelled or converted into SCM credits where initiatives incorporate ETS-covered
emissions. A combined approach could also be taken, as was done under the EU ETS, in which
schemes are permitted in ETS-covered sectors for a limited time on the condition that equivalent
ETS units are cancelled for ETS-covered tonnes of emissions that are directly or indirectly
reduced due to the SCM project.

8.3

Double counting between SCM windows

53

See “A framework for a sectoral crediting mechanism in a post-2012 climate regime”, L. Schneider and M. Cames,
Oko-Institut e.V., May 2009
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In the scenario where different crediting windows exist, particular care must be taken to ensure
against double counting between windows, which is likely to add to the complexities and
administrative costs of a Chilean SCM. Avoiding double-counting would require measures to
avoid overlap between the crediting mechanisms operating at the same time under different SCM
windows.
This could be achieved through clear identification and tracking of credits created under the
different windows, e.g. by defining specific eligibility criteria, having clearly defined boundaries
for sectors (or sub-sectors, or group of emission sources), and applying unique serial numbers to
credits under different SCM windows.

8.4

Double-counting under linkiing
Linking a Chilean SCM to other regimes raises issues of double counting of emission reductions
that must be dealt with in order to ensure the environmental integrity of the system. In these
cases, both the Chilean SCM as well the foreign regime would need to have in place either a
system for direct recognition of units or a coordinated system that ensures cancelling of units
from the Chilean SCM and re-issuance of counterpart units under the foreign regime.
In all options that involve exporting emission reductions generated by the SCM, those emission
reductions may no longer be claimed by Chile as its own contribution to mitigation efforts.
Potential means of ensuring that such emission reductions are not counted toward Chile’s own
efforts vary depending on the future architecture of commitments and accounting under the
UNFCCC, as well as on the rules of the foreign ETS regime to which linking is sought.
If an international agreement results in an international currency being created that is held by
both developed and developing countries, then creation of SCM credits in Chile would have to be
accompanied by cancelling an equivalent number of the relevant international units. This could
also be done by converting the relevant international units to SCM credits, as was done with
respect to JI projects. On the other hand, if no such international currency is created, double
counting could be avoided by Chile adding emissions representing the number of credits exported
to its national inventory and other relevant reports used to calculate progress towards its targets.
If the Government receives credits from an international regulatory authority for emission
reductions achieved through operation of the SCM, for instance, under a NMM regime,
appropriate double counting measures would depend on the operation of the SCM and on any
double counting rules foreseen under the NMM regime. It can be expected that the UNFCCC
would issue specific guidance to deal with double-counting where national crediting mechanisms
interact with international ones.
In the event that Chile engages with a country operating a bilateral offset mechanism, such as
Japan, and implements SCM initiatives as projects under that mechanism, credits generated by
those initiatives would be directly sold to that third country. This option thus largely avoids the
risk of double counting, though naturally Chile will have to ensure any credited emission
reductions are not counted toward its own mitigation efforts.
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9

Recommendations and next steps

9.1

Graphic illustration of SCM windows and linking possibilities

Participation in SCM

Bilateral Agreements

Transition to ETS

FVA
Foreign ETS

Window Window Window
C
B
A

Kick-Start Finance

ETS

Start of SCM

9.2

Chile ETS

Start of ETS

Operationalization of NMM and FVA

Recommendations on overall design and crediting mechanisms
Make use of SCM windows for builtbuilt-in flexibility:
flexibility Whatever final design is adopted by the
Government for an SCM, it would be paramount that such design is flexible enough to
accommodate a number of variables. One possible way to achieve this would be to make use of
an umbrella SCM institutional design, comprised of different SCM windows, each responsible for
the operation a specific type of crediting mechanism. The following benefits are envisaged under
this approach:
-

Creation
Creati on of options for achieving net emission reductions at home:
home Under an SCM
umbrella design, a specific SCM window could govern a crediting mechanism that targets
the most cost-effective opportunities for greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions. This
crediting mechanism could ensure that resulting credits supply a future Chilean domestic
emissions trading scheme (ETS) (hence, contributing to Chile’s own mitigation efforts).

-

objectives: Making use of different
Adapting crediting mechanisms to Chile’s policy objectives
SCM windows would allow Chile to phase-in and phase-out crediting mechanisms in
accordance with the Government’s policy objectives. For instance, an SCM window
covering the electricity sector could be implemented as a transitional mechanism that
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would in future be subsumed under a domestic Chilean ETS. In addition, as different
SCM windows could cover different sectors, sub-sectors, or groups of point sources, the
Government could start out with sectors where baseline setting and MRV are expected to
be less complex and gradually move on to other segments of the economy.
-

Increased
Increased chances for marketing and selling SCM credits abroad: The use of SCM
windows covering different types of mechanisms in different sectors (or sub-sectors, or
group of point sources of emissions) could increase the options for linking with outside
regimes as chances of meeting varying eligibility requirements would be enhanced.
Hence the multiple windows approach facilitates different windows being linked to (or
being eligible under) different international demand sources.

When choosing sectors for inclusion in the SCM it is recommended that sectors be
evaluated against the following list of criteria:
- Emission reduction or sequestration potential of the sector
- MRV-ability
- Sensitivity of actors to carbon price
- International demand restrictions for credits from the sector
- International interest in the sector
- Availability of financing
- Potential co-benefits
Depending on the priorities of the Government and the targeted routes for credit offtake
(national versus international) these criteria may be further divided into primary and secondary
criteria or multiplied by different weights,
In application of the selection criteria, the power sector, a globally competitive industry and the
housing sector are used as examples to illustrate how the SCM could work. These illustrations
also represent the two scenarios of an SCM serving as a precursor to an ETS (first example) or as
a stand-alone mechanism (second and third example). Each illustration represents a different
crediting mechanism potentially governed and operated under a specific SCM window.
SCM window
window 1

Converting NCRE
obligations of the
power sector into
carbon credit
obligations

Suggested Steps
Identify legal amendments to NCRE law
that would be required to implement this
window. Consider if these could be
integrated within legal provisions to
provide for SCM.
Establish BAU baseline for electricity
sector, detailed and updated analysis of
abatement cost curve
Establish conversion factor for NCRE
credits to SCM credits
Decide on level of ambition of carbon
obligations
Consider whether to allow for obligations

Timeframe and expected
resources
Legal analysis of NCRE law and
legal
amendment
processes;
approx. 1 month

Update of existing studies; approx.
4 months
Simple technical conversion, 1
week
Political process, approx. 6 months
Political process, interrelated with
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SCM window 2

Performance
benchmark with
binding minimum
targets for a
leakageleakage-exposed
industry sector

to be met by credits from other than
NCRE investments in the power sector

decision on level of ambition above

Suggested Steps

Timeframe
and
expected
resources
Requires cross-government
discussion and stakeholder
consultations; approx. 6 months

Identify appropriate sector. Factors to
consider include:
- Exposure to leakage
- Abatement potential
- Small number of emitters
Develop intensity-based baseline for
sector
Develop crediting benchmark for sector
Conduct consultations with
participants
Identify legal measures required

SCM window 3

Performance based
Crediting in the
Housing Sector
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sector

Suggested Steps
Determination of the BAU energy
consumption for different type of houses,
locations, and socio-economic conditions.
Detailed analysis of the abatement cost
curve for the housing sector, including
updated costs and technologies
Definition of the institutional setup for the
implementation of an SCM within the
Housing Ministry.
Study of potential new instruments that
can contribute to the mitigation objective,
like
labelling,
certification,
green
mortgages, etc.

Approx. 3 months
Requires consultations; approx. 3
months
Approx. 3 months
Legal analysis; approx. 1 month
Timeframe
and
expected
resources
Study, approx. 6 months

Study, approx. 6 months

Consultations, approx. 6 months

Study, approx. 6 months

Recommendations on institutional arrangements
Ensure transparency on decision
decision--making and creating clear channels of communication:
communication:
Procedures established for making key decisions on the design and implementation of an SCM
should incorporate from the start a wide range of stakeholders, including governmental
representatives, academics, business, industry, and environmental Non-Government
Organisations (NGOs). The importance of participatory decision-making is reflected by the
controversy and massive protests that have accompanied the assignment of individual fishing
transferable quotas in Chile.
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Make sure policypolicy-related decisions are coordinated among the various relevant ministries
so as to minimize risks of overlapping or contradictory policies and incentives: Allocating
the task of overall supervision and coordination of an SCM to a steering committee comprised of
a number of relevant ministries could reduce risks of conflicting decision-making. The
Sustainability Council of Ministries (Consejo de Ministros para la Sustentabilidad), a multisectoral body leaded by the Ministry of the Environment and integrated by the ministries of
Agriculture, Finance, Health, Economics, Energy, Public Works, Housing and Urbanism, Transport
and Telecommunications, Mining and Planning, could potentially house such overall supervisory
and policy-making function.
Establish sectoral regulatory bodies to supervise the daily operation of the different
crediting types (under different SCM windows): Where different SCM windows are used to
govern and operate different types of crediting mechanisms in different sectors, it could be
appropriate to nominate relevant sectoral regulatory bodies to carry-out regulatory functions for
each SCM window.
Endow the relevant regulatory body with the mandate and enough independence to make
design adjustments throughout the life of the
the SCM:
SCM Ensuring that the relevant SCM regulatory
body has delegated powers to initiate procedures for adjustments in the design of the SCM would
be beneficial. A mandate containing clear objectives and competencies could allow an SCM
regulatory body to more quickly respond to the different needs for adjustments and fine-tuning.
Build upon existing institutional capacities and experience:
experience Where national capacity and
relevant experience exist, avoiding the proliferation of new institutions can reduce considerably
the costs of implementing an SCM. Chile has a number of institutions which could house a
number of important functions and/or provide relevant experience, including the Ministry of
Health on reporting requirements, the emissions registry used in the Santiago cap-and-trade
system and the the Emission and Contaminant Transfers Registry (Registro de Emisiones y
Transferencias de Contaminantes), on database recording, storing, and management.
Institutional
SetSet-Up

Institutional SetSetUp

Suggested Steps
Initiate public consultations with all
relevant stakeholders at the inception and
create formal and informal channels of
communication
Initiate capacity need assessments to
evaluate capacity of existing entities to
undertake additional functions required
under an SCM
Compile and assess relevant experiences
and systems which could provide relevant
experience on data gathering, recording,
and management on potential SCM
sectors
Consider and being legislative procedures

Timeframe and expected
resources
Resource-intensive. Approx.
months.

6

Average complexity. Around 3 to 6
months.

Average complexity. Around 3 to 6
months.

Depending

on

national

legal
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to endow existing institutions with the
mandate and powers to carry-out SCM
functions (or create new specialised
bodies)
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regime, procedures, and political
will, may be resource-intensive.
Approx. 6 to 12 months

Recommendations on linking
Take advantage of a shared regulatory framework with a domestic ETS: Where the
Government decides to implement a domestic ETS, both the SCM and the ETS could be designed
to share much of the same regulatory framework as well as to exploit numerous synergies. The
likelihood of an ETS being adopted has a significant effect on SCM design.
Make use of generally accepted principles, standards, and guidelines: Pending greater
certainty on what these requirements will entail, designing the SCM in line with international best
practice assures a higher likelihood that the SCM will meet any forthcoming criteria, while
similarly increasing the chances that SCM credits will be accepted by a foreign ETS. These could
be based, for instance, on eligibility requirements for participating in the Joint Implementation
mechanism under the Kyoto Protocol, update IPCC guidelines, measurement, reporting and
verification (MRV) principles used under the European Union Emission Trading Scheme (EUETS), and/or voluntary protocols and standards for safeguarding environmental integrity.
Reduce reliance on a single foreign market:
market Pursuing several linking possibilities can be
desirable as it would minimize the risk of over-reliance on a single international or foreign
recipient regime is lessened and demand predictability increased. On the other hand, selecting
carefully which market to link to is necessary to reduce transaction costs (given the package of
eligibility requirements that would likely need to be met by an SCM to obtain foreign
recognition).
Seek endorsement or approval at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) level: Obtaining endorsement or approval under a framework for various
approaches within the UNFCCC can entail a number of benefits. Existing and emerging ETSs may
opt to require recognition under the UNFCCC as a precondition for allowing credits to be used in
their systems. Similarly, other emerging non-UNFCCC markets may require such recognition, or
may offer easier access for recognised credits. These and other factors may also lead to
recognised credits gaining higher prices on international markets than credits that are not
recognised.
Closely follow
follow developments abroad
abroad:
road Closely following international developments, including
with respect to emerging foreign ETSs and linking between other regimes is crucial. An SCM is
likely to compete with other offsetting schemes and over-supplied regimes are unlikely to openup for new sources of supply. New mechanisms under the UNFCCC may still take a long time to
be operationalized (although the New Market Mechanism may be implemented sooner than the
Framework for Various Approaches).
Provide kickkick-start funding:
funding Many of the linking options may only be achievable in the medium
term rather than the near term. In order to facilitate operationalizing an SCM in the near term,
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therefore, the Government may consider establishing one or more “kick-start” funding
mechanisms.

Linking

Linking

Suggested Next Steps

Timeframe and expected
resources

Engage in early consultations and talks with
foreign regimes so as to explore political
willingness to link and to create common
platforms of linking discussions or
participating in existing ones

Should start as soon as the
Government has decided to move
on with the creation of an SCM.
Expected to be resource-intensive.

Consider at very early stages eligibility
requirements from prospective foreign
regimes and reflect these in the design of
the SCM

Multiple and different
requirements may apply by
different regimes. Adjustments will
be required also after
implementation of the SCM.
Resource-intensive.
Dependent on political willingness
and availability of public resources.
Likely to be resource-intensive.

Set-up incentive mechanisms to create
and sustain demand for an SCM in the
initial phase of the scheme
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10 Creating stable investment incentives
In this section, options to secure a stable investment climate for investments in low-carbon
technologies are assessed. The price of carbon is determined by supply and demand and reflects
fundamental factors like economic growth, fuel prices, rainfall and wind (availability of renewable
energy) and temperature (demand for heating and cooling). A degree of uncertainty is inevitable
for such factors. While certain price fluctuation is desirable, too much volatility results in risk that
deters investments.
The investment incentives described in this section fulfill the function of complementing the price
signal of an ETS or an SCM and thereby increasing stability of the overall climate for investment.
In analyzing these incentives, we pay particular attention to their complementarity with an ETS or
SCM to ensure economic efficiency and environmental integrity.
Chile already has a number of mechanisms in place that provide investment incentives to
renewable energy projects. The most prominent is the Non-Conventional Renewable Energy
(NCRE) Law Nº20,257 from 2008, mandating electricity companies to assure that a minimum
share of the electricity they sell to final customers comes from NCRE sources, either directly
or indirectly. Chile also offers tax credits to solar thermal systems under Law N° 20.365. In
addition, Chile is proposing the implementation of a Price Stabilization Fund under a supported
NAMA which would insure renewable energy projects against spot market price fluctuation.54
Table 8 below provides an overview of the most common investment incentives that play a role
under national climate policies and can be considered by the Chilean government in combination
with or in support of an ETS or SCM.55

54

Workshop to further understanding the diversity of NAMAs by developing countries, 18 May 2012, presentation by
Alexa Kleysteuber, Ministry of Environment of Chile, Ned Helme, President, Center for Clean Air Policy
55
The analysis is focused on incentives which have a direct and potentially measurable impact on private sector
investments in low carbon technologies. Those incentives that provide only indirect incentives or are effective only in
conjunction with other measures, such as infrastructural development, expenditure in research and development and
capacity building are – while important – excluded. This is because these incentives alone cannot systematically set the
economy on a low carbon development path.
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Table 8 - Overview of relevant investment incentives

Voluntary
agreement

Type

Incentive
1. Industry targets on emissions
a. Absolute
b. Intensity based

Economic

2. Taxes
a. On greenhouse gas emissions
b. On electricity consumption
c. On fuel consumption
3. Subsidies (operational)
a. Feed-in tariffs
b. For greenhouse gas emission reduction
c. Reducing the subsidies on energy consumption

Informational

5. Disclosure requirements / Providing information to consumers
a. Subsidized energy audits of residential buildings
b. Real time information on electricity consumption
c. Energy certification for buildings
d. Product labeling

Command and
control

6. Standards
a. Building codes
b. Appliance standards
c. Best available technology
d. Car fleet standards

Hybrid

4. Facilitating access to capital for select technologies or select types of companies
a. Guarantees
b. Capital subsidy
c. Tax breaks
d. Green credit lines
e. Climate bonds

7. Mandatory industry targets with flexibility in compliance
a. Renewable Portfolio Standards / Renewable Obligations Certificates
b. Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standards / White Certificates

Source: own compilation

There is abundant literature on the functioning and characteristics of all the identified
instruments and many real case applications exist around the world. This section therefore aims to
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provide a brief overview of each class of instruments including its most basic features and its
relevance and applicability in real world applications. The focus is on interactions of the
instrument with either an ETS or SCM and its applicability to the Chilean context.

10.1 Voluntary industry targets on emissions
10.1.1.

General description

In voluntary agreements companies of a sector come together to jointly agree on a certain
environmental target – often to avert legislation or regulation by the government. The instrument
has been in use to control greenhouse gas emissions in industrial countries since the early
1990s.56 In these voluntary agrements, industry members will agree to ‘self-police’ their
greenhouse gas emissions, and develop an agreed industry target, which may vary per
installation, and on a structure for monitoring and reporting their emissions collectively. The
national government may also be involved through negotiating targets to be met on agreed time
schedules, providing industry support and disincentives for overstepping targets through, for
example, the threat of taxes or fees.
Two different types of targets can be set: abosolute targets or intensity based targets. An
absolute target requires an organisation to reduce their overall greenhouse gas emissions below
an established baseline. Intensity based targets, on the other hand, require an industry member
ro reduce its emissions intensity, measured by dividing the emissions output by a normalising
factor, such as revenue or output. For example, an intensity target could be the production of x
tCO2 e per MW of power generated, whilst an absolute target would simply set a target of x tCO2 e
regardless of any other measures. Intensity targets are much more common than abosolute
targets in industry.
There are three categories of agreements: completely voluntary; voluntary with the threat of
future taxes or regulation if shown to be ineffective; and voluntary, but associated with an energy
or carbon tax (Price, 2005, as quoted in IPCC 4AR).57
Pros
Voluntary industry targets on emissions:
– Require no need for government regulatory action. The industry members act to ‘selfpolice’ their own emissions activities.

56

–

Tend to meet with low industry resistance, compared with the alternative regulated
measures such as emission taxes.

–

Promote environmental consciousness in the sector through requiring industry members
to measure and report their emissions;

–

Stimulate creative solutions and unite industry members in a common goal

IPCC Fourth Assessment Report: Climate Change 2007 (AR4).
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Are low cost for governments and often also industry members where targets are not
difficult to meet.

Cons
Voluntary industry targets on emissions:
– May only achieve business-as-usual targets, especially in situations where the
government does not play a significant role in setting targets and agreed timelines.
–

Often result in a free-rider problem whereby industry members are disincentivized to
make costly emission reductions when other members continue with business-as-usual.

–

May be difficult to set up where industry competitors are reluctant to cooperate

–

Do not allow for legal enforcement, although the threat to adopt regulatory measures
may work as a disincentive.

Precedents
Precedents include, inter alia:
– the Swedish ECOEnergy,
–

the Danish Agreements on Industrial Energy Efficiency

–

the Dutch Long-Term Agreements on Energy Efficiency

–

the Declaration of German Industry on Global Warming Prevention

–

the French Voluntary Agreements on CO2-Reductions

–

the Finnish Action Programme for Industrial Energy Conservation

–

the UK Climate Change Agreements.

10.1.2.

Coexistence with an ETS and SCM

Coexistence with an Emissions Trading Scheme (+/(+/-)
The application of a voluntary industry target on emissions in combination with an ETS, if
operating within the same industry, makes the negotiation of a voluntary agreement superfluous.
However, voluntary agreements could serve as a precursor to an ETS, through first establishing
experience in measuring and reporting emissions, and in setting targets.
Coexistence with a ScaledScaled-up Crediting Mechanism (+)
Voluntary agreements could be a good basis for an SCM since they establish a clear baseline and
emission reduction target to be achieved. Furthermore, the identification of relevant participants
and lead agencies in the negotiations can provide a foundation for the development of an SCM.
The elaboration of voluntary agreements is a participatory process in which available technologies
and marginal abatement will become transparent, questions which will have to be addressed when
designing an SCM. The SCM can additionally incentivize implementation of the voluntary target
through carbon credits.
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Applicability to the Chilean context (-)

Industry sectors in Chile are not proactively taking measures that could mitigate the greenhouse
gas emissions generated as a result of their activities. The industry in Chile is well organized under
industry associations, but is mainly reactive to new regulations, rather than promoting selfregulations to avoid them.
In the energy sector, there are several examples of issues that could be solved by self-regulation,
but the inactivity of the industry often leads to new regulations.
Some productive industries in Chile have engaged in measuring and reducing their carbon
footprint. These programs are motivated by commercial reasons and by CSR motivation. They
normally are implemented in exporting businesses and where the carbon footprint is not relevant
and its reduction does not represent a high cost.
As regards participation in the CDM by big companies it is also voluntary and mostly motivated by
the additional revenues such participation can bring to the project. Without an economic benefit,
voluntary emission reductions would be very limited.
Voluntary industrial targets are likely to make a small reduction in greenhouse gas emissions only.
Additional benefits, however, include the development of experience in measuring and reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. This is relevant for Chile, whose industrial sector has little prior
experience in GHG accounting. However, relying on voluntary action by the industry could
postpone the development of effective regulations and instruments that provide price signals to
low-carbon technologies. Hence, unless there is a strong action from the industry, the
Government should start developing regulations independently.

10.2 Taxes
10.2.1.

General description

Taxes are commonly used around the world to regulate energy consumption and carbon
emissions. They are most often placed on energy consumption, gasoline, natural gas and coal and
more recently also directly on carbon emissions, such as in Australia.
Economists generally agree that economic instruments such as taxes deliver more efficient
environmental outcomes than command-and-control policies and are therefore preferable.
However there is no consensus on whether a cap-and-trade system or a tax is the better option, a
debate that is repeated time and again whenever either of the instruments is considered for
adoption. In a less than perfect world, meaning a world where the regulator does not have perfect
information on the abatement costs of the industry, there is a trade-off between environmental
effectiveness and economic efficiency. Cap-and-trade schemes tend to be environmentally
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effective in that they predictably reach the aspired emission reduction target.58 However, they
may not reach an optimal level of abatement as costs could be higher or lower than expected
(and deemed acceptable). Carbon taxes, on the other hand, will be able to accommodate
differences in real and expected marginal costs. Emitters will reduce emissions until marginal costs
of abatement equal the tax rate, which results in greater economic efficiency. This, however,
comes at the cost of potentially deviating from the aspired level of emissions reductions.59
Placing a tax on electricity or fuel consumption is far more straightforward than placing a tax on
carbon emissions. In order to determine how much tax a given entity should pay, a measure is
applied to the quantity of electricity or fuel consumed, and a tax per, for example, kW of
electricity consumed. Setting a carbon tax, on the other hand, requires the set-up of a carbon
accounting system in which emissions are accurately and verifiably measured and reported across
all industry partners, using the same accounting methodology. For most regulated entities this
will not be a familiar task, and considerable capacity building and support is likely to be needed
during the first years of accounting.
Pros
A tax:
– Is more economically efficient than a standard command-and-control instrument.
–

Provides continuous incentives to become more efficient and explore cost effective
abatement options over time

–

Results in revenues to the state budget, which can be earmarked for promotion of green
growth

–

Has the potential to create a “double dividend” from replacing tax on labor with a carbon
tax (less unemployment and greener, more efficient production at similar costs to
industry)

Cons
A tax:
– Places a financial burden on industry (unless replacing other taxes), and is likely to be
met with industry resistance.
–

Could place a competitive disadvantage on industries operating internationally where
competitors do not face a similar tax.

–

Has high transaction costs in administering the instrument

–

Is not able to place a definite limit on emissions.

58
The theoretical conclusion may however not hold in practice: While cap-and-trade systems do result in a defined
target being reached, they are vulnerable to changes in circumstances that make the target obsolete. For example, the
EU ETS has seen targets being met, but relatively little shift in emission profiles of production, whereas a tax that
stayed level during the recession would have continued to drive emission reductions beyond those associated with the
low economy.
59
Armin-D. Riess, EIB/Brueghel: Investment and Growth in the Time of Climate Change. Boosting climate investment
(2012), pages 112-113
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Precedents
Previous experiences with applying taxes on both fuel and electricity consumption are quite
common. Carbon taxes were first applied in the Scandinavian countries in the early 1990s, first
introduced by Finland, followed by Sweden, Norway and Denmark but are overall still scant. The
most prominent recent example is the Australian carbon tax which will be used to transition to an
emissions trading scheme in 2015. The application of the carbon tax has received considerable
opposition, especially from industry who have argued that they will no longer be able to compete
with neighbouring competitors. There has also been a need for considerable public education to
allow them to understand the impact of the tax on their personal costs, and how any revenues
will be used.
Precedents include, inter alia:
Country

Start date

Basis

Rate

Australia

1 July 2012

CO2 (heavy industry emitters)

AU$23/tCO2

France

1 January 2010

Fuel (Industry and households)

17/tCO2

Canada
(British
Columbia)

1 July 2008

Fuel (based
content)

CA$10/
tCO2
progressively
increased to CA$30/
tCO2

Switzerland

2008

Fuel
(excluding
production)

South Africa

1
September
2010

Transportation (vehicles)

75 SAR/grCO2 /km

Canada (Quebec)

2007

Fuel (Energy sector)

0.8-0.9c CA$ /liter

Norway

1991

Fuel (excluding some heavy
industries)

US$21/tCO2

Sweden

1991

Fuel (Industry and households)

EUR 106/t tCO2 (in
2008)

10.2.2.

on its carbon

Coexistence with an ETS and an SCM

Coexistence with an Emissions Trading Scheme (+/(+/-)

energy

CHF 0.03 per liter of
heating oil
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Applying both a carbon tax and an ETS in the same sector would not be efficient, unless the tax
was designed to establish a ceiling or floor-price for carbon. In this scenario, if the price for
carbon reaches the floor or the ceiling, emitters pay the tax in lieu of purchasing permits.60
Simply applying both an industry-wide tax and an ETS would, however, double the burden on
industry and government, who would be responsible for regulating the mechanism. However,
carbon taxes can be used as a first step towards an ETS, as is the case in the Australian scheme.
There, the tax period is planned to last for three years prior to initiating a cap-and-trade scheme
in 2015. This first period will also function as a learning period.
A tax could also be imposed on sectors not regulated by the ETS such as transportation and
households and could be levied on vehicle and household fuel consumption in which case there
would be no direct interference with the ETS.
Coexistence with a ScaledScaled-up Crediting Mechanism ((- )
Carbon taxes are not the most logical instrument to be combined with an SCM. First, emission
reductions resulting from the tax cannot be predicted with certainty and can be higher or lower
than expected. This constitutes a risk in the transaction of emission reductions.
Secondly, an SCM is based on positive incentive payments for emission reductions whereas a
carbon tax is a negative incentive payment, which does not combine well. Penalizing actors with a
tax on emissions and at the same time rewarding them for any emission reductions achieved
would be a rather complex scheme.
An interesting option of combining carbon taxes with offsets, however, would be to allow taxed
actors to reduce their taxes through the purchase of offsets from domestic projects. This would
not necessarily qualify as an SCM but could stimulate demand for credits in sectors that are nonregulated by an ETS or a carbon tax and help to make use of low-cost abatement opportunities.
Such a combination has been proposed under the French carbon tax and discussed by South
African legislators but so far has no real world application.

10.2.3.

Applicability to the Chilean context (+)

Implementing specific taxes are common in Chile as useful instruments to internalize negative
externalities, provide disincentives to harmful behaviour and collect resources for the national
coffers. Existing examples are taxes on consumable goods, alcohol, tobacco and fossil fuel
taxes.61
There are several discussions on the potential to apply new taxes that follow the above criteria.
For example, the Government is proposing “green taxes” to penalize products that have a

60
Armin-D. Riess (2012): Boosting climate investment p.122, in: EIB/Brueghel: Investment and Growth in the Time of
Climate Change
61
The tobacco tax equals to 62,5% of the sales price plus 10 US cents per 20-cigarette box. The fossil fuel tax equals
US$ 118 per cubic meter for diesel fuels and US$ 474 per cubic meter for gasoline (converted to US$ using current
exchange rates). Source: Servicio de Impuestos Internos.
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negative impact on the environment, including car tires, batteries and plastic packaging. Affected
industries have opposed the application of a ‘green tax’, and discussion is on-going as to whether
a tax is the best instrument that could be implemented, such as recycling standards or final
disposal obligations on the sellers.
A carbon tax has also been discussed openly in Chile, but the industrial associations have
questioned its cost-effectiveness and the impact on the economy. A preliminary report prepared
by Universidad Adolfo Ibañez62 stated the cost to be around 2% of GDP for a USD 30/tCO2
carbon tax.
With a tax of USD 30/tCO2, renewable energy projects would have a calculated advantage over
fossil fuels equivalent due to the carbon tax savings. Coal power projects will face a tax
equivalent to some USD 27/MWh produced, given an emissions factor of 0.9 ton C02/MWh
produced, which will have a direct impact on the price of electricity. Renewable energy projects
will benefit from the increase in price, improving their comparable economic feasibility, hence
providing significant financial incentive for a larger implementation of these technologies. As
existing coal projects will continue operating, the carbon tax will provide a permanent price
incentive to renewable energy projects, making developers and investors keener to increase their
market share.
Taxes on fuel and electricity consumption will also provide price signals to users. However, the
sensitivity of Chilean consumers to prices is rather low. Chile has high electricity tariffs but people
barely complain about prices or change their behaviour; such as switching to more energy
efficient appliances.
A report published by the Advisory Commission for Electrical Development (CADE)63 also
evaluates the potential for applying a carbon tax and its impact on electricity generation. In this
case, a USD 20/tCO2 tax is used in the simulation models. Compared to the BAU scenario, a
carbon tax would collect USD 2.476 million for the period 2012-2030 and would on average
reduce 1.6 million tons CO2 per year.
All of the above illustrates that taxes can feasibly be implemented in the Chilean regulatory
system. Although opposition may be felt from affected industries, there is sufficient political
support from the main political parties that taxes are effective instruments to regulate adverse
impacts of industries with externalities.
However, given the alternative instruments that could be applied, including a domestic ETS and
an SCM, public debate will centre on which instrument is more cost effective and environmentally
sound in order to meet the country’s goals.
Under the Chilean Constitution, all taxes go to a common account in the Treasury, and from that
common account, to the Fiscal Account, from which all state expenses are funded. It is not

62

Impactos Económicos Para Chile De La Reducción De Emisiones De Gases De Efecto Invernadero. Resultados de un
modelo de equilibrio general. Universidad Adolfo Ibañez, FAcultad de Ingeniería y Ciencias, (2011).
63
Informe de la Comisión Asesora de Desarrollo Eléctrico / CADE, (September 2011).
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possible to assign a specific tax to a specific program, or in other words, tax revenues cannot be
earmarked for a specific budget account64 .
Therefore, carbon taxes cannot be allocated to specific programs, like alleviation of vulnerable
sectors affected by the tax itself. In this sense, carbon taxes have only the additional benefit to
provide new revenues to the national coffers, and to be re-invested in other social goods or
policies through the budget process.

10.3 Subsidies
10.3.1.

General description

Subsidies are the flip-side of taxes. Where carbon taxes provide revenues to the state, subsidies
drain public resources. They are an economically efficient instrument in which projects are
compensated for providing a positive externality, such as greenhouse gas emission reductions.
However, their real-world efficiency can be compromised by the fact that subsidies are insecure
as they can easily be scrapped in times of budgetary crises and there is a difficulty in excluding
free-riders that would have invested anyway for other reasons.
The subsidy most often discussed in relation to climate change are subsidized feed-in tariffs (FIT)
for renewable energy, providing long-term fix-priced contracts at prices that take into account
the generation costs of different renewable technologies. A FIT provides three key provisions to
renewable electricity generators: a guaranteed grid connection, a long term contract, and a
fixed price sufficient for a reasonable return on investment.65 FITs are prevalent in a number of
countries. One of the most comprehensive and successful policy applications is the German
Renewable Energy Act, seen as a benchmark for other schemes.66 FIT regulations exist in over 40
countries around the world and are considered one of the most effective instruments to increase
the uptake of solar energy.67
Subsidies on CO2 emission reductions have to the knowledge of the authors of this report not yet
been implemented as a targeted domestic policy instrument in support of steering a sector on a
low carbon development path. However, the purchase of emission reduction credits through
publicly financed carbon funds such as under the Dutch ERUPT and CERUPT tenders is in effect
a subsidy on CO2 emission reductions. Also the Green Climate Fund under development by the
UNFCCC is likely to carry elements of public subsidies for carbon credits. Such a public purchase
vehicle or a fixed payment per ton of emission reduction from eligible technologies could also
work as a domestic investment incentive.

64

Article 19, Nº20, Chilean Constitution
John Farrell: Feed-in Tariffs in America, Heinrich Boell Stiftung, April 2009, available at
http://www.boell.de/downloads/ecology/FIT_in_America_web.pdf
66
J. Lipp. Lessons for effective renewable electricity policy from Denmark, Germany and the United Kingdom (2007),
Energy Policy, 35, pages 5481-5495
67
Energy Matters, Feed-in tariff for grid-connected solar power systems
http://www.energymatters.com.au/government-rebates/feedintariff.php, last accessed on 3 August 2012
65
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Lastly, subsidies are still also prevalent around the world for the use of conventional energy, in
particular for electricity and fuel consumption to reduce the financial burden on households and
industry. Such traditional subsidies pose a significant hurdle to the adoption of low-carbon
technologies as they further increase the cost gap between conventional and low emission
technologies and prevent or delay investments in energy efficiency. While getting rid of these
subsidies would tremendously benefit the climate, the focus here is on subsidies for the operation
of climate-friendly technologies.
Pros
A subsidy:
– Is economically efficient in case the subsidy is set at a level that corresponds to the
positive externality of a technology and internalizes the externality;
–

Provides continuous incentives to invest in climate-friendly technologies;

–

Is able to rapidly encourage investment in climate-friendly technologies where the
subsidies are sufficiently high and provide a long term price signal;

–

Is usually supported by industry;

–

Provides a competitive advantage to domestic industry;

–

Attracts foreign direct investments (FDI).

Cons
A subsidy:
– Is costly to the state budget;
–

Is vulnerable to public expenditure cuts. This can significantly impact on the number of
projects developed since the investment risk is considered high where the subsidy could
be withdrawn.

–

Makes it difficult to exclude free-riders who would have invested in the technology even
without the subsidy.

Precedents
Precedents include, inter alia:

68

Country

Start date

Theme

Rate

China

2009

Wind Energy Tariff

from 0.51yuan
0.075) /kWh68

Germany

2000

Solar Energy Tariffs

35.49-51.7c/kWh69

(US

An Overview of China’s Renewable Energy Market. An Overview of China’s Renewable Energy Market. Asia Briefing.
(2011)
69
Peter Yang. How Can We Carry Out Green Incentives Most Efficiently? International Journal of Social and Human
Sciences 3. (2009)
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0.135-0.195
/kWh70
(as of April 2012)
UK

1 April 2010

Hydro Energy Tariffs

4.8-21.9p/kWh71 (as of
April 2012)

Switzerland

1 May 2008

All renewables for a period
of 20-25 years

28.9-59.2
Rp./kWh
(Solar) (as of 2011)72

10.3.2.

Coexistence with an ETS and an SCM

Coexistence with an Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) ((--)
Whilst subsidies can co-exist with an ETS, this can result in inefficiencies. The coexistence of the
EU ETS with subsidies for energy efficiency and renewable energy in Germany, for example, has
been criticized as being inefficient and generating unwanted side-effects. The argument is that
subsidies or other instruments that favor renewable energy and energy efficiency measures
increase the cost of emission reductions in the conventional power sector and ultimately benefit
the dirtiest fuel in the energy mix. The existence of FITs leads to more investments in renewable
energy capacity, freeing-up allowances in the ETS, which drives the price of carbon down. This in
turn acts as a disincentive for measures in the power sector and leads to delays in switching to
less carbon intensive power generation (coal to gas or new state-of-the-art power plants). As
empirical evidence from Germany shows, the share of hard-coal in the energy mix decreased
during 2008-2011 in favor of the more polluting lignite while the share of renewables increased
from 14.5 percent to 19.9 percent in the same period.73
It can be argued, on the other hand, that increasing the installed capacity of renewable energy is
a relevant goal in and by itself. Considerations about overlapping effects of policies should not
deter subsidies for renewable energy. Rather, these effects should be factored in when deciding
on the allocation of allowances in an ETS as they will exert a downward pressure on prices.
Subsidies on CO2 emission reductions would interact with an ETS in a similar fashion as the FIT if
applied to sectors regulated by an ETS.
Coexistence with a ScaledScaled-up Crediting Mechanism (SCM) (+)
An SCM is a payment for emission reductions and therefore very similar in nature to a subsidy
scheme such as a FIT. An SCM could also be combined with a subsidy for greenhouse gas
emission reductions for other climate-friendly technologies. There are various ways in which

70

German FITs. http://www.windworks.org/FeedLaws/Germany/GermansReviseSolarPVTariffsfor2012andSetNeDegressionSchedule.html
71
Tariffs payable per kWh of electricity produced. http://www.fitariffs.co.uk/eligible/levels/ last accessed on 3 August
2012.
72
David Waibel, The Swiss Feed-in Tariff System, The Swiss Feed-in Tariff System, Energy Economics and Policy.
(2011).
73
Georg Zachmann, EIB/Brueghel: Investment and Growth in the Time of Climate Change, Green growth and green
innovation. (2012). pages 191-192
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subsidies could be combined with an SCM. Payments for emission reductions under the SCM
could be directly channeled to the private sector in which case they would essentially constitute a
subsidy. The role of the government would be to ensure sufficient stability of the emission
reduction payment and potentially cover non-delivery risks in order to make the subsidy
effective. Payments under the SCM could also flow into public funds where they could contribute
to covering the government’s expenses for the subsidy. The difference between the two models is
that in the first case, the height of the subsidy is determined by the price of carbon whereas in
the second it is set by the government. The government would either cover the shortage between
guaranteed subsidies and payments for emission reductions or pocket the extra payment.
A FIT could also be partially financed by the public budget and partially by the international
demand for credits. The advantage is that it could be easily monitored at both the aggregated
level, from the public accounts, and at the project level, as they receive the feed-in tariff for each
MWh delivered to the grid. There would be some uncertainty on the amount of CO2 reduced, as
the emission factor of the grid changes depending on various factors, so the conversion of feedin tariff to CO2 would vary every year.

10.3.3.

Applicability to the Chilean context (-)

The use of subsidies in the Chilean economy is mainly used to support vulnerable parts of the
population. There are subsidies for education, health care, housing, monthly allowances,
pensions, unemployed, young employment, maternity, etc.
As Chile’s economic framework is a true market economy, the prevalent practice is not to support
specific industries or businesses with subsidies or trade barriers, or to subsidize employment in
uneconomic industries. In vulnerable industries there is a very limited use of subsidies to protect
or promote specific public goods, like public transport, SME expansion, forestry plantations,
irrigation, culture promotion, extreme zones development, etc. In general, if not aiming at
vulnerable segments of the population, subsidies are not publicly and politically accepted.
Moreover, cross-subsidies between industries are also resisted in the public because these favor
one sector over another.
Given the above explanation, it is not foreseen that the use of subsidies, like FITs, could be
implemented in Chile for the promotion of low-carbon technologies. There may be capital
incentives, as described in the next instrument, but direct subsidies are not likely to be accepted
under the current Chilean framework.
Considering USD 32/MWh as the reference price for NCRE attributes currently, a FIT of a similar
amount will be a relevant source of revenue for NCRE projects. Securing that fixed revenue will
mobilize a large portion of the NCRE projects, yet-to-be-implemented, totalling a generation
capacity of 4,000 MW. This in turn will decrease the emissions of the grid substantially. Each
additional 1,000 MW of zero-carbon technology could reduce around 3.5 million tons of CO2 per
year, which represents 9% of emissions of the energy generation sub-sector, which obviously
would prove to be highly effective to reduce emissions.
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The drawbacks of a subsidy scheme in Chile are related to the reallocation of financial resources
from other public goods. Specific subsidies compete with other public goods, like poverty
alleviation, education, health, etc. Allocating budget resources to a specific sector raises the
question whether that social investment is better than other competing public goods. Each public
funding must undergo a social evaluation in order to determine whether the social impact is
positive or negative, compared to its cost and expected benefits, and rank options against other
alternatives. Given Chile is an emerging economy with still significant access difficulties for a large
portion of the population to other public goods, it is expected that subsidies will be difficult to
justify, especially because there are other effective instruments.

10.4 Access to capital for selected technologies or types of companies
10.4.1.

General description

Policy makers may facilitate investing in low-emission technologies by offering low-cost access to
capital. There are multiple approaches to ensure cheap money access.
Guarantees: offering government-backed guarantees to low-carbon investors helps to boost their
credit-worthiness among lenders. The lender therefore secures collateral from the borrower in the
form of a government-backed guarantee.
Capital subsidies: are specialized packages that finance a percentage of the total investment. The
sources of finance can be government budget or international funds like those administered by
the World Bank.
Tax breaks: allow certain activities or types of companies to avoid paying taxes. Although this
means reduced income for the Government budget, it is less costly than, for example, providing a
subsidy. With these, the investment expenses can be subtracted from gross income to reduce
taxable income and hence offer a tax shield to the investor.
Green credit lines: extends loans under favourable terms (such as lower interest rates or longer
term and grace periods) to eligible green investment projects. Eligibility criteria can be defined by
the lender to target desirable greenhouse gas mitigation technologies.
Climate bonds: are guaranteed by the issuer, who aims at drawing capital to finance climate
change solutions.74
All the above instruments are backed up sources of capital in order to reduce risk and offer lower
interest rates. The aforementioned mechanisms are meant to facilitate access to capital and are
implemented depending on the market liquidity (i.e. climate bonds) and the available government
funding (i.e. capital subsidy and tax breaks). One may even combine the above mechanisms
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Definition of Climate Bonds. http://climatebonds.net/resources/definition/ last accessed on 3 August 2012.
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through, for example, offering tax free climate bonds as is the case with the US Clean Renewable
Energy Bonds (CREBs).75
Pros
Facilitating access to capital:
– Is economically efficient
–

Allows public money to be used to leverage private sector financing, hence multiplying
the absolute amount available

–

Increases financial viability of climate-friendly technologies

–

Attracts foreign direct investments (FDI)

–

Acts as a job motor

–

Is amply supported by multilateral and bilateral development organizations

Cons
Facilitating access to capital:
– Is costly to state coffers
–

Is vulnerable to public expenditure cuts or changes in policy/government

–

Is unfair to existing investors that have not gotten the same benefits

–

Risks money going to already lucrative investments

–

Carries technology risks76

Precedents
Precedents include, inter alia:77
Country

Start date

Theme and area

Financial benefit

USA

2008

Tax
breaks
in
certain
renewable energy investments
(MACRS)

Double declining 5-year
depreciation

Germany

2000

Zero interest loans on a roof
solar energy system

12.5% of the system
cost

78

75

Clean Renewable Energy Bonds. http://www.achieverenewable.com/solarpv-financing.htm last accessed on 3
August 2012.
76
Chioma E. Ubajaka. How can project finance for renewable energy power projects be structured to ensure their
bankability. CAR volume 10. (2006)
77
Based on UNEP. http://sefi.unep.org/fileadmin/media/sefi/docs/UNEP_Public_Finance_Report.pdf
78
Federal Incentives/Policies for Renewables & Efficiency. Modified Accelerated Cost-Recovery System (MACRS) +
Bonus Depreciation (2008-2012).
http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=US06F last accessed on 3 August 2012.
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Thailand

2003

Credit lines to banks at zero
interest rate

Up
to
50%
investment cost

of

India

1987

1/3 tax free bonds, 2/3 credit
lines to renewable energy and
energy efficiency projects

Up
to
80%
investment cost

of

France

2003

Credit lines, capital subsidy to
wind farms (FIDEME program)

Up to 25% of the total
cost79

10.4.2.

Coexistence with an ETS and an SCM

Coexistence with an Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) (+)
Access to capital is a very important complement to a viable ETS since it supports low-carbon
investments in the regulated sectors and “greases the wheels” of an ETS.
Coexistence with a ScaledScaled-up Crediting Mechanis
Mechani sms (SCM) (+)
Greater access to capital can be an effective means of overcoming barriers to investments in lowcarbon technologies. Particularly green credit lines offer great possibilities for being combined
with payments for emission reductions that can improve the commercial terms of a loan. Public or
private sector finance for emission reductions can thereby tip the scale towards more climatefriendly alternatives. Public funding can create the framework upon which commercial finance
institutions can step in and self-sustain new low-carbon industries. For example, the FIDEME
program in France attracted triple the expected amount in private funding through credit line
financing.

10.4.3.

Applicability to the Chilean context (+)

Clean technologies face significant economic and non-economic barriers for their development
and penetration into respective markets. Access to capital is one of the most relevant economic
barriers.
Under the Ministry of Economy, there is an explicit policy to promote new investments and
entrepreneurship. The Chilean Economic Development Agency CORFO has different programs for
innovation, seed capital, private equity funds investing in technologies and new businesses, and
special credit lines for clean energy. However, their scope and fund availability is of a lower
magnitude than the needs of low-carbon technologies. Therefore, increasing the size and
developing new instruments to facilitate the investment of clean technologies is crucial to
increasing their further dissemination in Chile.

79

Definition of the FIDEME program. (2010)
http://www.muredatabase.org/public/mure_pdf/industry/FRA3.PDF last accessed on 3 August 2012.
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In political terms, there is wide consensus on using policies that promote new investments and
technologies with public funds, as long as the risks are well valuated and private interest is also at
risk, so that promoter/investor interests are aligned with the public interest.
Promotion of investment of clean energy is one of the three pillars of Chile’s mitigation strategy.
Using market instruments for this objective is also part of the mitigation strategy, especially
accessing international finance. In this sense, the implementation of instruments to facilitate
access to capital for clean technology is consistent. Moreover, these instruments could be created
as a combination of both national and international financing. In respect to national financing, it
could also be a combination of public and private sources, again consistent with the strategy and
political context.
Using market instruments to facilitate access to capital will not deviate public resources from
other public goods (health, poverty alleviation, etc.), as it structure is in the form of investment
instrument to the budget, instead of public expenditure like the subsidies. This means the
instrument can be funded privately and also internationally.

10.5 Disclosure of relevant greenhouse gas emissions information
10.5.1.

General description

Disclosing relevant greenhouse gas information is a method of raising society’s, and user’s
environmental awareness. Carbon disclosure is built on the concept that a company cannot
manage its emissions if it does not first measure them. Before a company or individual is able to
act on reducing emissions, they must first understand where their emissions are coming from, and
how much emissions they currently emit. This information can then be shared either publically or
privately to, for example, allow consumers or investors to make informed decisions based on a
company’s environmental performance. In order to facilitate behavioral change, it is important
that all of the below options are implemented alongside an education campaign which allows
users to understand how they can reduce emissions once they understand what their emissions
sources and quantities are.
Subsidized energy audits for residential buildings: Government sponsored energy audits can be an
effective tool in identifying low-cost and even no-cost opportunities for saving energy and costs.
Real-time information on electricity consumption: Monitoring electricity consumption in either
households or industrial facilities and providing real-time information on energy consumption,
costs and emissions can help to facilitate behavior changes in electricity consumers. A
contemporary tool to assist in electricity consumption monitoring is the ‘smart meter’. This is a
device that not only reports on the consumed energy but also organizes the turning on and off of
home appliances to automatically minimize consumption.
Energy certification for buildings: There are both voluntary and mandatory schemes that rate
buildings according to their energy efficiency performance as well as other environmental or
social aspects. For example, under the EU Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (Directive
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2002/91/EC, EPBD), first published in 2002, all EU countries are required to introduce energy
certification schemes for buildings.

Product labeling: another example is using product labeling to inform consumers of the energy
efficiency of, or carbon emissions associated with, a particular product. Energy efficiency labeles
are commonly applied for vehicles, white goods and buildings. Alternatively, some producers have
been applying carbon labeling to their products. Providing carbon labels to a product can be
expensive and challenging. It requires the definition of the scope of emissions which will or will
not be included, and considerable emissions accounting skills able to assess emissions across a
wide range of products. The value of putting a carbon label on products has also been questioned
as consumers rarely understand what the label means and the differences in figures presented can
change significantly depending on how emissions are calculated.
A common point of friction for disclosing greenhouse gas relevant information has been the
effectiveness of such measures. It is argued that disclosing emissions does not guarantee that
people, or companies, will change their habits. In order for this intervention to be effective, policy
makers need not only to decide on a disclosure method, but also to offer guidelines on what this
data means and steer people and companies to a low-carbon-impact behavior/lifestyle.
Pros
Disclosing emissions/energy efficiency ratings:
– Is an inexpensive instrument to steer consumers towards low-carbon purchase and
consumption behavior
–

Allows the exploitation of efficiency gains

–

Stimulates creativity in both consumers and producers in lowering their carbon footprint

–

Has the potential for high emissions reductions at low cost

–

Is a useful starting point for managing an entities carbon emissions through facilitating a
better understanding on the sources and quantities of emissions resulting from activities.

Cons
Disclosing emissions/energy efficiency ratings:
– Presents difficulties in predicting and measuring the impacts of the incentive on actually
causing emissions reductions;
–

Relies (partly) on the climate consciousness of consumers;

–

Needs to be complemented by high-cost investments in infrastructure (e.g. smart grids)

–

Needs to be complemented by guidelines as to the meaning of the disclosed information,
and how to make changes to behavior in order to achieve emissions reductions. Simply
presenting someone with a figure of their emissions will not be effective if they do not
understand the information presented.

Precedents
Precedents include, inter alia:
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Country

Start date

Theme

Target

UK

April 2013

Corporate carbon disclosure

Mandatory
carbon
reporting for companies
listed on the London
Stock Exchange

EU

2006

Energy
Performance
Buildings
Directive (EPBD)

UK

2012

Smart meters

Aims to provide smart
meter to all households
by 2020

UK

2007

Energy Performance Certificate

Energy certificates are
issued to all buildings
rating their
energy
performance across a
range of criteria. These
certificates will be a
necessary ingredient of
all property transactions
(buying, rent) in future.

10.5.2.

of

Issuance of
energy
efficiency certificates to
new
and
existing
buildings

Coexistence with an ETS and an SCM

Coexistence with an Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) (neutral)
Measures to disclose GHG emissions are largely independent of an ETS, since they usually target
groups that are not regulated under an emissions trading scheme. As a result, there is no reason
these activities cannot operate alongside an emissions trading scheme. Demand-side
management such as the installation of smart meters or mandatory energy performance
certificates for buildings will likely reduce the demand for energy and thereby free up allowances
in the ETS with a downward effect on prices. These effects need to be anticipated when adopting
both an ETS and informational measures targeting the consumers of energy.
Coexistence with a ScaledScaled-up Crediting Mechanism (SCM) (neutral)
Similarly to the co-existence with an ETS, informational measures have no strong interaction with
an SCM. They can certainly not serve as a solid underlying mechanism upon which a sale of
credits rests. Due to the difficulties in predicting and quantifying the impact of informational
measures these instruments do not combine well with a mechanism that requires strong MRV of
emission reductions. Converting labelling and informational programs into compliance grade
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certificates will be very difficult, if not impossible. They do however have an important role to
play in the support of other instruments, increasing their effectiveness.

10.5.3.

Applicability to Chilean context (+)

The use of informational measures has been implemented for some time in Chile. There is a
labelling standard regulated by the Energy Efficiency Agency,80 coordinated by the Ministry of
Energy, which covers refrigerators, light bulbs, television sets and electric motors. The labelling
initiative is also expanding to other appliances such as dishwashers and microwaves, and even to
new cars, among others.
The Energy Efficiency Agency is very active and has a large list of energy efficiency programs but
the programme’s dissemination and exposure to the public is still limited.
The Ministry of Energy is seeking to expand the work of the Agency and there have been no
controversies with their informational work to date.
Energy efficiency is a key pillar in Chile’s mitigation strategy. The Government has set a 12%
improvement target by 2020 for industrial energy users.
Labelling and informational measures are important instruments to contribute to the country’s
mitigation strategy. However, their impact and speed of penetration to stimulate the desired
behaviour will depend on the type of exposure in the media and the target audience. To date,
most of the work of the Energy Efficiency Agency focuses changing behaviours and choices over
the long-term, whilst short-term measures that could speed-up energy efficiency have received
less attention. .
In this sense, the use of White Certificates, analysed below, would complement the informational
measures.

10.6 Standards
10.6.1.

General description

Standards define a minimum performance or maximum use of energy of a building, appliance or a
technology. Building standards or codes are ubiquitously used to regulate safety of buildings but
increasingly incorporate energy efficiency elements in particular for new buildings. Appliance
standards mandate a minimum energy efficiency factor that all electric appliances need to meet
before being allowed to enter the market. Hence, this measure ensures lower energy consumption
for the same lifestyles. Another relevant concept is that of ‘Best available technology’ (BAT),
which aims at reassuring the regulator that the best equipment is utilized for one purpose. It
mandates that covered entities should adopt the best and most up-to-date equipment which is
economically feasible, to minimize discharge of pollutants to the environment.

80

Energy Efficiency Agency, www.acee.cl
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Another common area for the use of standards is in regulating the emissions of vehicles through
car fleet standards. The latest and among the most ambitious example comes from California,
where the California Air Resources Board (CARB) has collaborated with twelve of the world's
largest carmakers to help craft its new mandates for the automotive industry. These command
both an emissions reduction in pollutants and an increased proportion of full electrical vehicles in
the auto manufacturers’ sold fleets. Mutual understanding between policy makers and directly
affected entities is considered to play an important role for the viability of such programs.
Pros
Applying standards:
– Allows proper planning through a consistent policy to the industry;
–

Results in predictable and measurable results;

–

Is inexpensive for governments to implement;

–

Is a well tried and tested method of achieving reductions in energy use or pollutants.

Cons
Applying standards:
– May trail behind technological developments where standards are not updated.
–

Does not provide incentives to improve beyond the mandated standard, as no reward for
the implementation of cutting edge technology is given.

–

Results in costs in verification to ensure that every unit meets the standard

–

Results in costs to industry/consumers in adapting to the standard

–

Does not make use of the creative potential of market participants

Precedents
Precedents include, inter alia:

81

Country

Start date

Policy & Theme

Target

USA
(California)

1 January
2014

Efficiency standards for
new
homes
and
commercial buildings

Upgraded standards for new constructions
and retrofits that cut energy consumption
by 25% compared to 2008 standards81

USA

1970

Clean Air Act - (BAT)

BAT to control pollutants.

EU

1996

Integrated
pollution
prevention and control
directive (IPPC) - (BAT)

BAT to the integrated control of air, water
and soil pollution

Mark Glover. California passes tougher energy code for new construction. The Clean Energy exchange. (2012)
http://www.thecleanenergyexchange.org/posts/view/california-passes-energy-code-for-new-buildings/v2ta0eaeft/
last accessed on 3 August 2012.
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USA

1975

Energy
Efficiency
Standards
for
Residential Appliances

Appliances must either meet the minimum
federal energy efficiency standards, or
consume no more energy than federal
standards allow.

Australia

2009

National Strategy on
Energy
Efficiency
(NSEE)
building
energy efficiency

Increases minimum building standards
from 2015 to 2020.

US
(California)

2018

”Clean Car” Rules

Will require auto manufacturers to sell at
least a specific percentage (reaching 15%
by 2025) of full electric vehicles in their
fleet and have reduced emissions of
pollutants

EU

Established
2009

Climate Action

Sets caps on a fleets’ average carbon
emissions (set at 130g CO2/km for 2015
and 95g CO2/km for 2020)

10.6.2.

Coexistence with an ETS and an SCM

(+/--)
Coexistence with an Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) (+/
Like other forms of demand side management mentioned above, energy efficiency standards
decrease the consumption of energy; a factor which needs to be considered when allocating
allowances. If not considered, this risks pushing the ETS carbon prices down and threatens the
viability of the ETS scheme.82 For this reason, policy makers need to adapt the ETS pricing
mechanisms to encompass the anticipated effects of the standards.
Coexistence with a ScaledScaled-up Crediting Mechanism (SCM) (+/(+/ -)
Standards achieve a desired energy efficiency gain in a timely and predictable manner. For that
reason they are a good basis on which an SCM transaction could be built. In order to estimate
emission reductions and convert the effects of the standard into compliance grade certificates,
the baseline and autonomous level of energy efficiency improvements would have to be known.
This is necessarily based on assumptions and would have to be accepted by all parties involved in
an SCM.
As a drawback, there is no direct link between the implementation of energy efficiency measures
and the payments for emission reductions under an SCM. As producers and consumers are simply

82

Maïté JAUREGUY-NAUDIN. Energy Efficiency versus the EU ETS: Counterproductive Tribalism in the Commission.
French Institute of International Relations (IFRI). (2011). http://www.ifri.org/?page=detailcontribution&id=6718&id_provenance=97 last accessed on 3 August 2012.

The
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mandated to adhere to a certain standard, independent of costs, the revenues from a carbon
transaction do not compensate for the additional costs but are rather arbitrary.

10.6.3.

Applicability to Chilean context (+)

The Chilean government, through the Instituto Nacional de Normalización, has been issuing
standards since 1944. Its work is highly regarded technically and widely accepted. Its main focus
has been in minimum quality requirements, and in quality assurance standards. In the recent past
the government has also started developing energy efficiency standards for appliances and
motors; and the Ministry of Housing is developing construction norms to promote green buildings
and houses.
Car fleet standards have one relevant previous application in Chile. Back in 1990, because of
excessive pollution in the city of Santiago, the Government promoted the introduction of
catalytic converters in cars. First the introduction was promoted on a voluntary basis because of
higher cost than traditional cars, and then a few years later in a mandatory fashion. Users opted
for cars with catalytic converters because of benefits in reduced car restrictions. A Car Fleet
Standard could be implemented as long as there are clear benefits to users.
In this sense, it is completely feasible to continue and expand the use of norms to promote
energy efficiency, both at product and installation level.
As already stated, energy efficiency is a key pillar of the mitigation strategy. Norms and
Standards can have a significant impact in lower energy consumption and reducing emissions in
wider sectors of the economy (consumers, installations, constructions). Proper design can also
contribute to the promotion of new low emissions technologies like LED83 lighting.
Like in labelling, standards normally achieve other social benefits like economic savings to users.
The only potential drawback is the introduction of excessive norms that can force the population
to purchase products that are not economically feasible in relation to their affordability. In other
words, it could force the population to purchase expensive products while the alternative is much
cheaper, and the perceived benefit does not compensate for the additional cost.
Properly designed and complemented with incentives, energy efficiency standards can play a
significant role in reducing energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Achieving the
target 12% reduction in energy consumption through energy efficiency standards will certainly
contribute significantly to the overall mitigation strategy.

10.7 Industry targets with flexibility in compliance
10.7.1.

83

General description

Light Emitting Diode (LED) lighting is far more energy efficient than their halogen counterparts.
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Instruments presented in this section combine a mandatory target with an element of flexibility,
whereby industry players can trade compliance to the target with each other. Common hybrid
instruments take the form of mandated renewable energy participation in the energy production
sector, a concept that has been termed as a Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard (REPS) in the
US. Electricity producers must make sure that a specific proportion of their energy production
comes from renewable energy. For that reason, they may buy energy certificates (called
renewable energy certificates (RECs) in the US), which comprise energy produced from renewable
sources, as verified by a third party. In many cases these certificates are tradable and they
liberalize the market by allowing entities to optimize their investment in renewables.84
Another tradable mechanism adopted by some European countries are Energy Efficiency Portfolio
Standards (EEPS) involving the trade of white certificates. The EEPS mandate energy utilities to
promote and implement energy efficient solutions at their customers’ end commensurate with a
certain percentage of electricity supplied to them. Energy efficiency enhancements can be
stimulated and carried out directly by a utility or purchased from Energy Service Companies
(ESCOs)85
Pros
Mandatory targets with flexibility in compliance:
– Will result in a predictable and measurable outcome on greenhouse gas emission
reductions
–

Generate economic efficiency through the possibility to trade

–

Promote the creation of ESCOs (in the case of Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standards)

Cons
Mandatory targets with flexibility in compliance:
– Are likely to be met with industry resistance
–

Result in significant verification costs

–

Result in the ability to trade in certificates, which can be a complex process

Precedents
Precedents include, inter alia:
Country

Start
date

Policy & Theme
Theme

Target

UK

2002

The Renewables
Obligation (RO)

Requires electricity suppliers to source a specified
and annually increasing proportion of electricity

84
World Resources Institute. Renewable Energy Certificates. The bottom line on… Answers to frequently asked
questions about climate and energy police. (2008). Issue 11.
85
For an overview of the workings and practical applications of these schemes see Louis-Gaetan Giraudet and
Dominique Finon. White certificate schemes: the static and dynamic efficiency of an adaptive policy instrument. CIRED
working paper series. No 33-2011. page 3. (http://www.centre-cired.fr/IMG/pdf/CIREDWP-201133.pdf)
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from eligible renewable sources or pay a penalty
USA

2009

RPS

Requires electricity suppliers to source a specified
proportion of electricity from investing in
renewable sources or from buying RECs

France

2006

French
White
Certificates

Requires electricity suppliers to ensure that their
clients increase their energy efficiency

10.7.2.

Coexistence with an ETS and an SCM

Coexistence with an Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) ((--)
Although targets to increase the proportion of renewable energy or energy efficiency
enhancements and targets to reduce GHG emissions are not identical they are clearly overlapping
and have interactive effects on each other. The introduction of a Renewable Portfolio Standard
(RPS) or an Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (EEPS) will have strong impacts on the
performance and the prices of an ETS. These effects have to be anticipated in the allocation of
allowances. An EEPS can be designed in such a way that it does not overlap. This is the case with
the French White Certificates, where the ETS covered entities are excluded. Here, policy makers
see the energy efficiency industry targets as a complementary measure that can cover sectors
that an ETS is not able to regulate.
Coexistence with an SCM (+)
RPS or EEPs combine well with an SCM since these instruments reach a predictable and
measurable outcome in terms of GHG emission reductions of the sector. Covered participants
have a double incentive to increase the share of renewable or implement energy efficiency
measures: on the one hand they receive tradable RECs or white certificates and on the other hand
there is a payment for the emission reduction. Both incentives taken together will boost the
implementation of renewable energy and energy efficiency measures in the sector.
At the same time, RPS and White Certificates regulation can serve as alternative or precursor to
carbon credits, while the domestic market enter into force towards the second half of the decade.
The RPS and White Certificates programs have also the potential to be converted into an SCM
directly, by converting the NCRE credits and the White Certificates, both expressed in KWh, into
carbon credits expressed in tCO2. The conversion should be using the BAU emission factor for
that particular sector. Please refer to Section 5.2 above, for a further analysis of this possibility.
.

10.7.3.

Applicability to Chilean context (+)

Renewable Portfolio Standards are an operational and successfully working investment incentive
in Chile. In 2007 Chile enacted the Renewable Energy Law (Law 20.257), which mandates that
sales of electricity to final users should include a percentage share of electricity sourced from
NCRE projects. This includes renewable energy from wind, solar, biomass, geothermal and minihydro but excludes hydropower stations with more than 20 MW in capacity. The law became
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effective in 2010, prescribing a 5 percent market share for NCRE that will increase to 10 percent
by 2024. If a generator fails to meet the obligation it will have to pay a fine of USD 32 per MWh
shortage, increasing to USD 48/MWh in case of a repeated shortfall. The Chilean Government
and Congress are discussing to increase the target to a value between 15 and 20 percent and
anticipate the completion of the escalation by 2020.
The overall outcome of this RPS has been successful as the initial 5 percent target has been met
without leaving generators paying the fine because of non-compliance. Public and political
acceptances are relevant to support the increase mentioned above. Therefore, implementing
other mechanisms like White Certificates for promoting energy efficiency is also feasible under
the current framework.
The promotion of renewable energy and energy efficiency are key pillars of Chile’s mitigation
strategy. Expanding the RPS to a higher percentage will contribute in both energy and mitigation
strategies.
The Government aims to increase energy efficiency by 12 per cent by 2020. Up to now, the
actions and policies have been built on informational and educational instruments, but actual
promotion of instruments are yet to be implemented. Within regulations there are provisions to
promote energy efficiency in the form of incentives to users reducing their energy consumption.
To date, however, there are no successful examples of tangible incentives to users. This could be
an entry point for White Certificates that could be implemented under the existing energy
regulation framework.
There are no evident drawbacks of the RPS and White Certificate instruments, as they do not
increase costs (see CADE report for the RPS). White Certificates produce economic benefits
because of energy savings.

10.8 Summary
Table 9 provides a summary overview of the suitability of the various instruments to co-exist with
either an emissions trading scheme or a scaled-up crediting mechanism, and their applicability to
the Chilean context.
Table 9 : Summary overview of suitability of incentives
Incentive

CoCo-existence with ETS

Voluntary
industry targets

Superfluous to co-exist

Taxes

Inefficient to co-exist
Useful precursor to an
ETS or as complementary
price stabilizator

Useful precursor to an
ETS

CoCo-existence with SCM

Suitability for Chile

Good basis. SCM credits can
incentivize target

Chilean industries have
no strong history of
self-regulation

Not meaningful to combine
negative and positive incentive
payments

Other green taxes
already exist in Chile
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Subsidies

Overlapping policies can
lead to inefficiencies

SCM can finance or
complement subsidies

Competition for
resources with other
public goods. Potential
if it can be matched
with international
climate finance

Access to
capital

Supports investments in
low-carbon technologies
which complements ETS

Good complement to crediting
scheme of an SCM

Tags on to activities of
CORFO and
international donors

Disclosure of
GHG relevant
information

Largely independent

Largely independent

Ministry of Energy
already employs
labelling

Standards

Effects of the standard
have to be factored in
when setting ETS targets

Achieve a sectoral emission
target predictably however
price signal is not prominent if
standards are enforced.

Standards for energy
efficiency appliances,
green buildings and
cars already in use

Mandatory
industry targets
with flexibility
in compliance
compliance

Overlapping policies can
lead to inefficiencies. RPS
targets need to be taken
into account in ETS target
allocation

Double dividend of RECs and
carbon credits for NCRE
projects will boost
investments. However added
transaction costs due to
pursuing similar objectives
with two instruments

Renewable portfolio
standards already exist
in Chile in the form of
the NCRE law and may
be tightened

Color coding: green – suitable, yellow – limited suitability, red – not suitable

10.9 Recommendations and next steps
The choice of suitable investment incentives is inextricably linked to the decision on the
introduction of an SCM or ETS in Chile. Recommendations on investment incentives will vary
depending on which mechanism will be chosen and which sectors will be covered by it. In
principle the investment incentives can:
–

Function as an alternative to either an SCM or an ETS

–

Independently coco-exist with an SCM or an ETS and apply to sectors that are not
targeted by these mechanisms

–

Complement and support the workings of an SCM or an ETS

Decision on the function and design of the stable investment incentives are secondary to Chile’s
overall SCM or ETS roadmap. While the roadmap is still under consideration, progress can already
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be made by further narrowing down the politically interesting options from the list above and
detailing their application under different scenarios.
One issue that deserves particular attention is the co-existence of Chile’s existing NCRE law with
either of the two mechanisms under different scenarios. As Chile’s flagship climate mitigation
instrument that is operating successfully it is paramount not to endanger the political consensus
around it and compromise its workings. For this, models need to be developed how the NCRE law
can effectively leverage the SCM and vice versa or gradually transition into an ETS.
Suggested Next Steps for Stable Investment Incentives
Stable Investment
Incentives

Stable Investment
Incentives

Suggested Steps
Prioritize choice of investment
incentives
1. Narrow down relevant
sectors and incentives
2. Undertake scenario
analysis for 4-5
incentives
3. Decide on SCM/ETS
Roadmap
4. Final decision
Develop suitable models of coexistence of NCRE law with
ETS and SCM

Timeframe and expected resources

1.
2.
3.
4.

Three months
Three months
Unknown
Unknown. Requires
moderated political
process

Six months

Section C: Options
on ETS Price
Stabilization
Measures
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11 ETS Price Containment Features
11.1

General overview
Ensuring appropriate pricing is key to ensuring the success of an ETS. In the first place, prices must
be kept high enough that there is a sufficient incentive to invest in low carbon technologies. At the
same time, excessively high prices may create serious economic difficulties for participants, making
compliance difficult and potentially endangering the political acceptability of the ETS. Moreover,
avoiding large fluctuations and ensuring a relatively stable price allows investors to adequately assess
the viability of (usually long-term) investments in low carbon technology.
There remains debate in policy circles and the economic literature over the value of measures to
control pricing in an ETS. While some see them as valuable tools to ensure against excessive
fluctuations, others take the view that such measures prevent a clear price signal being sent to
market participants, and thus may ultimately dis-incentivize long-term investments in low-carbon
technologies. Early ETSs, in particular the EU ETS, employed minimal price stabilization measures,
with a focus on measures to contain costs, most notably offsets. As depicted in figure 4, however, the
experience in the EU ETS has seen major price fluctuations since its inception, culminating in almost
absolute price collapse. The recent trend in ETS design, in contrast, seems to embrace a wider range
of price stabilization measures, including measures to prevent against price falls.
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Figure 3: European Union Allowance (EUA) future prices in phases 1 and 2 (Source European Environmental
Agency)

This section does not recount the debate on whether or not to adopt price stabilization measures or
consider the merits of doing so on the whole. Rather, it considers a range of potential measures and
their pros and cons individually.
Price containment measures may be employed to ensure against price spikes, price drops, or both. As
shown in table 10, these effects may be achieved by adjusting supply, adjusting demand, or directly
controlling prices. While these measures all have their own distinct characteristics, many also overlap
and can be used in conjunction with one another. A CMB, for example, could apply one or several
other measures, while an allowance reserve could be employed when ceilings are reached. In this
section measures will be considered individually, though overlaps will be discussed where relevant.
Table 10:
10: Means of influencing ETS prices employed by respective measures
Direct control

Supply

Demand

Banking

X

X

Borrowing

X

X

Offsets

X

Price floor & ceiling

X

Allowance Reserve
Carbon Market Board

X
X

X

X
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This section describes the various available price containment measures, including measures to
prevent price spikes, price drops, or both. Each option is considered individually with respect to its
general features, design, and pros and cons, drawing on existing experience where available.
Respective pros and cons, as well as a summary of which measures are applied in existing ETSs are
then summarized in comparative tables. This is followed by a discussion of parameters affecting price
and their significance for the choice of price containment measures. Finally, recommendations are
presented.

11.2 Description, design and pros and cons
11.2.1.

Banking

Banking is a mechanism that permits covered entities to carry-over allowances valid for one
compliance period for use in subsequent compliance periods. Banking is permitted by a majority of
existing and proposed ETSs.
Mechanics and design considerations
In many ETSs, emission allowances are valid for a given year. The year for which they are valid is
typically known as the allowance’s vintage year. In these systems, banking is typically instituted by
legislative provisions permitting the use of permits with a given vintage year for emissions produced
in that year or any subsequent year. This is the case, for example, in the Australia ETS and the NZ
ETS.86
In other systems, such as the EU ETS, allowances are valid for multi-year compliance periods. This
allows for de facto banking between years, though this is not strictly considered banking, as the
allowances are used only for the period in which they are valid. In these systems, actual banking may
also be permitted between compliance periods. In the first two compliance periods of the EU ETS, the
decision whether or not to allow banking between the first and second compliance periods was left to
individual Member States. In subsequent periods, however, Member States were required to permit
banking.87
Banking may be allowed with or without quantitative or temporal limitation. In most existing and
proposed systems, banking has been permitted without limitation, reflected the perceived low risks to
the market it embodies. This is the case, for example, in the Australia ETS, NZ ETS, EU ETS (from the
second phase onwards) and in the proposed CEJAPA and ACESA bills in the US.
Pros

86

Australia Clean Energy Act 2011, Section 113 (5); New Zealand Climate Change Response Act 2002 (as amended)
[hereinafter NZCCRA 2002], Section 63.
87
Original EU ETS Directive, Article 13 (3); Revised EU ETS Directive, Article 13 (2).
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–

Banking incentivizes firms to invest in climate-friendly technologies by enabling them to
hedge the cost of carbon for a longer period.88

–

Banking contributes to stabilizing allowance prices in the long run as it reduces fluctuations
in supply and demand between compliance periods which may otherwise occur due to
decreases in the cap between periods. This was seen in the US SO2 market, in which the
allowance of banking permitted a smoothed allowance price transition during the 1999-2000
commitment phase changeover from phase I to phase II.89

–

Banking can dampen the price impact of oversupply in a given compliance period in the
event of over-allocation. Over-allocation in the first period of the EU ETS, for example, was
compounded by the non-permissibility of banking, leading to surplus units flooding the
market and contributing to the collapse of the emissions price.

Cons
–

–

Banking can allow emissions in future years to exceed the cap in those years, leading to a
reduction of the certainty an ETS should produce (though certainty with respect to the
emissions of the overall period would remain).90
Banking can prolong other market problems, such as over-supply or over-generous offset
allowances, over several periods. This necessitates adequate long-term planning, which is not
always possible when making key ETS decisions due to changing circumstances (e.g.
economic downturns).

11.2.2.

Borrowing

Borrowing allows covered entities to bring forward emission allowances valid for future compliance
periods for use in the current compliance period. It can thus be characterized as the inverse
mechanism of banking.
Mechanics and design considerations
In systems in which allowances are valid for a given vintage year, legislative provisions typically
permit, often subject to certain conditions, the surrender of allowances with a future vintage year in
relation to emissions in the current year. This is the case, for example, in the Australian ETS,91 and
similar provisions were included in CEJAPA.92 In the case of auctioned allowances, auctions each year
would include a limited number of allowances with future vintage years. In the case of free allocation,

88

Fraas A.G. and Richardson N. (2010). Banking on Allowances. The EPA’s Mixed Record in Managing Emissions-Market

Transitions. RFF DP 10-42
89

Parsons J.E., Ellerman A.D., Feilhauer S. (2009). Designing a U.S. Market for CO2. MIT. Science and Policy of Global
Change
90
Ibid.
91
Australia Clean Energy Act 2011, Section 133 (6).
92
Proposed Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act, 111th Congress, 2009–2010. Text as of Sep 30, 2009 (Reported by
Senate Committee) [hereinafter CEJAPA]. Section 725 (c)(2).
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borrowing could be facilitated by allocating for multiple years at the same time, or through special
applications to the regulator for advance allocation.
A form of “unofficial” borrowing occurs where the date for surrender of allowances for a given period
comes after allowances are issues for the following period. This is the case in the EU ETS.93 It is also
worth noting that “borrowing” in practice also takes place amongst private sector participants in the
form of futures trading. This form of borrowing differs, however, in the it does not affect the number
of allowances in the system at a given time.
In many cases, borrowing is permitted only with conditions restricting its use. In the first place,
interest can be applied to borrowed emissions. This was proposed in CEJAPA where, in the case of
allowances borrowed from vintage years other than the immediately following year, the number of
borrowed allowances was to be repaid multiplied by a factor of 0.08, times the number of years for
which the allowance was borrowed. 94 A second option involves enforcing a cap and/or temporal
limit in the amount of borrowing. Both of these were also applied in CEJAPA which, again in the case
of allowances borrowed from vintage years other than the immediately following year, proposed a
limit of 15% of a covered entity’s emissions, and limited borrowing to permits valid up to five years
after any relevant compliance period.95 Similarly, in the Australian ETS borrowing is allowed only from
immediately following vintage years, and only to a maximum of 5%.96 Thirdly, borrowing may be
limited to initial compliance periods, where there is perhaps more need for flexibility.
Pros
–

–

Cons
–

93

Shields firms from short-term price spikes by allowing them to choose to defer compliance.
Hence, it enhances flexibility and facilitates adaptation to regulation, as well as stabilizing
allowance demand.
Allows firms to be more cost efficient in their investment planning as they can defer the
retirement of an allowance for a certain time period and, thus, reap benefits from its value,
such as interest accrued.
Excessive borrowing undertaken in earlier years may lead to default in later years where the
covered entity goes out of business or is no longer able to pay for sufficient allowances at
the end of the period. This risk can be mitigated by requiring entities engaging in borrowing
to provide security to cover the likely price of permits at the time of repayment, though this
may negate some of the intended price effects of borrowing. Where borrowing is undertaken
by a large number of covered entities in the same period, this can lead to short term price

Julien Chevallier, “Banking And Borrowing in the EU Ets: A Review of Economic Modelling, Current
Provisions and Prospects for Future Design”, Journal of Economic Surveys (2012) Vol. 26, No. 1, pp. 157–176.
94
CEJAPA. Section 725 (c)(2)(c).
95
Ibid.
96
Australia Clean Energy Act 2011, Section 113 (6).
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depressions, followed by large price spikes in later years as obligations become due. The
threat of price spikes due to decreasing available allowances due to borrowing in early
periods was, for example, was cited by California regulators as a key reason for not allowing
borrowing in that scheme.97
–

There is a risk that covered entities who have borrowed heavily may lobby regulators to
soften targets for later years to reduce the burden that this borrowing has built up.

In the case of pilot schemes, borrowing may place environmental integrity under risk as no actual
environmental benefits would arise from the experimental period.

11.2.3.

Offsets

Offsets are compliance units that derive from projects that reduce emissions outside capped sectors.
Mechanics and design considerations
There are several ways to provide for the use of offsets with an ETS. In the first place, regulators may
choose to approve offsets produced under existing schemes, or to design new schemes or protocols
for the production of eligible offsets. The EU ETS, Australia ETS and NZ ETS, for example, opted to
approve offsets created under existing mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol. The Australia ETS also
developed a domestic offset scheme (the Carbon Farming Initiative), while the EU ETS also provided
for a domestic mechanism to be established under Article 24a of the revised EU ETS Directive. The
California ETS, meanwhile, developed a set of specific offset protocols under which offsets can be
generated.
With respect to regulatory provisions and other technical details, the most appropriate provisions will
likely depend on the overall mechanics of the ETS. In the EU ETS, Member States are required to
exchange eligible offsets for emission allowances, which are then surrendered for compliance. In the
Australia ETS and NZ ETS, by contrast, legislation permits offsets to be surrendered directly. In most
systems, a regulatory institution will be accorded responsibility for ensuring the quality of offsets. In
the EU ETS, the European Commission is empowered to adopt regulatory measures restricting the use
of certain offsets,98 while in Australia and New Zealand similar powers are accorded to the Minister.
Provisions allowing offset use are often accompanied by limitations with respect to quality, quantity
or geographic scope. For example, the EU ETS, Australian ETS, NZ ETS, CEJAPA and ACESA all
include precise quantitative limits on the use of offsets in each year. In some cases this is fixed
throughout years, while in other cases, such as under ACESA, limits vary between periods. In the case
of the EU ETS covered entities can carry over a certain portion of its offset allowance. The EU ETS,

97

See Emissions-EU ETS.com, “The Cost Containment Mechanisms in the California Cap-and-Trade Program – why absent
in the EUETS?”, available at: http://www.emissions-euets.com/emissions-trading/1-emissionstrading/67-the-costcontainment-mechanisms-in-the-%20california-cap-and-trade-program-why-absent-in-the-euets.
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Australia ETS and NZ ETS, for their part, also prohibit the use of offsets from nuclear and industrial
gas projects, while the EU and Australia apply defined sustainability criteria to credits from large
hydropower projects, and the NZ ETS and AUS ETS do not allow credits from CDM afforestation or
reforestation projects. The Tokyo ETS and RGGI, meanwhile, limit offset eligibility to those produced
in Tokyo (or to a limited extent elsewhere in Japan) and RGGI States, respectively.
Offsets may also be accepted only with a discount or upon payment of additional fees. Under the
ACESA proposal, offsets were to be accepted with a discount of 20%, meaning that a given number
of offsets (each representing one tCO2e) would be equal to emission allowances equal to 80% of that
number. Fees are employed in the Australian ETS upon the surrender of international units. These
special fees serve as a provision to prevent (usually lower cost) offsets from pushing the allowance
price downwards. Lastly, offsets may be permitted only where certain demand price thresholds are
reached, as is applied under RGGI.
Pros
–
–

Lowers the overall cost of compliance.

–

Where domestic offsetting involved, allows emission reductions to be achieved in sectors
which are not deemed suitable for a cap-and-trade approach.100 In the case of foreign
offsetting, can provide an opportunity for building political leverage with offset producing
countries and encouraging engagement in climate mitigation activities.

–

Can allow for the ETS to “indirectly link” to other ETSs which accept the same offsets. This
can add credibility to the ETS and reduce price fluctuations, though it can also expose the
ETS to fluctuations in external markets.

Cons
–

99

Diversifies and expands the number of eligible units, thus increasing the liquidity of the
market and reducing overall susceptibility to price fluctuations.99

Limits the level of emission reductions achieved domestically and slows progress towards
achieving a low-carbon economy.

–

Promotes investments and business abroad rather than domestically, sending capital outside
of the country.101

–

Ensuring the quality of the allowed offsets (e.g. additionality, adequacy of MRV) can be
challenging and implies transaction costs, which in turn increase the offsets’ price.

Kim J. 2010. Carbon Offsets as a Cost Containment Instrument: A Case Study of Reducing Emissions from Deforestation
and Forest Degradation. MIT. Engineering Systems Division
100
These include sectors like transport, where emissions sources are too dispersed and administrative costs might be
prohibitive.
101
Hall D.S.. 2007. Offsets: Incentivizing reductions while managing uncertainty and ensuring integrity. RFF Issue brief 15
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–

Where offset quality is not assured environmental quality is compromised, which may have
knock-on effects on the ETS’s reputation. This has been seen in the EU ETS, where
questioning by NGOs and the public regarding the integrity of certain offsets led to reduced
public confidence in the system, ultimately prompting the EU to restrict the use of certain
credits.

–

Where offset provisions are overly generous, this may lead to the market becoming oversupplied, particularly where combined with other factors such as over-allocation or reduced
demand. This has similarly been seen in the EU ETS, where the broad use of CERs has
combined with economic recession to see prices crashing to very low levels.

11.2.4.

Price floor and ceiling (“price collars”)

Price floors and price ceilings (collectively often referred to as “price collars”) are distinct, yet closely
related instruments that directly control the price of emission allowances. Price floors and ceilings
may in principle function in two primary ways. In the first place, an absolute floor or ceiling can be
set, operating as a minimum or maximum price for permits, while on the other hand a certain price
may be set to trigger other price containment measures (price triggers). In practice, for reasons
discussed below, strict absolute limits have only been applied to price floors.
Mechanics and design considerations
Absolute floors and ceilings
An absolute floor may be set as an absolute figure, or indexed relative to an external figure such as
the international emission price. Both options have been adopted in the Australia ETS. The price
ceiling is set at a defined level above the international emissions price. This is known as a “tagged
collar”.
In the Australia ETS, the price floor is applied by two complementary measures. Firstly, a minimum at
which units may be sold in auctions price is set by legislation.102 Secondly, units bought on the
secondary market are subject to a surrender charge equal to the difference between the international
price for that unit class (e.g. CER, Australian carbon unit) and the floor price, where the latter is
higher. In an options paper for implementing the price floor, the Australian regulator identified four
options for setting the surrender charge:

102

–

Setting the charge based on the actual price paid for the emission unit, adjusted for time
elapsed since purchase;

–

Setting the charge market price of that class of units, at the time that the contract to
purchase the unit was entered into, adjusted for time and carrying costs;

–

Setting the charge based on the market price for that class of units at the time of surrender;

Australia CEA 2011, Section 11 (5).
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Setting the charge based on the market price for that class of units at the time of surrender, but
allowing the entity to enter into a binding legal undertaking to surrender international units on a
particular date in the future with the surrender charge determined by the observed price at the time
of making the undertaking adjusted for the time value of money.103The number of measures available
and the various steps and calculations that are implied in each highlights the relative complexity of
this method of price floor implementation relative to a fixed price.
While it is in principle possible to set an absolute price ceiling through placing a limit on the price that
may be paid for allowances in carbon transactions, in practice this route has not been followed by
existing schemes and is rarely discussed in the literature. Instead, it is generally considered more
practical for the regulator to offer allowances for sale at a fixed price (which in practice operates as
the price ceiling). While this does not strictly operate as an absolute limit, since market participants
are free to sell allowances at higher prices, in practice, the market price will be unlikely to rise above
the fixed price offered by the regulator. This approach is applied in the Australia ETS. 104 A second
approach that effectively acts as an absolute ceiling is setting the penalty for failure to surrender
allowances at the desired ceiling price, but allowing payment of the penalty to release the covered
entity from its surrender obligations. This was done in the New South Wales scheme, for which the
current penalty is set at AUD 14.105
Absolute floors (and ceilings) may be applied only for initial compliance periods. This ensures against
price volatility in formative years, which otherwise may see unpredictable fluctuations, providing
certainty for early investors. This was applied in the Australia ETS, which applies the floor and ceiling
for the first three years of the ETS operations (so-called “flexible charge” years).

Price triggers
Price triggers are not strictly considered price floors or ceilings, as prices may still go beyond the set
level. However, the principle is broadly similar. In most cases, this is set at an upper limit, with
measures then taken to increase supply. There are several price containment measures that can be
triggered in this way:

103

–

Units stored in an allowance reserve may be released into the market. This option is
discussed more fully in the following sub-section.

–

The level of permitted borrowing can be increased or reduced, or interest rates can be
reduced.

–

The level of offsets permitted to be used by covered entities may be increased or reduced.
Increasing the allowed offsets increases the number of (in many cases cheaper) allowances
entering the market and thus pushes the price down. This measure has been employed in the

Australia Government, “Price floor for Australia’s carbon pricing mechanism: Implementing a surrender charge for
international units”, Options paper, December 2011.
104
Australia CEA 2011, Section 100 (1).
105
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RGGI, which employs two different upper price triggers–one relating to domestic offsets and
the other to international offsets–which act independently. When the allowance price goes
over the relevant threshold the percentage of permissible offsets from each category for each
entity increases. Reducing the number of offsets, in turn, would push allowance prices up,
while pushing the price of offsets down and thus increasing the allowance-offset spread. This
also has the effect of making offsets more attractive relative to allowances, which may see
their use increase up to the highest levels permitted.
The function of applying the above measures may be entrusted to a CMB, and thus there is
substantial overlap between this option and the CMB option below.
Pros
–

Offers certainty regarding minimum/maximum prices, facilitating greater forward investment
planning

–

Simple to administer, predictable and transparent

–

Price floors support the viability of investing in low-carbon technologies

–

Price ceilings may make an ETS more politically acceptable

Cons
–

Limits market freedom, which in the long-term they may reduce the market dynamics and
hedging possibilities.

–

Setting appropriate floor and ceiling prices is challenging and often subject to significant
political debate, meaning that eventual prices may not be the most optimal for market
functioning.

–

A price ceiling may limit the price signal, and thus render investing in expensive low-carbon
and break-through technologies non attractive.

–

Where allowances are offered by the government at a fixed price, this will lead to the cap
being increased, unless these allowances are drawn from an allowance reserve

–

Connecting offset allowances to pricing may make long-term planning of purchasing
strategies troublesome.

11.2.5.

Allowance Reserve

An allowance reserve involves setting aside a pool of stored allowances that can be released into the
market when certain conditions are reached, typically when prices reach a predetermined level. This
aims to control the availability of allowances in times of shortage, and hence preventing price spikes.
The idea is broadly similar to permitting extra allowances to be issued in times of shortage. In the
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case of an allowance reserve, however, allowances have already been issued and are merely kept out
of the market.
Mechanics and design considerations
There are two principal considerations to take into account in designing allowance reserves: how to
feed the reserve and how and when to release allowances into the market.
Feeding the reserve
Choosing an appropriate method by which to feed the allowance reserve is crucial for ensuring that
sufficient allowances are available to achieve the desired effect of releasing them to the market. The
size of the reserve should be based on the desired both the foreseen range of potential shortages and
desired effect of the reserve. In the case that the desired effect is to ensure that a de facto price
ceiling is provided, this requires that sufficient allowances are available to satisfy all outstanding
market demand (i.e. demand above existing supply); where the desired effect is merely to mitigate
spikes without providing a ceiling, a smaller reserve may be appropriate.
Several sources to feed an allowance reserve have been discussed in the literature. Among the most
widely discussed are the following:106
–

Unsold allowances from prior auctions.

–

Allowances withdrawn as part of downward adjustments to the cap or temporary allowance
withdrawals.

–

Bringing allowances forward from future compliance periods. This option echoes the
borrowing mechanism described earlier; only that in this case the borrowing is undertaken at
an aggregate level by the regulating authority.

–

Setting aside a fixed percentage of credits from each trading period. This option is pursued in
the California ETS, where 4% of the total amount of allowances allocated for the first 8-year
phase of the ETS will be set-aside in the allowance reserve.107

–

The regulator may institute a mechanism for the purchase of credits that are judged to be
surplus to demand.

–

Specific offset projects. This option was proposed under ACESA, which would have provided
for credits from avoided deforestation projects to enter the reserve. This may see difficulties
in providing a price signal that encourages offsets to be produced, unless the regulator
guarantees a certain price or is directly involved in developing the projects.

How and when to release allowances

106

Burtraw
D.
2012.
Perspectives
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Cost
Containment
Allowance
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Several options have been identified for releasing allowances into the market. Among the most
prominent are the following:
–

Offering allowances for sale at a fixed price throughout the compliance period. Where
sufficient allowances are available to cover demand, this in effect operates as a price ceiling.
The fixed price should thus be set at a level that reflects the desired maximum allowance
price.

–

Holding an auction at the end of the compliance period (but before the deadline for
allowances to be surrendered), at which all allowances in the reserve are offered for sale at a
minimum price. Where this minimum is below the market price at the time of auction,
demand will exist for allowances, equating to a de facto price ceiling. Where the market price
is below the minimum, there will not be demand for the additional allowances.108

–

Holding regular reserve auctions of additional permits. This was proposed in ACESA, where
quarterly strategic reserve auctions were to take at price levels of twice the rolling three year
average. This would set a price ceiling relative to average prices over the foregoing three
years. Eligible bidders would have been allowed to purchase up to 205 of their most recent
annual compliance obligations.

–

Offering financial contracts (call options) that would give the holder the right, but not the
obligation, to buy a certain quantity of allowances at the ceiling price during the “true-up
period” (i.e. the period between the end of the compliance period and the deadline for
surrendering allowances for that period). Options could be auctioned or may come attached
to ordinary allowances on a pro rata basis.109

Whichever methods are chosen, it is crucial that clear and transparent rules are adopted to determine
when and how allowances should be released.
Where an allowance reserve is implemented, there are strong arguments for combining it with
permitting offsetting, since the flexibility provided by offsets can reduce the need for using the
reserve to relatively extreme circumstances. Where offsets are not permitted, there is a risk that the
allowance reserve may need to be used to such an extent that it would compromise its ability to
support the system. T110
Pros
–

May be a highly effective and direct tool for protecting against price spikes.

108
Brian C. Murray, Richard G. Newell , and William A. Pizer, “Balancing Cost and Emissions Certainty An Allowance Reserve
for Cap-and-Trade”, Resources for the Future Discussion Paper, July 2008. page 100.
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–

Allows for the provision of a de facto price ceiling without increasing the cap. It therefore
arguably balances the need for price certainty and protection of economic competitiveness
with the need for emissions certainty and environmental integrity. At the same time, it could
be argued that provision for an allowance reserve essentially results in an adjustment of the
cap, so that issuing allowances from the reserve in fact has the same effect as issuing fresh
allowances.

–

Limits the amount of fixed price allowances that may be purchased to those held in the
reserve. This prevents against entities buying large amounts of fixed price allowances in
expectation of forthcoming price increases (for example, in subsequent compliance periods),
which could compromise efforts to tighten the cap over time.

–

A wide range of options are available for feeding the pool and releasing allowances. This
provides flexibility to regulators to design the reserve to complement other ETS design
features and expected market conditions.

Cons
–

Reduces price signal to market.

–

Where insufficient allowances are available to cover demand, offers less price certainty than
fixed price ceilings.

–

May act as a disincentive to covered entities to make low-carbon investments, due to the
perception that extra allowances will be made available where supply falls short. As a result
policy objectives can be compromised.

11.2.6.

Carbon Management Board

A CMB is a relatively new concept in the price stabilization discussions. While differing conceptions
exist of how it could operate, the basic concept involves the establishment of an institution with
certain powers to regulate allowance prices, either through taking steps to influence supply or
demand, or to adjust pricing directly. Such an institution would play a similar role for the carbon
market as is played by national central banks with respect to financial markets.
A CMB can be distinguished from a general ETS regulatory body, which in most cases only has the
authority to make recommendations on adjustments affecting pricing, such as the withdrawal of
allowances, to lawmakers. At the same time, powers to regulate prices could equally be vested in the
general ETS regulatory authority. For the purpose of this section, therefore, a CMB refers to any
institution which has direct power to regulate emission pricing.
Mechanics and design considerations
Of the ETSs adopted to-date, none have included provision for a CMB in the sense described above,
and so there are no concrete examples from which to draw experience. Several proposals have,
however, been made in the context of academic literature, scoping studies and draft legislation, such
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as with respect to the Carbon Market Efficiency Board proposed in the US Federal Lieberman-Warner
Bill of 2007. The following presents an overview of the various functions that have been identified for
a CMB:

111

–

Manage the release of allowances or offsets from the Allowance Reserve, including deciding
on the amount of allowances to release, setting the minimum price and other functions.111

–

Expand the total quantity of emission allowances available in the market by undertaking
aggregate borrowing from future years.112 Equally, the CMB could decide to remove a
certain quantity of allowances from the market to reduce supply. These could then be reintroduced in later periods or permanently cancelled. One method to achieve a temporary
withdrawal of allowances from the market, currently under consideration by the European
Commission with respect to the EU ETS, would be to postpone the auctioning of a certain
quantity of allowances.113

–

Lending emission allowances to covered entities (i.e. authorizing borrowing). The CMB would
be empowered to take decisions on the timing, quantity and eligibility for lending based on
factors such as supply, pricing and borrower credit-worthiness.114 Stricter rules would
indicate less borrowing would be permitted, thus reducing supply, while looser rules would
permit more borrowing, thus increasing supply.

–

Adjust conditions of borrowing, such as interest rates, repayment periods and maximum
quintiles.115

–

Setting annual limits on offset use within a defined range,116 or increasing legislative quantity
of offsets that may be used by covered entities.117 More liberal offset rules would reduce the
offset-allowance spread, while stricter rules would have the converse effect.

–

Deciding on allowance allocations.118

–

Acting as a market maker, i.e. continuously posting prices at which it was ready to buy or sell
allowances. In this way the CMB could stabilize prices within a desired range. However, this

USCAP, supra note 32, pages 10-11.
Proposed Lieberman-Warner Climate Security Act of 2007, 110th Congress (2007 – 2008, Text as of 18 October 2007,
Section 2604.
113
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range would have to be relatively close to the market equilibrium to avoid quickly depleting
its resources.119
In granting one or more of these powers to a CMB there are several key design issues to be
considered. In the first place, it must be decided how much flexibility to be delegated to the CBM to
decide on the level of intervention to undertake. Market certainty may be well served by defining
relevant parameters within which the powers of the CMB must be exercised. For example, the power
to decide on offset or borrowing limits could be limited by minimums and/or maximums, as could the
amount of allowances that could be added to or withdrawn from the market. In the same vein, it must
be decided when certain interventions can be undertaken. Interventions may be permitted only when
certain conditions exist (e.g. prices reach a certain level), or alternatively the CMB may be allowed a
certain flexibility to determine when to intervene.
Whatever powers are granted to a CMB, it is cardinal that the body and its members be functionally
and financially independent. This is crucial to ensure against CMB decisions by political factors or
special interests which could be detrimental to the functioning of the ETS. This is particularly
important in a market dominated by only a few players, where influence can be exerted more easily.
Unless independence can be guaranteed, therefore, this option should not be pursued.
Equally crucial is that the clear and quantifiable roles, responsibilities, duties and objectives are set
out for the CMB. This ensures transparency and predictability, and further shields the CMB from
political influence. In addition, providing clear and limited objectives and parameters prevents the
CMB from needing to make decisions that are essentially political. For example, providing the Board
with the objective of keeping prices within a desired range allows it to take decisions based on
technical and economic judgments. Where the Board is given potentially conflicting objectives, by
contrast, such as keeping prices within a certain range while protecting industries against carbon
leakage, this will require complex judgment calls and, ultimately, policy choices to be made.
A further key consideration is getting the composition of the board right. In many central banks,
members are drawn from a variety of backgrounds, such as banking, finance, economics and law, and
represent both academics and practitioners.120 Similar compositions could be envisaged for a CMB,
with members also possessing specific expertise on carbon markets. Where specific functions
requiring specialized expertise are taken on by the CMB, such as acting as a market maker, experts
with the knowledge would also be required. The cost of hiring high-level experts in these fields
should be fully examined in any decision to adopt a CMB.
Pros

119
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–

Allows for dynamic and direct responses to market fluctuations that are react to and are
targeted toward specific circumstances.

–

CMB could be independent from government, allowing decisions to be based on expertise
and insulated from political concerns.

–

Provides long-term certainty to investors on pricing where price ranges are clearly defined.

Cons
–

Risk of CMB intervening too often may undermine market certainty.

–

Possibility of the CMB becoming subject to undue influence (“capture”) by special interests,
compromising the overall effectiveness of the market.

–

Providing too much discretion to a CMB would place important policy choices, such as how
to balance environmental objectives with economic growth, in the hands of non-elected
experts.

–

Some analysts have suggested that the economic functioning of carbon markets is not
sufficiently developed and understood to allow for competent decisions on price
management to be taken. One analyst suggests that the precedent of central banks, which
themselves have struggled to maintain equilibrium in the financial markets despite decades
of experience, indicates that a CMB would not be effective in regulating a market which has
not had a similar benefit of experience.121 This concern may be mitigated by limiting the
objectives of the board and setting clear parameters for its decisions.

Table 11:
11: Summary of pros and cons of price stablization measures

121

Pros

Cons

Banking

− Greater emissions reductions early in the
emissions reduction schedule
− Allowance price is stabilized over trading
periods

− Can prolong other market problems
− Reduction of certainty regarding annual
emissions
− When combined with free allocation and
offsets, may allow domestic emissions
reductions to be deferred for extended
periods

Borrowing

− Facilitates firms’ adaptation
emission reductions scheme
− Stabilizes allowance demand

− High emissions early in the emissions
reduction schedule
− Risks of price depressions, followed by
spikes

Ibid.

to

the
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− Companies may lobby for weaker future
cap targets
− Procrastination entails the risk of default

122

Offsets

− Diversifies and expands the number of
eligible units, thus increasing the liquidity
of the ETS price and reducing overall
susceptibility to price fluctuations.122
− Lowers the overall cost of compliance.
− Where domestic offsetting involved, allows
emission reductions to be achieved in
sectors which are not deemed suitable for
a cap-and-trade approach
− Where foreign offsets included, may allow
political leverage with host countries
− Can allow for “indirect linking” with other
ETSs

− Limits the level of emission reductions
achieved domestically.
− Where foreign offsets allowed results in
transfer of capital outside of the country.
− Ensuring the quality of the allowed
offsets (e.g. additionality, adequacy of
MRV) can be challenging and implies
transaction costs, which in turn increase
the offsets’ price.
− Where offset quality is not assured
environmental integrity is compromised
− Where offset provisions are overly
generous, this may lead to the market
becoming over-supplied

Price ceilings
and floors

− Cap offers certainty about maximum price
− Facilitates investment planning
− Simple to administer, predictable and
transparent
− Floor price ensures the viability of
investing
in
emission
reduction
technologies

− Limits market freedom, potentially
reducing
dynamics
and
hedging
possibilities
− Price ceilings may render investing in
more expensive technologies unattractive
− Connecting offset allowances to pricing
may make long-term planning of
purchasing strategies troublesome
− Price ceilings may lead to cap increases
− Setting appropriate levels can be
challenging and arbitrary

Allowance
Reserve

− Allows for direct and targeted intervention
against price spikes
− Limits the amount of fixed price allowances
that may be purchased to those held in the
reserve
− A wide range of options are available for
feeding the pool and releasing allowances

− Where insufficient allowances are
available to cover demand, offers less
price certainty than fixed price ceilings
− Ensuring
transparency
in
allocating/distributing the allowances
can be problematic
− May act as a disincentive to covered
entities to make low-carbon investments

Kim J. 2010. Carbon Offsets as a Cost Containment Instrument: A Case Study of Reducing Emissions from Deforestation
and Forest Degradation. MIT. Engineering Systems Division
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− Untested in practice

Carbon
Management
Board

− Allows for dynamic responses to market
fluctuations that react to and are
targeted toward specific circumstances.
− CMB could be independent from
government, allowing decisions to be
based on expertise and insulated from
political concerns.
− Provides long-term certainty to investors
on pricing.

− Risk of CMB intervening too often may
undermine market certainty
− Possibility of the CMB becoming
subject to undue influence
− Placing decisions in hands of nonelected officials may entail democratic
concerns
− Has not been tested, and ability to
take competent decisions to manage
pricing has been questioned
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Table 12:
12: Application of price stabilization measures in existing ETSs
Banking

EU ETS

Allowed from
second phase
onward

Borrowing

Offsetting

Allowance Reserve

The Commission
may take
measures in case
of extreme
spikes (if for 6
Not currently applied, but is
consecutive
being examined for phase IV
months the price
is more than
three times the 2year average
price)

Allowed up to
one year ahead
within a phase

Allowed, subject to
qualitative and
quantitative limits

Not applied

Stage-dependent price
triggers that may act as price
dampening mechanism. A
floor price is set at
Not applied
US$1.93/tCO2 in 2012, bound
to increase by inflation each
year

Not applied

Fixed price allowances
available at NZ$25

Not applied

Not applied

Not applied

Not applied

RGGI

Allowed

Not Allowed

Allowed but must
come only from
participating states. It
is limited to 3.3% and
may go up to 5% or
10% if price exceeds a
price trigger

NZ ETS

Allowed

Not Allowed

Allowed, subject to
qualitative and
quantitative limits

Australian
ETS

Allowed in
flexible charge
years

Allowed
inflexible charge
years. Up to 5%
of the total
amount can be
borrowed from
the following
year's
entitlement.

California
ETS

Allowed

Not Allowed

Allowed

Allowed up to
15% of the
requirement by
borrowing
against 5 years in
the future. Paid
back with 10%
interest

ACESA

Carbon Market
Board

Price ceiling& floors

For the first 3 years (fixed
price period), starting from 1
July 2012, allowances will be
issued for a fixed charge (at
Allowed in flexible
charge years, subject AUD 23, rising annually by
to qualitative and
2.5%). In the following 3 years
quantitative limits.
(flexible price period), some
Quantiative limits are of the units will be issued at a
lifted after 2018.
fixed charge to act as a cap
(floor at AUD15/ and cap at
international price plus
AUD20).
Price ceiling established by
forming a pool of reserve
Allowed subject to
allowances which are
quantiative limits, but
released during extreme
must be generated
fluctuations at fixed prices.
under specific offset
The floor price is set at
protocols or sectoral
US$10/per metric ton for
forestry project
2012, growing by 5% annually
following 2012.
Allowed up to 30%
(split into domestic
A price floor set at US$10 per
and international)
ton in 2012 increasing by 5%
before 2020 and
each year. The Alloawnace
increased thereafter reserve acts as a ceiling.
from sectors not
Banking, borrowing and
subject to emission
offsets are seen as a price
caps and from CDM
floor/ ceiling mechanism
projects

Pool created by allocating 4%
allowances of the 8-year-long Not applied
phase

Pool created with around 2%
of the total allowance pool
for the 2012 to 2050 period. It
covers no more than 20% of Not applied
an entity's allowance needs.
The reserve allowances are
auctioned once every quarter
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11.3 Parameters influencing emission price
Allowance prices in an ETS market are influenced by both internal and external factors. Since the
respective influence of and interplay between these factors will determine how much, how often and
for how long emissions prices will rise and fall, identifying which factors are most important for Chile
and what are their likely effects is an important consideration in determining the most appropriate
price containment measures to choose. Some key questions to consider are:
–

Are prices more likely to rise or fall? Potentially rising prices indicates a greater need for
measures such as borrowing, offsets, and price ceilings, while falling prices indicates a need
for measures such as banking and price floors.

–

Are price falls and spikes likely to be short term or long term? Measures such as banking and
borrowing may be most appropriate to contain short term fluctuations, while longer term
fluctuations may be better addressed through measures such as price ceilings or floors or a
Carbon Management Board.

–

What are the consequences of price spikes or falls? Who will these affect? Where leakageexposed sectors are affected, for example, this may necessitate greater intervention than
where non-leakage-exposed sectors are affected.

–

How possible is it to predict price fluctuations? Where fluctuations are predictable, automatic
measures may be preferred; where fluctuations are more difficult to predict, it may be
preferable to empower a body to apply tools flexibly.

Internal factors:123

123

–

Cap setting across compliance periods. Naturally, tighter caps relative to emissions will lead
to greater demand. Likewise, a cap that is gradually lowered in each compliance period is
likely to lead to an increase in demand during transitions between periods.

–

The number of regulated entities. The greater the number of entities participating in the
market, the higher the liquidity of emission prices. This leads to reduced price volatility to
single events or transactions, and thus more stable pricing.

–

Linking. Establishing links with other ETSs or offset mechanisms can have a number of
effects on pricing. Where linking is undertaken with several external markets this can lead to
much greater price liquidity, in particular where large and highly liquid markets are involved.
At the same time, linking exposes the market to sudden price fluctuations in external
markets.

These factors draw upon those elaborated upon in <<Option trading, volatility and efficiency in the EU ETS: an “eventstudy” of the introduction of carbon- based derivatives assets. 2009 EAERE annual conference.
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Covered sectors. Some sectors have substantially more cost-effective abatement potential
than others. The inclusion of sectors with high potential, such as the power sector, may bring
the price down, as these may reduce emissions easily and sell allowances, while inclusion of
sectors with low potential, such as the aviation sector, may see greater demand. Inclusion of
sectors with the potential for enhancing sinks, such as the LULUCF sector, has the potential
to increase supply, in some cases greatly.

External factors: 124
–

Fuel prices and sources. Fuel prices play an important role in shaping allowance prices as
power generators often have the ability to change between non-intensive and (often
cheaper) carbon-intensive fuel depending on whether the cost of allowances exceeds the
difference in fuel price. The respective price of fuel sources thus has an important influence
on the decision to switch fuel or to buy allowances. Similarly, the availability of alternative
fuel sources can have a major impact on prices. This was shown in the case of the Santiago
cap-and-trade scheme, which saw allowance prices fall dramatically when natural gas, which
contains significantly lower levels of pollutants covered by the scheme, became available.125

–

Economic performance of covered sectors. In times of economic growth covered entities are
likely to produce more, leading to higher emissions and thus greater demand for allowances.
Where economic growth is slow or in times of recession, the inverse will be the case. Perhaps
the most pronounced example of this was seen in the EU ETS which, in the midst of the 2008
financial crisis and subsequent economic downturn, has seen allowance prices decrease
dramatically, to the point of compromising the system’s long term goals.

–

Weather. Weather patterns influence demand for energy for heating and cooling systems,
hence affecting the overall emissions of the energy sector and influencing emission prices.

–

Other ETS markets. In addition to the effects of prices in external markets due to direct
linking discussed above, prices in these markets will also have an effect where they are
indirectly linked to the Chile ETS through mutual recognition of certain offset types.

11.4 Recommendations
Keep in mind parameters that
that are most likely to influence price:
price In choosing price containment
measures, regulators should keep in mind the parameters that are most likely to influence prices in
Chile and try to assess the consequent respective likelihood of different types of price oscillations.
Important questions include whether price spikes or falls are more likely, and whether these are likely
to be temporary or more long-term. These considerations will influence the type of measures chosen.

124

These factors draw upon those elaborated upon in <<Emissions Trends and the Inaugural Allowance Auction. Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative. 2008. Environment Northeast>>
125
Frank Convery and Ricardo Katz, “Air Emissions Trading in Chile (Santiago Metropolitan Region): Case Study (Draft 4) in
the design and use of Market based Instruments for Environmental Policy”, at page 26, available at:
http://info.worldbank.org/etools/docs/library/36519/AirEmissionsTradingChile.pdf.
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For example, short term fluctuations may be best addressed by banking and borrowing, while longer
term fluctuations would be better addressed by a Carbon Market Board.
Consider interaction between various price containment measures:
measures It is important to consider the
interaction between various price containment measures, as well as their interaction with other ETS
design features, in choosing which to employ. Banking, for example may incentivize early investments
in low-carbon technologies where free allocation is combined with auctioning and caps are set to
quickly increase; however, if combined with free allocation and generous offset provisions banking
may encourage postponing compliance for long periods. Similarly, permitting offsetting may be an
important means of limiting the risk of sudden fluctuations in an otherwise stand-alone market;
however, where the ETS is linked to other systems the role off offsets in this regard is less
pronounced.
B anking provides clear advantages, whereas borrowing may entail substantial risks:
risks Banking can
offer valuable flexibility and encourage early investments in low carbon technology. Most systems
allow banking without any limitation, and there are strong arguments for Chile adopting a similar
approach. This depends, however, on other ETS design features. Where banking is combined with
free allocation in early years and generous offset provisions, placing quantitative or temporal limits on
banking can decrease the risk that investments in low carbon technology will be deferred for
extended periods. Borrowing, in turn, entails substantial risks that may outweigh its benefits, and as
such has been subject to much controversy. If borrowing is pursued, it should be accompanied by
strict measures to limit potential negative effects, such as clear limits and payback times, interest
rates and collateral requirements.
Consider risks of overover-interference with the market:
market A CMB may offer the most comprehensive
and dynamic method to ensure price containment in the long term. However, this mechanism comes
with several risks, including that over-interference, capture by special interests and difficulties in
predicting the effects of measures. If this option is pursued, clear and transparent rules should be
adopted to guide its operation and minimize risks, while its independence must be guaranteed.
Careful consideration should be given to which measures it may take, under what conditions they
may be taken, and subject to what parameters, while keeping its objectives limited can prevent it
from needing to make complex and political judgment calls. In addition, the cost of paying salaries to
high-level experts to serve on the board should be weighed against its benefits.

Appendix 1: Further
Analysis on Potential
International Linking
Options
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International linking with foreign ETSs

Requirements for linking with foreign ETSs
EU-ETS
The EU ETS Directive126 lays down rules detailing the specific types of offsets that are eligible to be
used for compliance with ETS obligations, which does not include credits coming from an SCM.
Adding to this list would imply a cumbersome process that requires amendment of the Directive. The
EU ETS Directive does provide for linking with ETSs in third countries, but this is currently limited to
those in Annex B countries or mandatory systems with absolute emission caps.
The EU ETS Directive does, however, provide for bilateral agreements to be concluded with third
countries that provide for recognition of credits under schemes in those countries.127 This provision is
envisaged to create a source of demand that can lead to the piloting of NMMs, potentially making
this option ideal for linking a Chilean SCM to the EU ETS. However, at the time of writing the EU
Commission has indicated that it does not intend to begin negotiating any bilateral agreements in the
near future,128 and it is difficult to see this position changing in the absence of significant shifts in
current supply and demand.
In the event that the Commission’s position does change, the likelihood of Chile securing agreement
may depend on a number of factors. In the first place, the EU sees these agreements as testing
ground for its own views on NMMs, so the possibilities of securing agreement may depend on how
closely a Chilean SCM resembles those views (most notably sectoral crediting and trading
mechanisms). Secondly, under the Directive only project categories eligible in the EU ETS from 20082012 would be eligible under bilateral agreements.129 This would at least exclude nuclear and LULUCF
activities, and potentially place restrictions on large hydropower activities.
Thirdly, the EU is of the view that in the short term sectoral mechanisms could use absolute or
intensity-based targets, potentially providing scope for linking with specific Chilean SCM windows. In
the long term, however, the EU views that thresholds and targets should be determined in absolute
terms, indicating that a mechanism or window operating in this way is likely to have a greater chance

126

Directive 2003/87/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, establishing a scheme for greenhouse gas
emission allowance trading within the Community and amending Council Directive 96/61/EC (as amended) [hereinafter EU
ETS Directive].
127
EU ETS Directive, Article 11a (5).
128
International Emissions Trading Association, “The Consequences of the Durban COP for the Carbon Market and Climate
Finance”, available at: http://www.ieta.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=437:the-consequences-ofthe-durban-cop-for-the-carbon-market-and-climate-finance&catid=24:position-papers&Itemid=91.
129
EU ETS Directive, Article 11a (6).
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of long-term linking with the EU.130 Lastly, the Directive states that agreements may provide for the
use of credits from projects where the baseline used is below the level of free allocation under the
measures referred to in Article 10a or below the levels required by Community legislation.131 This
provision could require that baselines used under a Chilean SCM be in line with those in the EU.

Australia Carbon Price Scheme
The Australia Carbon Price Scheme (CPS) currently allows the use of offsets from CDM and JI
projects only. However, the relevant CPS legislation does provide for other international offsets to be
permitted through the adoption of regulations, including units issued “under the law of a foreign
country”.132 Regulations are adopted through a more straight-forward procedure than legislation,
meaning that having Chilean SCM credits recognised under the CPS would not likely require the
cumbersome process of parliamentary approval (though regulations are generally open to
Parliamentary veto).
At the time of writing no regulations have been adopted authorising foreign offsets. Australia is,
however, in negotiations with the EU and New Zealand to link the CPS with the EU ETS and New
Zealand ETS (NZ ETS), respectively.133 Of course, this form of linking creates opportunities for
increasing demand, as well as supply, while allowing additional offsets only increases supply. Whether
additional offsets will be allowed in the future would appear closely dependent on the development
of supply and demand as the scheme evolves over the coming months and years, as well as political
developments, which are currently highly uncertain and changing rapidly. It is also important to bear
in mind that, once two ETSs are linked, eligibility requirements for international offsets would likely
be reconciled and made consistent between the linked regimes (for instance, the treatment of landuse offsets).
Quantitative limits are often placed on the use of offsets, particularly in the scheme’s formative years.
From July 2012-July 2015 (so-called “fixed-charge years) no offsets are permitted. In the three
subsequent years, offsets can be surrendered only upon payment of an additional fee. Thereafter,
offsets may be used for up to 50% of a covered entity’s surrender obligations. These rules will likely
limit demand for offsets in the first six years of the scheme significantly, indicating that permitting
additional offsets may not occur until after this initial period.

130
Submission by Denmark and the European Commission on behalf of the European Union and its member States,
“Enhanced action on mitigation, Various approaches, including opportunities for using markets, to enhance the costeffectiveness of, and promote, mitigation actions, bearing in mind different circumstances of developed and developing
countries (AWG-LCA) - Modalities and procedures for a new market-based mechanism”, Copenhagen, 5 March 2012,
paragraph 38.
131
Ibid.
132
Australia Clean Energy Act 2011; Australia National Registry of Emission Units Act 2011, Sections 4, 61 (4) and 97.
133
Carbon Coavtive.com, “Australia to link 2015 carbon trading market with EU ETS, talks underway”, available at:
http://carboncoactive.com/?p=514; Scoop New Zealand, “NZ And Australia Agree on linking their ETS”, available at:
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/PA1112/S00036/nz-and-australia-agree-on-linking-their-ets.htm.
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The CPS legislation provides for restrictions to be placed on the types of international units that may
be surrendered. These may take into account, inter alia, environmental integrity considerations and
any restrictions under EU or NZ schemes. So far, restrictions have been placed on credits from
industrial gas projects, nuclear activities, large-scale hydropower projects that do not meet certain
sustainability criteria and temporary credits from afforestation and reforestation projects.134 Hence,
Chilean SCM initiatives in these areas would be unlikely to gain access to the CPS market.
Australia has, additionally, expressed support for decentralized offset mechanisms developed in
accordance with national circumstances under a “common framework”.135 As such, recognition of a
Chilean SCM under the UNFCCC may increase the likelihood of recognition under the CPS.

New Zealand ETS
Similarly to the Australia CPS, the relevant NZ ETS legislation currently permits only CDM and JI
credits, but provides for credits issued “by an overseas registry” to be permitted by adopting
regulations.136 At the time of writing no such regulations have been adopted, though New Zealand is
in discussions with Australia and South Korea to link their respective ETSs.137 New Zealand has also
recently moved to indefinitely delay expansion of its scheme or increasing targets, indicating that
demand for additional credits is unlikely to increase in the near future.138
Also similarly to Australia, New Zealand has adopted restrictions on credits from industrial gas,
nuclear and CDM AR projects. However, the NZ ETS is heavily focused on forestry, and so it appears
likely that any future credits permitted would include LULUCF credits as long as those credits are
reliable and permanent.
A recent review of the NZ ETS has seen the government plan to place limits on the use of
international offsets, which were previously permitted without limitation. This move is being taken in
response to low international prices and the danger of disproportionate funds being channelled
outside the country.139 As such, it appears unlikely that the NZ ETS will begin to permit additional
international offset types until market conditions change significantly.

California Cap-and-trade (AB 32)
134

See http://www.cleanenergyfuture.gov.au/international-linking/.
Submission of Australia under the Cancun Agreements, February 2011: “Establishment of market-based mechanisms”,
AWG-LCA/AWG-KP, available in UNFCCC, AWG-LCA, “Views on the elaboration of market-based mechanisms: Submissions
from Parties”, FCCC/AWGLCA/2011/MISC.2, 21 March 2011.
136
New Zealand Climate Change Response Act 2002 (as amended), Sections 4, 63(1).
137
Scoop New Zealand, “NZ And Australia Agree on linking their ETS”, available at:
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/PA1112/S00036/nz-and-australia-agree-on-linking-their-ets.htm; Scoop New Zealand,
“Minister
welcomes
Sth
Korea
ETS
and
linking
study”,
available
at:
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/PA1205/S00093/minister-welcomes-sth-korea-ets-and-linking-study.htm.
138
Point Carbon, “NZ moves on bill to weaken emissions trading scheme”, 21 August 2012.
139
Stian Reklev, “NZ proposes to cap ETS emissions, limit CER use”, Point Carbon, 11 Apr 2012, available at:
http://www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1824135.
135
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California’s AB 32 cap-and-trade scheme limits the use of project-based offsets to those generated
under specific offset protocols within the United States, Canada or Mexico. 140 However, an additional
option exists to recognise credits generated by sector-based offset programs from developing
countries.141 At present, only programs covering Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest
Degradation (REDD) emissions may be recognised under AB 32. Eligibility is obtained pursuant to
approval of the program by the California Air Resource Board (ARB) through an administrative
procedure. Indicative requirements that may be set out by the ARB include a plan for emission
reductions from the sector, a transparent MRV and reporting system, requirements to ensure offsets
are real, additional, quantifiable, permanent, verifiable and enforceable, and a means for public
participation in program design.142

Other ETSs
To-date, most other ETSs have explicitly limited the use of offsets to those generated locally or in a
narrowly defined geographical area. The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) takes an even
narrower approach, limiting the use of offsets to those produced in US states participating in RGGI.143
Likewise, the Tokyo Metropolitan Emission Trading System limits offset use to those generated in
Tokyo or, to a limited extent, other parts of Japan, 144 while emerging pilot schemes in several Chinese
provinces are likely to allow the use of offsets from Chinese projects only.145 The Indian PAT scheme
also does not currently permit foreign offsets.
Emerging ETSs, including those in South Korea, Mexico, Taiwan and Brazil, may offer opportunities
for linking in the future. Taiwan in particular has indicated that it is actively seeking to build bilateral
cooperation with respect to its emerging voluntary emission trading platform with countries in the
Asia-Pacific region.146 At the time of writing there is insufficient information on the intended use of
offsets in other systems to make any informed predictions.

140

California Code of Regulations, Subchapter 10 Climate Change, Article 5: California Cap on Greenhouse Gas Emissions
and Market-Based Compliance Mechanisms, § 95972 (c).
141
Ibid, Sub-article 14.
142
Ibid, § 95994.
143
See http://www.rggi.org/market/offsets/.
144
World Bank, “Tokyo's Emissions Trading System: A Case Study”, June 2010, available at:
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTURBANDEVELOPMENT/Resources/3363871226422021646/Directions5.pdf?resourceurlname=Directions5.pdf.
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